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FGVces and the Business Initiatives (iE)
The Center for Sustainability Studies (FGVces) of the Busi-

strategies, tools, and proposals for public and business po-

ness Administration School at Getulio Vargas Foundation

licies; support for implementation through pilot projects;

(FGV EAESP) is an open arena for study, learning, innovation,

knowledge systematization and dissemination through pu-

and knowledge production. Formed by a team with multi-

blications and events; and articulation with various gover-

disciplinary background, engaged and committed, with an

nment and civil society actors.

authentic desire to transform society, FGVces works based
on the development of public and private management

The Business Initiatives cover five themes, as shown in the

strategies, policies and tools to promote sustainability for

box below: life cycle assessment (LCA); local development;

local, national and international scenarios. It is driven by

value chain management; climate change – mitigation

four major pillars: (i) training activities; (ii) research and

and adaptation; and ecosystem services. The Business Ini-

knowledge production; (iii) debates and exchange of infor-

tiatives have also advanced in systemic approach, jointly

mation; and (iv) mobilization and communication.

working to investigate, produce and apply knowledge to

Under this context, FGVces’ Business Initiatives (iE, its Por-

seek to integrate sustainability into business processes and

tuguese acronym) make up a network with the purpose of

strategies, bringing more relevance to the theme. Thus, the

transforming sustainability challenges into opportunities

themes discussed in each one of the five Business Initiati-

to create value, contributing to a new development model.

ves have been integrated to co-create solutions for com-

This purpose has been achieved through the co-creation of

plex and material challenges in different sectors.

multi and interdisciplinary challenges. Those challenges

Since 2009, the Business for the Climate Platform has had the purpose of contributing to advance business management of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, as well as risks and impacts caused by climate
change, co-creating guidelines and tools, and recommending public policies.

Since 2012, the Innovation and Sustainability in the Value Chain initiative has been developing methods and tools to incorporate sustainability into business procurement processes and policies, developing protocols to manage the supply chain.

Since 2013, the Local Development and Large Projects initiative has had the purpose of articulating
the business sector to reflect, share experiences and build business propositions and guidelines for
local development, through dialogue, study and co-creation of methodologies and tools.

Since 2013, the Trends in Ecosystem Services initiative has been developing strategies and tools aimed at business management of impacts, dependencies and externalities related to ecosystem services,
adopting the valuation approach.

Since 2015, the Applied Life Cycle initiative has been fostering the use of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
and integration of the Life Cycle Thinking into business management, helping companies understand
and use that approach to measure and manage environmental impacts of their products.
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Fool’s Gold

If, on one hand, it is increasingly clear that societies, individuals and their relationships, as well as their corresponding means of production and consumption are intimately
linked to the biosphere – and therefore should be subject
to their natural system laws –, on the other hand, the reasoning adopted by sustainability advocates, based on the
rigidity of Ecology laws, has not been effective at all to
‘turn the tables’, in what seems to be an entropic conversation between deaf people.
The ‘historical’ publication of an article entitled ‘The New
Possible Limits’, written by economist André Lara Resende,
at the Valor Econômico journal, in 2012, is a relevant fact
for sustainability advocates. The statement that ‘we reached the planet physical limits’, made by the renowned
economist, who is acknowledged by the business world
and public policymakers, published at the most influential economic journal in Brazil, lights a spark of hope to
those that, out of the system, work to ‘give birth to a new
approach’.
FGVces strongly believes this is the right path: part of the
solution can be achieved by changing the rationale, dialoguing with society mainstream thinking, leveraging the
low rigidity – or imperfections, as you might want to call it
– of laws of Economics, especially their dearest mantra: aggregate demand. Often times associated with capitalism
itself, aggregate demand, as a measure of ‘wealth’ produced by a nation, has survived for millions of years, even
though we are not aware of it.
Let’s say we wanted to calculate the product of a certain
economy based on hunting and gathering, all we needed to
do was to sum up the consumption (C) of the families in that
economy for a certain period of time, and then we would
have their GDP (Y). Even without a pricing system available,
the GDP could be obtained with a physical unit, or even calories. In that simple life world, the GDP from such economy
would be calculated using the Y = C equation.
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Even if we consider some social sophistication allowing for

debates about modes of production and the world was in-

animal domestication and grazing, reserving for the future

volved in two wars because of different thinking regarding

some goats, sheep, or cows, that society would introduce

the ‘G’ size, the ‘I’ public component in the equation, and

the practice of savings (S) and the concept of investment

whether production should be generated by public or pri-

(I) to the model (let’s assume here that savings are equal to

vate entrepreneurship. No one ever dared to question the

investment (I), extending the calculation of gross domestic

formula, and the damn equation persists from the most pri-

product to Y = C + I, where ‘I’ stands for additional invest-

mitive time when people lived in caves and gathered and

ment in the period in the stock of goats and sheep.

hunted for a living, to facebook and twitter age.

Now, you add some trade with the neighboring community

In fact, it is hard to imagine there will ever be a society that

and our gross domestic product will be added with exports

does not consume, even if it is only for decent survival, that

‘X’, and deducted by the amount of purchased products –

does not save, so it invests, that does not make exchanges,

import ‘M’ – from that community. Our equation gets a bit

and therefore trades, and where the State does not exist.

longer: Y = C + I + (X-M).

And in case somebody wishes to calculate the product (and

It is not hard to suppose that society gets organized in such

or even inadvertently served as proxy of the society develo-

a way that they judge it is necessary to create a higher ins-

pment level) produced by that society in a time period, all

titution to ensure minimum levels of security and order, or

they need to do is sum up the consumption of all families,

even to merely ensure compliance with agreements, col-

public and private investments in capital goods, infrastruc-

lecting taxes for the products manufactured, in order to

ture, among other factors, public expenses with purchases

finance its minimum expenditures, or ‘G’. The State ‘is born’,

and hiring, and their trade balance.

I mean only the product, often times presented as wealth,

and our formula is extended to the format we currently use
it: Y = C + I + G + (X-M).

Then, simplifying the life of human beings on Earth in their
mode of production and consumption, governments, busi-

Until the beginning of the 20th century, current belief was

nesses, and, by extension, much of the population engaged

that all production would be consumed by the right side of

into a ‘mad rush’ in order to build sophisticated strategies to

the equation; in other words, that supply would generate

grow ‘Y’, year over year, indefinitely, as if this were sufficient

demand. Excess of optimism resulted in super production,

to actually deliver development, quality of life for people

which, on its turn, without enough demand, caused a con-

and the environment for current and future generations.

fidence crisis and ultimately caused the greatest financial
crisis and economic depression in the 20th century. Lord

Wait a minute: there is life out of aggregate demand! And

Keynes and Michael Kalecki, economists from different ide-

this paranoia of trying to maximize it is compromising life

ological positioning, came in to warn dependency was on

out there, which is the foundation of its own existence. Eco-

the other side: it was actually demand that generated su-

nomics specialized in producing antidotes for dysfunctions

pply. From that time on, economic policies, which include

in the model that changed demand into supply, through a

fiscal, monetary and exchange rate policies, became tools

Keynesian control panel, which now shows material fati-

to enable ‘Y’ to follow its path, upwards, and ‘steadily’.

gue. As André Lara would say, ‘the 2008 crisis, which insists
in not finishing, may not be just another cyclic crisis in mo-

The past two centuries were highlighted by ideological

dern economies, always threatened by insufficient demand.

8
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There is no way to rely on the increase of material good

Two non-excluding paths lead to a different target: the first

demand in order to grow. Growth may not be an option to

one, which is the best possible solution, but with long-term

solve the crisis any longer.

results, and a ‘second best solution’, more pragmatic, with
possibility of faster benefits:

’Whereas macroeconomics does NOT teach us there is life
out of aggregate demand, microeconomics DISREGARDS

1.

the aggregate demand relationship with the rest of the

Building a new perspective of the world, in which human beings revise their values from the notion that

world, calling it ‘externalities’, and including it in the list of

Economics and its systems are a subset of social rela-

‘market imperfections’, reserving chapter 18 of textbooks to

tionships and, ultimately, of natural systems, and not

talk about it.

the other way around.
2.

Introducing social and environmental externalities in

Assuming rationality of economic agents and decreasing

the pricing system, using scale, either through regula-

marginal yields, neoclassic economics produces demand

tion or self-regulation, necessarily including:

curves and balanced price points based on production

•

Economic valuation of ecosystem services

curves derived from private costs mainly. In that equation,

•

Economic instruments capable of changing the in-

natural capital and its ecosystem services are considered

centive matrix of economic agents, in such a way

free goods, available in the market, and different forms of

to support consumption decisions and investment

degrading labor, among other illegal practices, are adop-

allocation with non-fictitious relative prices.

ted on behalf of competitiveness of products, companies,
industries; or, often times, of a whole economy.

In order to contribute to solve part of the challenge, in
2013 FGVces created the Trends in Ecosystem Services

Thus, considering that:

(TeSE) Business Initiative, whose goal is to develop a set
of support tools to business management for valuing their

1.

An economy ability to externalize is greater than zero

vulnerabilities and impacts on natural capital, particularly

2.

The ability to externalize is not the same for all agents

externalities. Economic valuation of externalities consists
of a valuable support to make decisions on how to inter-

We can come to the conclusion we live in a world where

nalize them.

relative prices are completely fictitious and unreal, generating additional artificial demand for products that use

Without failing to acknowledge the relevance of other na-

the society and the environment as subsidies to compete

tural capital value dimensions, such as its intrinsic value

in the market, meaning they are overly produced, causing

(regardless of use) and its ecological value (related to inte-

impact on natural capital, human beings, and their social

grity and resilience of ecosystems), this publication is targe-

relationships.

ted at its economic value. In a joint process with the eight
TeSE cofounding companies, we produced the first version

So, back to macroeconomics, what can we expect from

of the Corporate Guidelines for the Economic Valuation of

consumption decisions, whether domestic (‘C’) or foreign

Ecosystem Services in 2013. Collaboration with the compa-

(‘X’) decisions, investment (‘I’) or procurement and public

nies is a critical feature of this work, since it combines the

hiring (‘G’) in an economy with such unreal relative prices?

academic knowledge provided by FGVces with the knowledge from hands-on experience in the relationship between

Demanded amounts of products and services and capital

businesses and natural capital.

allocation are being performed in a completely misleading
way, dilapidating natural capital, annihilating the planet

Moreover, direct involvement of the companies in this

environmental conditions, and deteriorating social rela-

work creates a forum for discussions and exchange of ex-

tionships between human beings. All this as a consequence

periences that drives the business sector on the need for

of ‘rational decisions made by agents’, a true ‘tragedy of

innovation in strategies and business models in tune with

the commons’.

challenges and opportunities of a sustainable and inclusive
economy.
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This publication represents the third version of these Gui-

FGVces is committed to jointly working with TeSE member

delines, which will keep being enhanced and extended in

companies in order to continuously extend and enhance

the coming years. In order to guide this work, we propose

this publication, so it becomes a more effective tool to pro-

some assumptions:

duce relevant information for business decision-making.

1.

2.

Privilege simplified, low-cost physical metrics and

Last, but not least, we would like to thank the 48 compa-

economic valuation methods, leveraging easy-to-ac-

nies that have been participating in TeSE initiative since

cess or available data, thus encouraging regular re-

2013, and also to invite other companies to collaborate

calculation of value estimates.

with us to continuously enhance that tool.

Be flexible, generating value estimates that can be
used as reference to analyze project feasibility, make
decisions about business in general, and measure performance.

3.

Acknowledge limitations of the methods adopted, so
the interpretation of the results obtained is consistent
and realistic.

Mario Monzoni
General Coordinator

In the first version of these Guidelines, six ecosystem ser-

Center for Sustainability Studies

vices were covered: water provision, water quality regula-

FGV-EAESP

tion, wastewater assimilation, climate regulation, biomass
fuel provision, and recreation and tourism. They were
analyzed under three different perspectives: business dependencies upon those ecosystem services, the impacts
caused on the business due to changes in ecosystem service availability, and non-compensated impacts caused by
business activities on those ecosystem services when they
affect other social players – the so-called environmental
externalities.
The second version added two more ecosystem services:
pollination regulation, and soil erosion regulation. In addition to that, methods for water provision were extended,
including calculation of externalities, and global climate regulation was also extended, including avoided deforestation.
Based on five years of experience with the TeSE initiative and the support provided to over 50 business cases of
ecosystem service valuation, this third version of the Guidelines was elaborated in 2018. In addition to having enhanced the existing methods, this new version of the Guidelines
relies on: i) recommendations to analyze materiality; ii) different approaches to incorporate the valuation discount
rate; iii) incorporation of the Provision of Ecosystem Goods
method; and iv) recommendations on how to incorporate
ecosystem value estimates into business processes and tools, such as ROI, payback period, and cost-benefit analysis,
among others, to support decision-making.

10
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Glossary of Terms
GENERAL CONCEPTS
Account for: To define the set of relevant metrics and quan-

Impact: The consequence of an action. It can be either po-

tify them.

sitive or negative, internal or external, compared to the
current situation. The internal impact is particularly critical

Dependency: Need of a certain ecosystem service to achie-

in the context of these Guidelines, since it refers to the im-

ve a certain goal. The more important the ecosystem ser-

pact felt by the company in case there is any change in the

vice is to reach that goal, the higher the dependency level.

ecosystem service availability. External impacts, or exter-

Economic Valuation of the Environment: Process of esti-

separately in these Guidelines.

nalities, according to the definition above, are considered
mating the importance or economic value of the natural
capital for the well-being of the society as a whole or spe-

Inventory: Quantified list of metrics.

cific social groups and, in case of these Guidelines, also for
business. The valuation can be qualitative, quantitative,

Monetary Value: Expression of the economic value in mo-

non-monetary or monetary, or even a combination of these

netary units.

possibilities.
Natural capital: The stock of renewable and non-renewabEconomic Value: Importance or economic value of the na-

le natural resources (plants, animals, air, water, soil, mine-

tural capital for the well-being of the society as a whole or

rals, etc.) that combine to yield a flow of benefits for people.

specific social groups, such as, in case of these Guidelines,

Ecosystems are an example of natural capital ‘stock’, whe-

companies and their business.

reas ecosystem services are an example of ‘flow’.

Ecosystem: A dynamic complex of plants, animals, micro-

Quantify: Measure, estimate, or calculate a certain quanti-

organisms and their non-living environment (relief, rain,

tative metric, using data from other variables.

temperature, etc.) interacting as a functional unit. For
example: rivers, forests, lakes, mangroves, sandy soils, sa-

Social Cost of Carbon (SCC): The economic costs caused by

vannas (Cerrado).

an additional ton of CO2e. In a more precise definition, it
is the change in the present value of the socioeconomic

Ecosystem Service: Direct or indirect ecosystem contribu-

welfare from an additional unit of CO2e emission. For more

tions for human well-being. In other words, benefits people

information, please refer to Annex 5.

obtain from nature through ecosystems.
Well-being: Context and state dependent on basic mateExternality: Consequence of an action that affects some-

rials for a good life, freedom of choice, health, physical

one other than the agent responsible for that action, and

comfort, good social relationships, security, peace of mind,

for which the person in charge is not compensated (in case

and spiritual life.

of positive externality) or penalized (in case of negative
externality). Although they are part of a subset of impacts,
externalities in this document are considered separately.
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ECOSYSTEM SERVICES VS. ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
The terms ‘environmental services’ and ‘ecosystem

improvement of Ecosystem Services (FGB et al., 2017),

services’ are often used interchangeably. However,

whereas Ecosystem Services are any contributions

there is a subtle difference between them. Environ-

from nature to the human well-being (according to the

mental Services are individual or collective human

definition above), regardless of any human action pro-

activities that directly or indirectly favor preservation,

moting such contributions. All environmental services

protection, maintenance, conservation, recovery or

are ecosystem services, but the opposite is not true.

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
Water Provision: Role of ecosystems in the hydrological

Soil Erosion Regulation: Role played by ecosystems in con-

cycle and their contribution in terms of water quantity, de-

trolling soil erosion processes – natural processes, which

fined as total production of freshwater.

can be accelerated or retarded depending on the type of
use and the soil management practices adopted.

Provision of Ecosystem Goods: Part of the provision ecosystem services, which result from ecologic processes that

Water Quality Regulation: Role played by ecosystems in

produce tangible goods useful to the human well-being. It

controlling water quality, taking into account physical, che-

includes both ecosystem goods derived from anthropic pro-

mical and biological parameters.

duction activities (i.e.; agriculture) and those derived from
direct removal from natural areas (i.e.; extractive activities).

Pollination Regulation: Ability of ecosystems to regulate
animal species populations that pollinate different plant

Biomass Fuel Provision: Ability of ecosystems to produce

species, particularly agricultural crops.

biomass that can be used as fuels, such as timber, charcoal,
agricultural crop residues, etc.

Global Climate Regulation: Role played by ecosystems in
carbon and nitrogen biogeochemical cycles, thus influen-

Recreation and Tourism: Role of ecosystems as places whe-

cing emissions of important greenhouse gases, such as CO2,

re people can find opportunities for rest, relaxation and re-

CH4, and N2O, which affect the global climate.

creation.
Wastewater Assimilation Regulation: Ability of ecosystems
to degrade, reduce or eliminate toxicity, disinfect or dilute
pollutant loads.

14
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Presentation

This is the third version of the Corporate Guidelines for the

HOW SHOULD THE GUIDELINES BE USED?

Economic Valuation of Ecosystem Services (Devese 3.0), as
a result of the work developed in Trends in Ecosystem Ser-

The Introduction presents the concepts of ecosystem ser-

vices (TeSE) business initiative. TeSE’s mission is to engage

vices, their values and economic importance.

the business sector in order to build strategies and tools
that contribute to an increasingly more sustainable man-

The Study Planning chapter offers recommendations to

agement of their dependencies, impacts, externalities, risks

determine the objective of the valuation study and its

and opportunities related to natural capital and, particu-

scope, particularly to select what ecosystem services will

larly, to ecosystem services.

be valued.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THESE GUIDELINES?

Then, the chapter Methods for Quantification and Economic Valuation of Ecosystem Services describes the method-

These Guidelines were created with the purpose of guid-

ological guidelines of each ecosystem service, so you can

ing the elaboration of simplified analyses of economic val-

get information about required data. Guidelines for each

uation of ecosystem services that are able to support stra-

ecosystem service are independent, meaning it is not nec-

tegic and tactical business decisions. Easy-to-apply, quick,

essary to apply the guidelines to all ecosystem services.

and low-cost methods were privileged, in such a way to, if
not completely, at least partially eliminate the need for

Next step consists of gathering data, both internal and ex-

support from third-party consulting firms specialized in

ternal.

the topic.
Once you have all data, you should start applying the
Ultimately, the purpose of these Guidelines is to directly

guidelines in order to get final economic value estimates,

involve users in the economic valuation process, which

which can be performed with the support of the calcula-

facilitates understanding the economic dimension of the

tion tool available at TeSE website1.

ecosystem service that is being studied, and uncertainties
associated with the resulting economic value estimates.

Chapter Incorporating Economic Values Associated with

WHO IS THE TARGET AUDIENCE

to incorporate the results obtained in the valuation into

OF THESE GUIDELINES?

processes and tools businesses already use to support

Ecosystem Services into Business Decisions shows how

business decision-making, such as Return on Investment
These Guidelines were initially designed as a support tool

(ROI), Payback Period, Cost-Benefit Analysis, among others.

for business decision making, targeted at analysts working at corporate Sustainability or Finance departments.
However, there are no limitations for use by other types
of organizations.

1

www.fgv.br/ces/tese
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Introduction

Biodiversity, along with the physical environment (such as

Businesses, as economic agents, rely on ecosystems and

soil, water, climate, relief), are critical components of eco-

basically interact with them in two ways: a) they use eco-

systems. Losing biodiversity damages ecosystem functions

system services, which include provision of raw materi-

and resilience2, thus threatening the flow of ecosystem ser-

als; and b) they contribute to changes in the ecosystems8.

vices that benefits current society, upon which future gen-

Quite often, those interactions affect ecosystems, whether

erations depend. Ecosystems might change abruptly and

extracting resources in a pace that is faster than their abili-

unpredictably, and most ecosystems have been modified

ty to replace them, or due to the pollution caused by corpo-

due to human activities in an unprecedented way3. Those

rate economic activities. The resulting environmental deg-

threats tend to increase due to climate change and increas-

radation affects both the ecosystems that directly benefit

ing human consumption of natural resources4, in such a way

the company and those who might not directly contribute

that it is more and more challenging to project the avail-

to the business but contribute to the society welfare.

ability of ecosystem services in the future5.
Increase in running costs, reduction in operation flexibilIt is not wise to expect some previous notice regarding

ity, and more legal restrictions are some of the business

changes in ecosystem services availability, or to expect

impacts expected as a consequence of ecosystem service

that responses to past crises to the availability of the ser-

degradation9. Losing the social license to operate and com-

vices will be effective in the future6. Therefore, conserva-

petitiveness compared to other companies that are able to

tion and recovery of ecosystems are a responsibility and

adapt faster to that context are other threats that should

benefit everybody (the government, the private sector, and

be taken into account. Aware of this situation, some com-

the society as a whole).

panies have been taking action to incorporate natural capital into their business strategies.

Contributions of the ecosystem, or natural capital, to society
are critical for economic activities, since all economic prod-

Identifying new business opportunities is another possi-

ucts are, to a certain extent, the result of a transformation in

bility. There are examples of businesses that have been

raw materials produced by nature . Updating their 1997 es-

economically and sustainably exploring natural capital

timates, Costanza et al (2014) assessed the global economic

benefits even in cases when they are not directly linked

value of ecosystem services in 2011 as between US$ 125 and

to their operations.

7

US$ 145 trillion, about twice as much as the world GDP in
2013 – estimated by the World Bank in roughly US$ 76 trillion.

Physical and technological capital cannot replace natural

Constanza et al (2017) reinforce that ecosystem services are

capital in most situations10, and, even in cases where re-

critical to the world economy and indicate their values have

placement is possible, it tends to happen only partially, and

not been properly accounted for in official economic statistics.

may not even be efficient from the economic perspective.
The Catskill-Delaware case, in New York, illustrates how

2
3
4
5
6
7

Ecosystem resilience is its ability to recover the original state and dynamics after being disturbed.
(MA, 2005)
(DE GROOT et al., 2012)
(FARLEY, 2012; MA, 2005)
(MA, 2005)
(FARLEY, 2012)

investments in natural capital proved to be cheaper and as

8 (MA, 2005b; NCC, 2016)
9 (MA, 2005b)
10 (TEEB, 2012b)
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effective as investments in physical and technological cap-

ic valuation have been developed, supported by TeSE and

ital, besides offering other benefits that physical and tech-

published at: www.fgv.br/ces

nological capital could not offer. In the end of the 1980’s,
after growing environmental degradation of water springs,

Economic valuation seeks to contribute to well-informed

New York City realized the quality of the water was deteri-

decision-making15. It enables comparison of impacts, risks,

orating due to an increase in diffuse pollution. Initially, the

dependencies and externalities related to natural capital

solution planned to tackle this issue was to build a water

directly with their corresponding equivalents related to

treatment plant, and the costs estimated for such a proj-

other types of capital (i.e.; technological and human cap-

ect was from US$4 to US$6 billion for investments in the

ital). Such comparison favors optimized decision-making

structure, plus US$ 250 million in annual running costs. The

when it comes to allocation of different types of capital –

impact on New Yorkers’ water bill would be significant11.

with better results for business and society.

The alternative solution was to protect and restore local
ecosystem services, which demanded initial investments of

Economic allocation of natural capital cannot be efficient

US$ 1.4 billion and running costs corresponding to 1/8 of

using only market mechanisms, since most valuable natu-

the costs estimated for the water treatment plant planned

ral capital components have no price. Additionally, market

previously13. The alternative solution also generated other

prices are influenced by the purchasing power of the de-

environmental and socioeconomic benefits, such as recov-

mand – comprised only by part of the society who can actu-

ery and use of areas for recreation and leisure, and sustain-

ally access this market – and, therefore, are likely to distort

able rural development. New York’s experience is quite

natural capital economic value in the context of society as

12

similar to the one faced by businesses that collect their

a whole, since they do not incorporate the value perceived

own water, or to those that operate reservoirs; and strate-

by those who cannot access this market16. Thus, business

gic possibilities for decision-making are also pretty similar.

decisions directly or indirectly involving natural capital
cannot be solely made based on market information17.

UNDERSTANDING THE VALUE
OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

Ultimately, natural capital is the society heritage, and it

The importance of ecosystem services for society has differ-

has demonstrated increasingly less tolerance with adverse

ent dimensions: ecologic, which is linked to the resilience

externalities, and purchasing decisions start to privilege

and the integrity needed for ecosystems to keep supplying

more sustainable business and products.

is critical for people’s quality of life. Because of it, society

their services; sociocultural, which is related to beliefs and
cultural values; and economic, based on use as a measure

Therefore, businesses seek to incorporate natural capital

of social welfare . However, its incorporation into busi-

and their ecosystem services into their decision-making

ness decision-making processes or public policies is not

processes, aware of ecosystem service scarcity risks, their

14

a common practice and demands innovation in practices,

image as seen by society and their consumers, and com-

processes, and strategies. One of the major challenges has

petitiveness in the industries they operate. Businesses that

been dimensioning and, more specifically, quantification

start taking actions in that sense will certainly find a com-

and economic valuation of dependencies, impacts and ex-

petitive edge to grow, thrive and take the lead in the indus-

ternalities related to ecosystem services.

tries they operate.

Quantification and economic valuation provide quantita-

It is important, though, to never forget economic value is

tive data that is useful both for business decision-making

just one of the components of the total value of natural

and for monitoring the results and impacts caused by the

capital and its ecosystem services, and that business de-

decisions made. Over 50 cases of environmental econom-

cision-making processes, therefore, should equally consider other values associated with ecosystems, whether

11
12
13
14

(APPLETON, 2002)
(NICKENS, 1998)
(APPLETON, 2002)
(TEEB, 2012a)

15 (TEEB, 2012a)
16 (FARLEY, 2012)
17 (TEEB, 2012b)
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they are ecological values18, or different sociocultural
values19 not covered in these Guidelines. Purely economic valuation, in spite of generating relevant information
for business, usually underestimates the total value of
an ecosystem service or good and should be understood
from this perspective.

18 Refers to ecosystem integrity, health and resilience, or minimum conditions for them to keep providing ecosystem services (TEEB, 2012a).
19 Aesthetic, spiritual, cultural inspiration, cognitive, social relationships,
among others, depending on the author.

19

20
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Study Planning

An ecosystem service valuation study aims at supporting

as it is designed in your planning and the meaning of the

decision-making for which the interactions between the

estimates and their limitations are carefully considered in

business and the ecosystems are relevant, whether they

the result assessment.

represent dependencies or impacts. In order to make it
easier for businesses to apply these Guidelines, the pro-

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT

cesses and methods suggested here have synergies with

OF BUSINESS RISKS

other methods and tools used by companies that adopt

Changes in the quantity or quality of ecosystem services

best corporate management practices, such as social and

can pose risks to business due to its dependency and im-

environmental impact studies, management and certifica-

pacts on ecosystem services. Business risks associated with

tion systems, life cycle assessment, sustainability reports,

ecosystem services can be operational, financial, regulato-

among others.

ry, reputational or market risks21.

The economic valuation study planning should interact,

ASSESSING NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

adapt and even be incorporated into other management

Estimating costs and benefits related to ecosystem ser-

tools and processes used by the business, especially when

vices with opportunities for new products and services is

it comes to collecting data and information.

useful in order to assess the economic feasibility of that
opportunity.

Collecting the information required for the study is not always an ordinary task. Thus, a careful planning, to help or-

ASSESSING THE ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF

ganize actions and optimize efforts, is recommended. That

CORPORATE PROJECTS AND POLICIES

planning must produce a work plan whose basic structure

Corporate projects and policies may directly or indirect-

is suggested and commented below.

ly affect ecosystem services, having consequences on the
business itself or stakeholders associated with the com-

Work Plan

pany or the corresponding ecosystems. Incorporating the
dimension of values related to ecosystem services can represent more assertive decisions to implement the project

Goal of the Ecosystem Service
Valuation Study

or policy.

It determines the intended use for economic value esti-

COMPARING AND SELECTING CONCURRENT

mates associated with ecosystem services, and should be

CORPORATE PROJECTS OR POLICIES

directly linked with the business decision that will be sup-

Corporate project or policy alternatives have different

ported by this data. Below are listed some possibilities to

trade-offs, and estimates of the ecosystem service econom-

apply the values estimated for ecosystem services to busi-

ic value may contribute to assess and select the alternative

ness decisions20. The results found in ecosystem service

option, taking into account interests of the business and

valuation can be used in more than one analysis, as long

the society.

20 Determined based on the experience with TeSE cases and aligned with
the Natural Capital Protocol (2016, p.20)

21 (HANSON at al., 2012)
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MONITORING THE SOCIAL AND

APPROACH

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Two approaches can be used for the analysis:

21

Estimating and monitoring ecosystem services metrics
– quantitative and/or monetary –, such as the total value

•

Prospective (or ex-ante), when scenarios that have not

or the net impact of the company, business unit or project,

occurred yet are assessed, usually related to the proj-

allows the business to determine and monitor goals and

ect being analyzed, or to steps being reassessed. This

deadlines. This is the rationale behind the Environmental

approach is used more often to support strategic deci-

Profit and Loss (EP&L) studies, whose result can be compared with the financial result in the business annual bal-

sions related to future actions.
•

Retrospective (or ex-post), when situations that have

ance. It is also possible to monitor and assess the impact on

already occurred or could have occurred are assessed,

other stakeholders.

usually related to the assessment of a project that has

COMMUNICATING SOCIOECONOMIC

that size dependencies, impacts or externalities. That

been partially or totally completed, or to inventories
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

approach is used more often to monitor and assess re-

Accounting for performance metrics related to ecosystem

sults and performance.

services has been increasingly more important to communicate business results both to internal and external stake-

VALUE CHAIN STAGE

holders. Once monetized, those metrics become more

The business may focus only on its own operations, or also

accessible for complementary analyses; thus, that type of

analyze its value chain, working upstream (suppliers) or

information is particularly useful for investors.

downstream (customers). Assessing the value chain requires a greater engagement effort and time availability to

More information on the implementation of those types

have the data in a timely manner22.

of analyses can be found in the chapter Incorporating Economic Values Associated with Ecosystem Services into Busi-

GEOGRAPHIC AREA

ness Decisions.

The geographic area determines the ecosystem services
that interact with the analysis object; therefore, it varies

Scope of the Study

according to the definition of the analysis object. It is important to determine the geographic limits to be covered
by the analysis, whether local or regional boundaries, and

Considering effective use of the results and other steps of

specify the watershed they are located in.

the valuation will vary according to the scope determined,
this is one of the most challenging steps, and care should

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

be taken to ensure other departments and senior manag-

ASPECTS

ers are involved. However, the scope can be revisited and

Aspects23 represent the interface of the business activities

changed along the study, as new information or barriers

with the ecosystem. In these Guidelines, three different as-

emerge, such as lack of data.

pects are adopted for the analysis:

In order to determine the scope of the analysis, six topics

Dependency: Need of a certain ecosystem service to

are suggested: object, approach, value chain, geographic

achieve a certain business goal. Dependency represents

area, material ecosystem services, and time horizon.

the total need for an ecosystem service; thus, it is the highest risk level associated with that ecosystem service in the

ANALYSIS OBJECT

scope assessed.

Indicates the portion of the business that will be analyzed:
operations of the company as a whole, business unit(s),
product/service line(s), industrial plant(s), a certain production process, construction work(s), properties, project(s) or
corporate policy(cies).

22 If the valuation study focuses on the value chain, it may be useful to
adopt the life cycle thinking approach.
23 The Aspects in these Guidelines correspond to the value perspective in
the Natural Capital Protocol. The term ‘Aspect’ has been used since the
first version of Devese and the companies are now familiar with it.
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Internal Impact: Consequence of a change in an ecosystem

Box 1 - Categories for the Analysis of Risks and Opportunitiest

service availability for the object targeted at the analysis. It
can be either positive or negative, compared to the current
situation.

•

Externality: Consequence of a change in an ecosystem ser-

•

ble for that action, and for which the person in charge is not
compensated (in case of positive externality) or penalized
(in case of negative externality).
MATERIALITY ASSESSMENT
Depending on the nature of the business activities, its
relationship with some ecosystem services may be more
important than with others. Therefore, it is recommended
that the company focuses its valuation efforts on materi-

Regulatory and legal: Refers to either current or
future (potential) legislation, norms, regulations

vice availability, as a result of an action taken by the business, that affects someone other than the agent responsi-

Operational: Refers to the business operational
risks.

and private self-regulation.
•

Reputational: Refers to the company’s image, its
brands, products and/or services.

•

Market: Refers to consumers’ preferences when
it comes to current or future (potential) products
and/or services.

•

Financing: Refers to current or future access or difficulty for the business to have its activities funded.

•

Society: Refers to how changes in natural capital
can significantly affect society.

al ecosystem services. Material ecosystem services refer
to those with potential to change decision-making once
their values are accounted for in the objective and scope
of the assessment 24.

The materiality analysis seeks to enhance the scope of the
valuation study, selecting what should be valuated among

The potential to change decisions, on its turn, is related to

the different real and potential interactions the business may

the risks and opportunities that a given interaction with

have with different ecosystem services. Those interactions are

ecosystem services represent to the business. This includes

observed as dependencies, internal impacts and externalities.

externalities, since their consequences to society may
somehow reflect on the business. Six categories of risks

In order to support the materiality analysis, some questions

and opportunities, as listed in Box 1, can be used as refer-

are provided for guidance in Box 2. The most critical ma-

ence to analyze materiality25, since they are usually recog-

teriality criterion is magnitude, which in these Guidelines

nized by business senior managers.

can be understood as the level or severity of the socioeconomic consequence of changing the quantity or quality of a
real or potential ecosystem service to the business or other
actors affected.
It is worth pointing out that mitigation or compensation
actions related to negative impacts caused by the business
itself and established by legal instruments (i.e. license to
operate, Term to Adjust Conduct) can only be considered
positive externalities if proved there was (or there will be)
a net benefit, that is, if the benefit is greater than the original damage. In that case, the positive externality will be
limited to that net benefit.

24 This concept of materiality is based on the Natural Capital Protocol
(2017) and has been adapted from OECD 2015 and IIR 2013.
25 For further details on risks and opportunities related to ecosystem services, please refer to NCC (2016), WBCSD et al. (2011) and Hanson et al.
(2012).
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GUIDE FOR THE MATERIALITY ANALYSIS
In a materiality matrix, enter each ecosystem service to be
analyzed (please refer to the example in Table 1). For each
category of risk and opportunity, assess potential dependencies, internal impacts and/or externalities for each ecosystem service analyzed, and assign a level of importance
to each one of those aspects. It is recommended to classify
ecosystem services as not material, low, medium or high
materiality. It is paramount to record the assumptions used
in the materiality matrix so other people can understand
what was assessed.

Table 1 - Materiality Analysis Matrix Template
RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
FOR BUSINESS
Materiality
OPERATIONAL

Situation
Description
Materiality

REGULATORY
AND LEGAL

Situation
Description
Materiality

FINANCING

Situation
Description
Materiality

REPUTATIONAL

Situation
Description
Materiality

MARKET

Situation
Description

Ecosystem Service 1

Ecosystem Service 2

...

24
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Box 2 - Ancillary questions to guide
the materiality assessment

DEPENDENCIES AND IMPACTS:
•

Is this ecosystem service important to the business

EXTERNALITIES:
•

in such a way that any change in its quality or avai-

tem service made by the business a result of miti-

lability would bring serious direct or indirect con-

gation and compensation activities established by
legal instruments?

sequences to the company?
•

In case of loss or reduction of that ecosystem servi-

•

Will the externality have severe consequences for

•

Are there easy and low-cost alternatives to repla-

the stakeholders affected, from their perspective?

ce, is it possible to easily replace it with a low cost,
avoiding impacts on business activities?
•

Is the change in quantity and quality of the ecosys-

ce the benefits acceptable by those stakeholders?

If there were up to 25% reduction in the ecosystem
service, would the consequences to the business

•

What is the magnitude of those consequences,

be severe? What if there were a 50% reduction

from the perspective of the stakeholders affec-

compared to current levels, what would the conse-

ted? How many people will be affected?

quences be for the business?

TIME HORIZON
Time horizon is the period considered in the analysis. When
this period is up to one year, as usual in retroactive inventory analysis, estimated values can be considered up to date,
as long as the economic data that supported the analysis
is also up to date. If the time horizon is longer than a year,
it will be necessary to update the value estimates for the
following years at their present value.
Update of future values depends on the choice made for
the discount rate26 Choosing the discount rate for analyses
that include natural capital is both an economic and an ethical issue. The dilemmas faced when choosing the discount
rate are discussed in Box 3.

26 Rate used to discount cash flows projected for a business and/or project
representing the return expected by the investor. Usually, in order to estimate the discount rate, the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)
is considered. The WACC calculates the weighted sum of cost of capital,
according to the sources in the business capital structure: equity and
third-party capital (FGVces, 2018).
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Box 3 - Dilemmas faced when updating natural
capital future economic values

Positive discount rates depreciate future values com-

lity of those resources for future generations. There is

pared to present values. Thus, the higher the rate and

sufficient evidence that this has been happening, such

the longer the time horizon, the more noticeable that

as hydrological crises and deforestation.

effect will be.

In that context, interest rates adopted in the market

Often, ecosystem service benefits appear as flows that

(e.g.; SELIC, DI, TJLP) or in the cost of capital (i.e.; Weigh-

repeat over time, while investments made to restore

ted Average Cost of Capital – WACC) are not considered

or conserve those benefits usually concentrate in the

appropriate to discount environmental benefits that do

short term. Under those conditions, the discount with

not have their value associated with the opportunity

positive rate depreciates ecosystem service future be-

cost of money.

nefits compared to the costs to provide them.

This is due to the fact that, often times, in case of ecosys-

The global climate regulation ecosystem service is an

tem services, the estimated monetary value cannot,

example of environmental benefit distributed in the

from the point of view of those who assign value to the

long term, while costs to mitigate and adapt to envi-

ecosystem service, be exchanged or replaced with mo-

ronmental and socioeconomic impacts caused by the

ney. In those cases, the estimated monetary value is not

loss of that ecosystem service concentrate in the short

equivalent to the opportunity cost of money.

and medium terms.

Therefore, social discount rates are deemed more

That rationale encourages consumption of natural re-

appropriate to valuate ecosystem services that do not

sources at present and can compromise the availabi-

have their value linked to the opportunity cost of money.

The discount rate used in the valuation study should reflect

ilar to the one described above, but adjusts the pure

the business perspective about the dilemmas faced; thus,

time preference to 0%, further reducing the intergen-

it is recommended to discuss the choice of that variable

erational inequality. Similarly, it underestimates the

with other departments in the company. Below are four ap-

cost of invested financial capital, actually more than

proaches to use discount rates:

the approach described above. The reduced social
discount rate indicated in these Guidelines is the one

1.

Business current capital cost rate: Current standard

adopted by the British Government (Table 2).

business approach to evaluate their investment decisions (i.e.; WACC). Those rates do not consider that

4.

Combination of two discount rates: It consists of two

natural capital cannot always be replaced with other

approaches, aiming at minimizing the distortions

capitals, and may promote intergenerational inequali-

caused by each one of them. Use of capital cost rate

ty (Box 3).

(Approach 1) for traditional financial flows, and social
discount rate (Approach 2 or Approach 3) for social

2.

Social discount rate: The most commonly used ap-

and environmental flows. It can be implemented as

proach to assess social impact policies and projects.

follows:

This rate underestimates the cost of invested financial
capital. The social discount rate indicated in these
Guidelines is the one adopted by the British Government (Table 2).

4.1

Identify traditional financial flows that in fact represent financial transactions, and separate monetized social and environmental flows that represent ecosystem services obtained or lost, but do

3.

Reduced social discount rate: An approach that is sim-

not imply in actual financial transactions.

26
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Update traditional financial flows with their capi-

•

Senior Managers: Engaging one or more C-level man-

tal cost rate (Approach 1); then update social and

ager representatives supports the work planning and

environmental flows using a social discount rate,

development and the use of the results in the deci-

according to Table 2 (Approach 2 or 3).

sion-making. It is good to have their engagement in

Subtract loss estimates from gain estimates, both

the analysis concept (objective and scope) and to

for financial and for social and environmental

support assigning an internal team, grant access to

estimates, in order to get the analysis final value,

in-house data, meet the planned schedule and inte-

which will be a metric for decision-making.

grate ecosystem service results into business decision-making processes.
•

Work Coordinator: It is fundamental to have a leader
to coordinate the activities. Preferably, the coordina-

Table 2 - Social discount rates and reduced social discount rates
in a 125-year time horizon. used by the British Government.

tor should be familiar with the business operation and
have some technical expertise in economic valuation

RATE / PERIOD (YEARS)

0 - 30

31 - 75

76 - 125

of the environment. The coordinator’s responsibilities

Social discount rate

3.5%

3.0%

2.5%

include: a) engage and ensure the work execution dy-

Reduced social
discount rate

3.0%

2.57%

2.14%

namics, stick to the schedule and objectives as determined in the work plan; b) request other areas involved
to provide data; c) coordinate internal analysts’ work;

Source: (HM Treasury. 2018)

d) hire and coordinate the work of eventual external
analysts; and e) mobilize the engagement of suppliers/
customers when analyses involve the value chain.

DATA AVAILABILITY

•

Pre-assessment of data availability is critical early in the

sorting data, applying valuation methods, and generat-

planning stage. Data needed for analyses is indicated and
determined in the methods presented for each ecosystem
service.

Internal Analysts: In charge of collecting, verifying and
ing results from analyses.

•

External Team: Can be relevant in coordination or analysis roles, whenever the internal team is not available
to perform those functions.

For data to be collected or produced by the business itself,
you must assess their availability and the person in charge

BUDGET

of providing it. For data that cannot be collected in-house,

It is important to create a budget and have it approved inter-

it is necessary to determine whether it is available and can

nally, so as to manage the necessary resources to execute

be collected and/or produced externally, considering if the

the work. Here are some examples of activities whose costs

study to be conducted with this data justifies the costs for

should be taken into account: a) internal data production; b)

obtaining it.

external data acquisition; c) team assignment; d) travel and
transportation; and e) hiring of third parties.

It is recommended to elaborate a checklist containing the
data to be collected, people in charge of collecting it, the in-

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

formation source, and the desired technical parameters. For

A detailed schedule with different activities to be per-

data gathered from different sources (i.e.; suppliers), care

formed and their corresponding deadlines and people in

should be taken to have consistent units of measurement.

charge of them supports and makes it easier to control the
study activities.

TEAM
Teams should be formed according to the need to collect
and analyze data. It is critical to consistently analyze internal capacity and time availability. If internal resources are not sufficient to meet the study demands, external
help should be hired. It is recommended to have a team
with the following components:
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Methods for Quantification
and Economic Valuation of
Ecosystem Services
Below are the methodological guidelines to quantify and
economically valuate dependencies, internal impacts and ex-

Box 4 - Different Ecosystem
Service Classifications

ternalities for nine ecosystem services, according to Table 3.
There are numerous forms of classifying economic services,

TEEB (http://www.teebweb.org/)

as shown in Box 4. The typology adopted in these Guidelines

TEEB (The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiver-

to classify ecosystem services is the one proposed by TEEB

sity) classifies ecosystem services in four groups:

(2012a). Methodological guidelines work independently for

provision, regulation, habitat or support, and cul-

each ecosystem service, so businesses can analyze only the

tural ecosystem services.

ecosystem services that are material to the scope determined in the study.

CICES (https://cices.eu/)
CICES (Common International Classification of

Descriptions of ecosystem services are based on their theo-

Ecosystem Services) classifies ecosystem services

retical definitions and adapted to better reflect the reality

in three groups, named sessions: provision, regu-

in business environmental management. For determining

lation and maintenance, and cultural ecosystem

methodological approaches, priority was given to simpli-

services.

fied methods capable of producing realistic estimates from
the economic perspective, and that were representative of

FEGS-CS

the business world. For such, methodological procedures

nal-ecosystem-goods-and-services-classification-

aligned with actions usually considered by businesses in
prevention or remedy of environmental damages were

(https://www.epa.gov/eco-research/fi-

-system-fegs-cs)
FEGS-CS (Final Ecosystem Goods and Services

privileged, thus contributing to a previous economic assess-

Classification System) classifies ecosystem servi-

ment of management action alternatives.

ces based on four criteria: environmental class and
subclass, and recipient category and subcategory.
IPBES (https://www.ipbes.net/)
IPBES (Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services) is
in its final stage preparing an ecosystem service
classification based on three categories: material,
not material, and regulation.

28
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It is worth pointing out the methods indicated do not estimate the total value of an ecosystem good or service, but

Table 3 - Summary of quantification metrics
and economic valuation methods adopted

only their economic value; still, the estimate often times is
limited to one or a few dimensions of what is considered

DEPENDENCY

the total economic value associated with natural capital27.

ECOSYSTEM
SERVICES

Therefore, the business decision-making process should not

1. Water Provision
(quantity)

Demanded water /
product or service.

RCM, PFM

2. Biomass Fuel
Provision

Biomass used / total
demand for fuel.

MPMe

3. Provision of
Ecosystem Goods (EG)

Quantity of EG needed
for production

MPMe, RCM,
PFM

4. Water Quality
Regulation

Desired quality / Worst
quality known.

RCM

ignore other multiple values associated with ecosystems,
whether they are intrinsic values, ecologic values28 or multiple values of sociocultural nature that were not taken
29

QUANTIFICATION

VALUATION

into account in these Guidelines. All in all, purely economic
valuation, in spite of generating relevant information for
business, usually underestimates the total value of an ecosystem service or good, and should be understood from this
perspective.
The methods suggested for aspects of dependencies and
internal impacts in these Guidelines are based on the assumption that every dependency is associated with a risk,
and when that risk actually becomes an event, the business

5. Regulation of
Wastewater Assimilation

-

-

6. Global Climate
Regulation

-

-

can feel the impact caused by it. As many of the variables
used in the Guidelines for both are the same, for internal
impacts there are only descriptions for the variables that
were not previously described for dependence upon the
same ecosystem service. In the guidelines for externalities,
all variables are described, even those matching the guide-

7. Pollination Regulation

Additional productivity
as a result of bee pollination.

1. RCM
2. PFM

8. Soil Erosion
Regulation

1. Potential local loss of
soil nutrients.
2. Potential turbidity in
collected water.

RCM

lines for dependencies and internal impacts.
The methods for quantification and valuation are described
and exemplified in these Guidelines; however, their complexities vary according to the ecologic and economic assumptions that support them. All methods described in this
document can be implemented by using the Devese calcu-

9. Recreation and
Tourism

-

-

lation tool, provided by TeSE for free at www.fgv.br/ces/tese.
RCM = Replacement Cost Method; MPMe = Market Price Method;
OCM = Opportunity Cost Method; ACM = Avoided Costs Method;
PFM = Production Function Method; TCM = Travel Cost Method

27 (TEEB, 2012a)
28 Refers to ecosystem integrity, health and resilience, or minimum conditions for them to keep providing ecosystem services (TEEB, 2012a).
29 Aesthetic, spiritual, cultural inspiration, cognitive, social relationships,
among others, depending on the author.
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INTERNAL IMPACT
QUANTIFICATION

EXTERNALITY

VALUATION

QUANTIFICATION

VALUATION

IMPORTANT
REMARKS

Hydrological drought.

RCM, PFM

Hydrological balance in
critical watersheds.

RCM, PFM

Quantity of most
cost-effective energy
alternative.

RCM

1. Productivity of the
removed economic
activity.
2. GHG emissions from
fossil fuel alternatives.

1. OCM
2. RCM

MPMe, RCM,
PFM

Demand from business
and society > availability
weighted according to
the quality

MPMe, RCM,
PFM

Proper for final use EG
or EG used as input.
Externality in case of
scarcity only.

RCM

Upstream quality /
downstream quality.

ACM

Positive impacts or
externalities are not
determined.

Quantity available
(weighted by its quality)
– quantity demanded
featuring the quality
required
Quality obtained / desired quality.

Externality in case of
water scarcity only
-

-

-

Pollutant load that
produces environmental
changes.

ACM

Dependency equivalent
to externality.
Internal impact was not
determined.

-

-

GHG biogenic removals
and emissions.
Avoided Deforestation.

RCM

Dependency equivalent
to externality.
Internal impact was not
determined.

1. Effort to replace
pollination.
2. Variation in the supply
of natural pollination.

1. RCM
2. PFM

Variation in the supply
of natural pollination for
third parties.

PFM

-

1. Local loss of soil
nutrients.
2. Turbidity in collected
water.

RCM

Turbidity in water
downstream.

RCM

-

1. Visitation per period.
2. Productivity of the
alternative soil use.

1. TCM (partial)
2. OCM

Travel and associated
costs (meals, etc.), and
cost of time allocated
for visiting

TCM (partial),
OCM

No dependency was
determined in this case.

29

30
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Water Provision
Refers to the amount of freshwater used by the company,

but unavailable, Qwun .

without considering the quality of the water. This topic covers dependency, internal impact, and externality. Regard-

When calculating the total quantity of water demanded,

ing the valuation methods, two possibilities are proposed:

Qwd, the following should be taken into account: a) water

Replacement Cost Method - RCM (Annex 1) and Production

used during production, whether incorporated into the

Function Method - PFM (Annex 2).

product or not; b) water lost (evaporation, leak, etc.); as well
as, c) water indirectly used (to keep administrative or sup-

RCM can be used when it is feasible to replace a certain

port activities, such as water used in toilets, kitchens and to

good or service that plays the same role. It is recommended

clean administrative facilities).

to use the PFM in scenarios where there is no replacement
good or service playing the same role, or whenever replac-

The volume of water used in the period, Qwu, corresponds

ing with alternative goods or services is rather costly. It is

to: a) water that is directly collected by the company (sur-

possible to apply both methods for comparison purposes

face water, underground water, or rainwater); b) water that

and choose the strategic alternative the business prefers:

is provided and charged by water supply companies; c)

replace the water when it is missing, or stop production.

water needed for agricultural production, whenever appli-

PFM allows for a more accurate valuation, since it is not

cable. Water lost along the production process and water

sensitive to price variations in replacement or complemen-

indirectly used should be accounted for. To calculate the

tary goods or services used in methods such as RCM. How-

volume of water used in the period, the Water Footprint30

ever, PFM is based on a dose-response function that may be

methods can be applied. Specifically for water used in agri-

hard to estimate.

cultural production, whenever it is not possible to use own
primary data, estimates published in specific studies31 can
be used.

Dependency

As for the volume of water demanded, but unavailable in
Dependency, in this case, refers to the amount of water

the period, Qwun, it can be obtained from the business op-

needed to meet the business total demand for production

erational department, or estimated according to the growth

or service provision.

expected in production with that additional volume of water.

QUANTIFICATION

For Qpmax, it shall be considered the maximum production of
the business in its current structure, should all water needed

Physical metric: DQw = Qwd/Qpmax

be available. When calculating that metric, the metric ad-

Where Qwd = Qwu + Qwun

opted shall be the one that best fits the business production,
such as units of measurement for volume or mass (m3, tons,

Where: DQw = Dependency on the quantity of water

liters, etc.) for industries, and number of collaborators for

Qwd = Total quantity of water demanded, in m3

service providers. If the business manufactures more than

Qwu = Quantity of water used in the period, in m3

one product, with different characteristics, it can separately

Qwun = Quantity of water demanded, but un-

calculate the dependency physical indicator, DQw, for each.

available in the period, in m

3

Qpmax = Maximum quantity of products or services, in the corresponding physical facility
In order to calculate Qwd , it will be necessary to measure
all the demanded water volume, both in the production
process and in ancillary activities performed during business operation. That amount of water includes both the
water used in the period, Qwu , and the water demanded,

30 The water footprint of a business or one of its facilities corresponds to all
freshwater directly or indirectly used in their activities.
31 There are studies for many products that can be accessed for free under the ‘Product Water Footprints’ link, at the following website: www.
waterfootprint.org. Should there be no estimates for the product, the
estimates calculated for a similar product can be used as reference.
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VALUATION
VALUATING VIA RCM:

31

QUANTIFICATION
Physical metric: Hd = Qwun

RCM, in this case, estimates the costs the business would
need to pay to replace the amount of water demanded,

Where: Hd = Hydrological drought that actually com-

upon which its production depends.

promises levels of production, in m3

Value of the dependency = Qwd x $pwimp + $logiw

To determine Qwun the same procedures described in the
topic about dependency are followed.

Where: $pwimp = Price of imported water (from another
watershed), in BRL/m3

VALUATION

$logiw = Cost of logistics to import water, in BRL
VALUATING VIA RCM:
To determine $pwimp, itis possible to directly contact the wa-

RCM, in this case, estimates the costs needed to replace the

ter supplier. For this assessment, water in proper condition

amount of water demanded but unavailable, Qwun, equiva-

for the business use should be considered, regardless of the

lent to the hydrological drought (Hd).

quality of water collected in the period.
Value of the internal impact = Hd x $pwimp + $logiw
To determine $logiw, it is also possible to contact water supply companies, since they usually include delivery in their

To determine $pwimp and $logiw, follow the same procedures

service portfolio, or, else, contact other delivery carriers. In

described in the topic about dependency.

case it is needed to make adjustments in the infrastructure
to receive the water purchased, corresponding costs and
any extra costs incurred should also be included in $logiw.

VALUATING VIA PFM:
PFM, in this case, estimates the value of the business production sacrificed due to the hydrological drought.

VALUATING VIA PFM:
PFM, in this case, estimates the value of what could not be

Value of the internal impact = ∑i= 1→J (Chdi x $Nrui)

produced due to the water demanded that was actually unavailable to the business.

Where: J = Total products and/or services provided by
the business

Value of the dependency = ∑i (Qpi x $Nrui)

Chdi = Compromised quantity of the product or
service i due to the hydrological drought

Where: Qpi = Quantity of product or service i produced

$Nrui = Net revenue per unit estimated for prod-

when there is no water scarcity

uct or service i, in BRL.

$Nrui = Net revenue per unit estimated for
product or service i, in BRL.

Meaning the value will be the sum of net sacrificed revenue
of each product or service i missed by the company due to

Meaning the value will be the sum of net revenue sacrificed

the hydrological drought.

of each product or service i traded by the company.

Internal Impact

Externality
Externality, in this case, refers to consequences to other

Internal impact, in this case, refers to consequences of wa-

users derived from the fact that the company collects

ter shortage for the business activities.

water in watersheds whose water availability32 is compro-

32 According to ISO 14046, water availability is when human beings and
ecosystems have enough water to meet their needs.

32
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mised. Data on the current status of the watershed hydro-

valuates externality prevention, rather than its actual or

logical availability can be obtained from technical studies,

potential costs.

such as maps of water stress, as well as reports from the
Water National Agency (ANA) and water agencies linked

Value of the externality = Hb x $pwimp + $logiw

to local or regional watershed committees.
Where: Hb = Hydrological balance of how much water
the business uses, in m3

QUANTIFICATION

$pwimp = Price of imported water, in BRL/m3
Physical metric: Hb = Qwcol - Qwret

$logiw = Cost of logistics to import the water,
in BRL

Where: Hb = Hydrological balance of how much water
VALUATING VIA PFM:

the business uses, in m3
Qwcol = Quantity of water collected, in m3

PFM, in this case, estimates the value of sacrificed produc-

Qwret = Quantity of water returned to the same

tion of other economic agents affected by the hydrological

body of water where it was collected, in m3

drought as a function of the water collected from the water
springs by the company to meet its own demand.

Return of the water shall occur upstream user collection,
immediately downstream where the business collected

Value of the externality = ∑k = 1→Z (Shdk x $Nruk)

the water, in order to ensure users, especially those living
in the company’s surroundings, are not affected by water

Where: Z = Total products and/or services provided

shortage related to Qwcol, rather than Hb .

by the economic agents affected by the hydrological

33

drought derived from the fact that the company colThis version of hydrological balance does not take into

lects water.

account the water bought, since it assumes that water is

Shdk = Sacrificed quantity of products or ser-

related to externalities of the water supplier. The business

vices k due to the hydrological drought

can, at its discretion, include the water bought in that hy-

$Nruk = Net revenue per unit estimated for

drological balance equation, in case it is willing to expand

products or services k, in BRL.

the scope of its externalities. Water extracted from the soil
directly by plants is not included in the equation, either, al-

Meaning the value will be the sum of net sacrificed revenue

though it can be added in case the business is willing to

related to the total of Z products and/or services missed by

expand the scope of its externalities.

the economic agents affected by the hydrological drought
due to the fact that the business collects water.

VALUATION
It usually demands more resources to valuate externality
VALUATING VIA RCM:

costs using PFM, since it is challenging to obtain data that

RCM, in this case, estimates the costs of replacing water

accurately reflects the damages caused (or projected). In

by importing it from another watershed whose hydro-

that case, it is necessary to first identify the actors affect-

logical availability is not compromised. This approach

ed by water shortage, and then determine how each one of
them is affected by the scarcity. It is the only way to properly apply PFM to calculate externalities.

33 Hydrological balance can be referred to as consumptive use of water,
that is, collecting water from water springs, reducing its availability in
space and time, for uses such as drinking water for livestock, irrigation,
public supply, and industrial processing. Non-consumptive uses, which
do not involve direct consumption of water, such as hydropower generation, fishing, recreation, generally do not have a significant hydrological
balance; therefore, they do not show externalities related to the quantity of water. To quantify and valuate water provision for hydroelectric
power plants, please refer to the technical note available at: http://tendenciasemse.com.br/nota-tecnica-sobre-aplicacao-das-devese-e-desec-para-hidreletricas?locale=pt-br
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Box 5 – Example of water provision

EXAMPLE: WATER PROVISION 34
Anglo American has a ferronickel industrial plant

plant in case of lack of water in the region would be

in Barro Alto, in the state of Goias, Brazil, that has

Goias state water supplier (SANEAGO), which current-

counted with US$ 1.9 billion in investments since 2011.

ly charges BRL 5.98/m3. Barro Alto plant is located far

Throughout its life cycle, it will produce 36,000 t of

from urban areas, so it cannot be reached by SANEAGO

nickel contained in ferronickel per year, on average. It

current network. The closest village where the network

is a strategic project, because it increases the business

is connected to is about 31 miles (50 km) away, and

international ferronickel market share from 8% to 11%.

costs for extending the network would be paid by the
business. To build its collection system in Barro Alto,

In the production process, water is used with the heat

Anglo American had to invest about BRL 250,000.00/

exchange function in the metal granulation, cooling of

km in order to install pipes, besides having to pay com-

electric furnace, and magnesium silicate granulation

pensation to landowners in the places where the pipes

(process waste) steps. All water used in those steps is

were installed. Nonetheless, given a scenario of scarci-

reused in the circuit, therefore it is a zero-waste wa-

ty, rural landowners would also probably feel the con-

ter operation, and the average recirculation rate is

sequences of lack of water and, therefore, it is assumed

85%. Thus, from all water that enters the circuit, about

they would not demand any compensation for having

2,000,000 m3 per month, 15% needs to be replaced due

the pipes installed in their lands, since they would also

to losses caused by evaporation. On average, those 15%

benefit from this new source of water.

account for a volume of 300,000 m3, considering some
variation between the rainy season (from November to

Valuating the Dependency using RCM

March) and the dry season (from April to October).
Year 1 = Qwd x $pwimp + $logiw = (2,000,000 + 300,000
x 11) x 5.98 + (50 x 250,000) = BRL 44,194,000.00

DEPENDENCY
The plant uses a pyrometallurgical process and relies

In year 1, in the first month, they would need 2,000,000

on two high-power electric furnaces for ore reduction;

m3 of water to keep the production levels, whereas

cooling the furnace housing is dependent on heat ex-

in the other months they would only need to replace

changes with water; besides, smelted material (metal

the 15% lost due to evaporation. Moreover, in this year

smelted at 1,500 °C / 2,732 °F) also depends on water to

they would calculate the costs incurred in extending

granulate and solidify. Therefore, water is an essential

the water network. In the other years, they would only

element in this process.

need to replace the water lost due to evaporation.

Quantification

Other years = Qwd x $pwimp + $logiw = (300,000 x 12) x
5.98 = BRL 21,528,000.00

Year 1: DQw = Qwd /Qpmax = (2,000,000 + 300,000 x
11) / 36,000 = 147.22 m3/t

Comparing future values projected for the next 10

Other years: DQw = Qwd / Qpmax = (300,000 x 12) /

years updating them with a 5% interest rate per year,

36,000 = 100 m /t

equivalent to TJLP35 rate in 2014, you get:

3

The supplier who could eventually supply Barro Alto

Value in 10 years, with no discount = BRL
215,280,000.00

34 This example was elaborated in 2014 for learning purposes, using
data provided by Anglo American.

35 TJLP = Long-term interest rate adopted by BNDES, the Brazilian
National Bank of Social and Economic Development

34
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Value in 10 years, discounted = BRL 166,233,509.56

EXTERNALITY

In short, financial update for 10 years depreciated the

Assuming the hypothetical scenario in which the wa-

water provision value in 23%. Similar depreciation is

tershed where the business collects water has its hy-

applied to impacts and externalities, if you keep the

drological availability compromised, if the company

same rate and time period.

uses water, there will be shortage downstream and,
consequently, it will cause an externality.

INTERNAL IMPACT
Quantification
Impact, in this case, was simulated assuming partial
and permanent reduction in water availability in the

Year 1: Hb = Qwcol – Qwret = (2,000,000 + 300,000 x

current source of water collection, whose maximum

11) - 0 = 5,300,000 m3

volume to be collected will be 200,000 m3/month.

Other years: Hb = Qwcol – Qwret = (300,000 x 12) - 0 =
3,600,000 m3

Quantification
Valuating externality using RCM
Hd = Qwun = Qwd - Qwu = 300,000 m3/month - 200,000
m3/month = 100,000 m3/month

Year 1: Hb x $pwi + $logiw = 5,300,000 x 5.98 + (50 x
250,000.00) = BRL 44,194,000.00

Valuating the internal impact using RCM

Other years: Hb x $pwi + $logiw = 3,600,000 x 5.98 =
BRL 21,528,000.00

Year 1 = Hd x $pwi + $logiw = (100,000 x 12) x 5.98 +
(50 x 250,000) = BRL 19,676,000.00
Other years = Hd x $pwi + $logiw = (100,000 x 12) x
5.98 = BRL 7,176,000.00

Biomass Fuel Provision
Refers to all plant or animal derived matter used as fuel. In

Where: DBf = Dependency on biomass fuel, in percentage

those guidelines, we consider only plant-based biomass. For

Qbd = Quantity of biomass demanded for busi-

this ecosystem service, dependency, internal impacts and

ness activities (m3, tons, liters, etc.)

externalities are assessed.

Qfd = Total quantity of fuel demanded for business activities (m3, tons, liters, etc.)

Dependency

Qbu = Quantity of currently used biomass (m3,
tons, liters, etc.)
Qbun = Quantity of biomass unavailable in the

Dependency, in this case, refers to the amount of biomass

period (m3, tons, liters, etc.)

fuel needed for the business activities..
VALUATION
QUANTIFICATION
The valuation method adopted is the Market Price Method
Physical metric: DBf = Qbd / Qfd
Where Qbd = Qbu + Qbun

(MPMe), which in this case directly uses biomass fuel market
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price as an estimate of its economic value for the business36.

35

market prices for biomass fuel and its most cost-effective
energy alternative as reference to estimate the monetary

Value of the dependency = Qb x Mpb

value of using biomass.

Where: Mpb = Market price of biomass, in BRL

Value of the internal impact = Qealt x Mpalt - Qbun x Mpb
Where: Mpalt = Market price for the most cost-effective

Internal Impact

energy alternative, in BRL

The internal impact of using biomass fuel in business activities can be measured by the amount of the most cost-effec-

Externalities

tive alternative energy source for the company that would
be necessary to replace the biomass unavailable in the pe-

Externalities, in this case, can be analyzed from two per-

riod (Qbun).

spectives: 1) land use change as a consequence of biomass
production; 2) avoided GHG emissions due to the use of

QUANTIFICATION

fossil fuels, in case some fossil fuel happens to be the most
cost-effective energy alternative for the business.

Physical metric: IBf = Qealt = Qbun x Efcp
In the first case, externalities are land use changes that
Where: IBf = Impact of biomass fuel unavailability

remove economic activities that are currently generating

Qealt = Quantity of the most cost-effective en-

benefits to other stakeholders, particularly food production.

ergy alternative, in its corresponding units (m ,

Only land use changes as a direct consequence of the busi-

kW, MW, tons, liters, etc.)

ness demand for biomass shall be considered.

3

Efcp = Equivalence factor of calorific potential
to adjust the quantity of the alternate energy

In the second case, whenever the most cost-effective en-

source so it generates the same calorific poten-

ergy alternative for the business is some kind of fossil fuel,

tial as the biomass considered.

their corresponding GHG emissions shall be estimated. As
the use of biomass implies avoided emissions of the fossil
alternative, it is considered positive externality.

The quantity of the most cost-effective energy alternative,
Qealt, should be equivalent to the quantity of biomass de-

QUANTIFICATION

manded, but unavailable (Qbun). The calorific potential
equivalence factor, Efcp, can be obtained directly from sec-

Physical metric 1: EBfluc = Pear x A

ondary data, or deducted from individual biomass calorific potential (Cpb) and from the alternate source (Cpalt), as

Where: EBfluc = Externality associated with land use

follows: Efcp = Cpb / Cpalt, paying special attention to the

change to favor biomass fuel production

conversion of units of measurements between both energy
sources.

Pear = Average annual productivity of the economic activity that was removed, per area unit
A = Area from where economic activity was re-

VALUATION

moved

The valuation method adopted is the Replacement Cost

EBfluc estimates shall consider all areas whose economic ac-

Method (RCM) (Annex 1), which, in this case, directly uses

tivity was replaced with biomass production purchased by
the business. For instance: if biomass production purchased
by the business replaced milk production in a 10 ha area

36 It is worth pointing out that market price is not always a good economic
value gauge, since it is subject to market distortions, such as information
asymmetry, difficulty of some people to access the market, particularly
low-income populations, etc.

whose productivity was 100 liters/ha x year, then Pear = 100
l/ha x 10 ha = 1,000 l/year.

36
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Physical metric 2: EBffa = Qaltf x EFaltf

als according to the official American dollar exchange rate
published by the Brazilian government39.

Where: EBffa = Externality due to avoided GHG emissions from the most cost-effective energy alternative
for the business if this alternative is fossil fuel, in tCO2e

Final Remarks

Qaltf = Quantity of fossil fuel alternative that
would be necessary to replace biomass used

Residues from agricultural or forestry production do not

by the business, in units such as m , liters, or

generate land use change; therefore, they shall not be con-

tons

sidered in VEBf1 or Pear.

3

EFaltf = Emission factor of the most cost-effective fossil energy alternative for the business

Land use changes due to biomass production involving deforestation, even though they are not replacing an econom-

To calculate EBffa, the Brazil GHG Protocol Program calcu-

ic activity, also produce externalities. However, that type

lation tool can be used, free of charge, available on the In-

of externality should be measured and valuated under the

ternet37.

Global Climate Regulation category. This includes both timber and forestry residues.

VALUATION
The valuation method adopted for metric 1 is the Opportunity Cost Method (OCM) (Annex 4)38, which estimates the
monetary value of the economic activity removed in order
to produce biomass.
The valuation method adopted for metric 2 is the Replacement Cost Method (RCM) (Annex 1), used here to estimate
expenses that in theory would be necessary to compensate
eventual climate change adverse impacts on society, if biomass fuel consumed by the business were replaced with
fossil fuels.
Total value of externalities = VEBf1 + VEBf2
Where: VEBf1 = EBfluc x Mpear
VEBf2 = EBffa x SSC
Where: Mpear = Product or service market price of the
economic activity removed due to expansion of biomass fuel production, in BRL
SCC = Social Cost of Carbon, in BRL
In this guide, it is suggested to use US$ 87.30 (Annex 5) as
the SCC value, and it shall be converted into Brazilian Re-

37 Brazil GHG Protocol Program website: www.ghgprotocolbrasil.com.br
38 Opportunity cost is defined (by DAILY & FARLEY, 2010) as the ‘best alternative you forgo when you make a decision’.

39 Exchange rates, the Brazilian Central Bank: www.bcb.gov.br/?txcambio
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Box 6 – Example of biomass fuel provision

BIOMASS FUEL PROVISION 40
A food processing business uses 1,500 t of eucalyptus

IBf = Qealt = Qbun41 x Efpc = 300,000 x 50% = 150,000

reforestation firewood per year to fuel its boilers. Its fa-

l of diesel oil

cilities, however, have capacity to increase production,
but it would require a 20% increase in power consump-

Diesel oil price was quoted at BRL 2.40/l, freight included.

tion should local suppliers be able to increase their
firewood production.

Value of the internal impact = Qealt x Mpalt - Qbun x
Mpb = 150,000 x 2.40 - 300 x 500.00 = BRL 360,000.00

DEPENDENCY
The industrial plant does not operate without the en-

- BRL 150,000.00 = BRL 210,000.00
EXTERNALITIES

ergy produced in the boilers, so production is fully dependent on firewood supply.

Two types of externalities can be characterized in

Quantification

production of reforestation firewood; b) avoided emis-

this case: 1) replacement of family farming areas with
sions due to replacement of diesel oil with biomass to
DBf = Qb/Qtf = (Qbu + Qbun) / Qtf= (1,500 + 300) /

fuel the boilers.

1,800 = 100%
Quantification
Firewood price was quoted at BRL 500.00/t, freight included.

Average productivity of eucalyptus forests in the region is 50 m3/ha per year, the equivalent to about 700

Value of the dependency = Qb x Mpb = 1,800 x

kg of firewood/ha. Thus, to supply the annual demand

500.00 = BRL 900,000.00

of 1,500 t of firewood, they need about 2,200 ha of forests to produce firewood. From this total, at least 200

INTERNAL IMPACT

ha replaced areas that used to be subsistence dairy
farms, whose productivity was 1,500 l/ha x year.

There are no power transmission lines in the industrial
plant surroundings, and the most cost-effective alter-

(1) EBfluc = Pear x A = 1,500 x 200 = 300,000 l of milk

native to replace unavailable biomass Qbun is diesel oil.

per year
(2) EBffa = Qaltf x EFaltf = 150,000 x 2.63 = 394,500

Quantification

kgCO2e = 394.5 tCO2e

Considering the calorific potential of one kilo of fire-

The price of one liter of milk was quoted at BRL 1.15 in

wood is approximately 50% of the calorific potential of

the region.

one liter of diesel oil, in order to replace 300 t of reforestation firewood that are unavailable, about 150,000 l
of diesel oil will be required.

Value of the externalities = EBfluc x Mpear + EBffa x
SCC = 300,000 x 1.15 + 394.5 x (87.30 x 3.30) = BRL
458,651.51
Exchange rate used: BRL 3.30/US$

40 This is a fictitious example, elaborated for learning purposes, and
the values used were estimated after consulting technical documents available on the Internet in 2017.

41 Converting 300 t into kg, because the calorific potential was calculated based on kg of firewood.
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Provision of Ecosystem Goods
Refers to the provision of economic goods generated by different ecosystem services called Target Ecosystem Goods
(TEG) in these Guidelines. This topic covers dependency, internal impact, and externality.
Considering the diversity of TEG, their economic uses and
the availability of economic data to value them, Table 4 indicates three alternatives of monetary valuation methods
and describes how to calculate the monetary value ($MV)
for each method suggested. The $MV will be used in valuation later, according to the guidelines detailed below for
each aspect.
Table 4 - Suggestion of methods to valuate the provision
of target ecosystem goods
METHODS

USE RECOMMENDATION

MONETARY VALUE ($MV)

Market Price – MPMe

Whenever TEG market prices are reasonable estimates of their economic value, meaning they are
free of market failure, or whenever the TEG is for
end use and largely traded in the region where it
is produced.

$MV = TEG local market price – direct and
indirect costs of production and sale.

Replacement Cost – RCM
(Annex 1)

Whenever the TEG is for end use and is not largely
traded in local markets, or whenever the values
traded locally are widely inaccurate due to subsidies or any other type of market failure42.

$MV = cost of replacing the TEG with another
good43 + transaction costs involved in
replacement or import.

Production Function – PFM
(Annex 2)

Whenever the TEG is an input, whether incorporated to the product or not, since it takes into account the economic value that the input adds to
the business final product. The sacrificed production should be carefully estimated, because its relationship with the input is not always trivial. It can
be changed, according to the production scale or
over time. The value of the sacrificed production
can be estimated by the value of its expected net
revenue, based on the final product market price
discounted by production and sales costs.

$MV = value of the sacrificed production due to
loss in the TEG quantity or quality.

Dependency

42

Dependency, in this case, refers to the quantity of TEG, with

QUANTIFICATION 43
Physical metric: DTEG = Qfp

the right quality, needed to meet the business total demand
for production or service provision.

Where: DTEG = Dependence upon TEG
Qfp = Quantity of final product from the economic activity

42 Other examples: when a single buyer or seller can influence the market
price with their purchases and sales (in a competitive market, there are
so many buyers and sellers that no one can actually impose their price
on others), or when information about actual characteristics of the product or service is poorly understood by consumers.

43 The substitute good can either be an ecosystem good or not, as long as
it has an equivalent function, or it can be the same TEG, although imported from another region.
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Qp will be the quantity of TEG, when it is for end use, or
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VALUATION

when it is the final product of the economic activity, in case
the TEG is just an input in the production process.

Value of the internal impact = ITEG x Mgp x $MV

VALUATION

Where: Mgp = marginal productivity = units of the final
product / unit of TEG or substitute good

Value of the dependency = DTEG x Mgp x $MV
Where: Mgp = marginal productivity = units of the final
product / unit of TEG or substitute good
$MV = estimate of the TEG unit monetary val-

$MV = estimate of the TEG monetary value
If the TEG is a final product rather than an input, or if the
substitute is the same TEG, except that it is imported, Mgp
= 1.

ue, calculated according to one of the methods
suggested in Table 2

A potential variation in the quality of the desired standard
may reflect not only on the productivity assessed in QC, but

If the TEG is a final product rather than an input, or if the substitute is the same TEG, except that it is imported, Mgp = 1.

also on the price of the final product or on the cost of the
input represented by the TEG. If applicable, $MV shall be
adjusted accordingly.

Internal Impact

Externality

The internal impact, in this case, refers to the economic
consequences resulting from variations in the TEG quantity

Externality, in this case, refers to the effects on the society

and/or quality.

of a variation in the TEG quantity and/or quality caused by

QUANTIFICATION

age with the proper quality. This is based on the assumption

the business, and it is only recognized in case of TEG shortthat, in case of excess production when compared to the
Physical metric: ITEG = (QC x Qavai) - Qdem

total quantity demanded by the business, there is no economic gain associated with increasing the availability of

Where: ITEG = Internal impact related to the TEG

that TEG.

Qavai = Quantity of TEG available with the quality
available

Another assumption made by the method, which is linked to

Qdem = Total quantity of TEG demanded, with the

the previous assumption, is that the externality is the result

right quality

of a competition between the company and another TEG so-

QC = quality coefficient = productivity with the

cial segment, and such competition will only occur if there

TEG available quality / productivity with the

is a shortage of the TEG.

TEG demanded quality
QUANTIFICATION
When Qavai is greater than Qdem, it is necessary to think if
such excess actually represents an economic benefit for

Physical metric:

the business. For instance, excess of raw material cannot

1)

Condition under which the TEG availability > de-

necessarily be processed, or excess of end use good cannot

mand for the TEG:

necessarily be sold, as is the case when there is not enough

If QC x Qavai ≥ Qbus + Qsoc, ETEG = 0

demand or logistics for selling it. If the business cannot benefit from potential excess supply, the TEG should be adjusted to zero (0).

2)

Condition under which the TEG availability < demand for the TEG:
If QC x Qavai < Qbus + Qsoc

40
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2.1) If the business demand > social segment

VALUATION

demand
If: Qbus > Qsoc, ETEG = – Qsoc

Value of the externality = ETEG x Mgp x $MV

Condition 2.2. Business demand < social segment

Where: $MV = estimate of the TEG unit monetary value

demand

Mgp = marginal productivity = units of the final

If: Qbus < Qsoc, ETEG = – Qbus
Where: ETEG = Externality associated with the TEG

product / unit of TEG or substitute good
If the TEG is a final product rather than an input, or if the

Qsoc = Quantity of TEG demanded by the social

substitute is the same TEG, except that it is imported, Mgp

segment

= 1.

Qavai = Quantity of TEG available with the quality available

A potential variation in the quality of the desired standard

Qbus = Quantity of TEG demanded by the business

may reflect not only on the productivity assessed in QC, but

QC = quality coefficient = productivity with

also on the price of the final product or on the cost of the

the TEG quality available / productivity with

input represented by the TEG. If applicable, $MV shall be

the TEG quality that meets the social segment

adjusted accordingly.

demand

Box 7 – Example of provision of ecosystem goods

EXAMPLE 1: END USE TEG – FOOD PROVISION
In this hypothetical example, consider a business that

450.00/130-lb (60-kg) coffee bag, and the business pro-

produces and sells coffee beans.

duction costs, which include, among others, harvest,
drying, packaging and distribution, were estimated as

DEPENDENCY

BRL$ 300.00/130-lb (60-kg) coffee bag.

The ecosystem service upon which the business de-

DTEG x Mgp x $MV = 60,000 x 1 x (450.00 – 300.00) =

pends most is provision of coffee beans. Currently, the

BRL 9,000,000.00/year

business produces and processes 5,000 130-lb (60-kg)
coffee bags monthly, discounting regular loss in pro-

INTERNAL IMPACT

duction (defective beans, etc.).
Due to a drought period, there was a 30% decrease
Quantification

in crop production. The drought has also affected the
quality of the harvested coffee beans, and 20% of the

Physical metric: DTEG = Qfp = 12 x 5,000 = 60,000

crops had to be discarded, resulting in 80% of the orig-

130-lb (60 kg) coffee bags/year

inal productivity.

Value of the dependency

Quantification

Coffee is a commodity whose market is relatively well

Physical metric:

developed and features low-level distortion. Thus,

ITEG = (QC x Qavai) - Qdem = (0.8/1 x (0.7 x 60,000) –

prices set in that market can be considered roughly

60,000 = – 26,400 130-lb (60-kg) coffee bags

close to coffee economic value. For this reason, MPMe
was adopted. Coffee price in the plant region is BRL
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Value of the internal impact
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ITEG x Mgp x $MV = -26,400 x 1 x (450,00 – 300,00) =
BRL 3,960,000.00/year

The impact was also valuated using the Market Price
Method (MPMe), considering the local price of 130-lb

All in all, the drought caused a negative impact (loss)

(60-kg) coffee bags, but it could be valuated using the

of BRL 3,960,000.00 to the business.

cost to replace those 130-lb (60-kg) coffee bags, if the
market price were considered inaccurate.

EXAMPLE 2: TEG AS INPUT – PROVISION OF
RAW MATERIAL (PLANT DYE)
In this hypothetical example, consider a business that

INTERNAL IMPACT

uses plant dye extracted from fruits of a typical bush
species from the Amazon region as raw material to

However, there was recently a wildfire in the reserve

produce soft drink. The business purchases the fruits

from where the fruits are extracted, affecting one of

from traditional communities that extract them from

the areas where the bushes that produce fruits for dyes

the sustainable development reserve where they live.

are located, causing a 20% reduction in fruit extraction.

Fruit extraction, on its turn, observes sustainable
management plan rules, avoiding local extinction of

Quantification

the bush population.
Physical metric: ITEG = (QC x Qavai) - Qdem = (1/1 x
DEPENDENCY
The ecosystem service upon which the business de-

(0.8 x 10 t x 12) – (12 x 10) = - 24 t
Value of the internal impact

pends is provision of raw material, that is, the fruits
from which dye is extracted. Currently, the business

The impact was also valuated using the Production

needs 10 tons of fruits to get 10 liters of concentrated

Function Method (PFM). As mentioned previously,

dye, using it to produce 10,000 liters of soft drink per

10,000 l of soft drink require 10 t of fruits; i.e.; 1,000 l/t.

month.
ITEG x Mgp x $MV = -24 x 10,000/10 x (10.00 – 6.00)
Quantification

= - BRL 96,000.00

Physical metric: DTEG = Qfp = 12 x 10,000 =

All in all, the wildfire caused a negative impact (loss) of

120,000 l/year

BRL 96,000.00 to the business.

Value of the dependency

EXTERNALITY

The valuation method used was the Production Func-

Besides the business, local communities also used the

tion Method (PFM), since dye is raw material for soft

dye extracted from the bush fruit to dye their craft

drink production. The soft drink is sold for BRL 10.00/l.

items. After the wildfire, the supply of fruits was low-

Its production cost is BRL 6.00/l.

er than the combined demand from the business and
the communities, causing potential conflict expressed

DTEG x Mgp x $MV = 120,000 x 1 x (10.00 – 6.00) =

as a competition for that resource. In this context of

BRL 480,000.00/year

shortage, fruits consumed by the business may cause
revenue loss to local communities.
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Quantification

The business estimated that importing the quantity
equivalent to the community demand would cost BRL

The business demand is still 120 t of fruits/year, where-

250.00/t more than the BRL 1,500.00/t it had been pay-

as the demand of local communities is 10 t of fruits/

ing for recently.

year. However, after the wildfire, the fruit extraction
capacity dropped to 100 t/year.

Finally, the business valuated the negative externality,
both using the Production Function Method (PFM) and

Physical metric:

the Replacement Cost Method (RCM), considering im-

As requirements 2 and 2.1 were met, ETEG = – Qsoc

porting the fruits:

= – 10 t
PFM: ETEG x Mgp x $MV = – 10 x (12 x 100/10) x
Value of the externality

(20.00 – 2.00) = – BRL 21,600.00

The business talked to local communities and found

RCM: ETEG x Mgp x $MV = – 10 x 1 x (1,500 + 250)

out the dye is used by them to produce five different

= – BRL 17,500.00

types of craft items, sold at an average price of BRL
20.00 per unit, with total cost of manufacture of BRL

Finally, the PFM showed the economic loss that would

2.00 per unit, and the monthly production is roughly

be caused to local communities if the business con-

100 units.

sumed the 10 tons of fruits those communities need for
craft production. RCM showed the cost that the busi-

As for their own production costs of BRL 6.00 per soft

ness would incur if it chose to avoid that externality,

drink can, the business knew that BRL 1.50 correspond-

choosing not to use those 10 tons of fruits produced lo-

ed to the purchase of fruits, which accounts for BRL

cally and importing the quantity demanded from other

1,500.00/t of fruits, and BRL 1.75/l account for the fi-

regions instead.

nal cost of concentrated dye obtained after processing
those fruits.

Water Quality Regulation
Refers to ecosystem contribution to the quality of the water

This topic covers dependency, internal impact, and exter-

used by the business. For instance: prevent erosion, moni-

nality. Illustrations of the dependency and impact concepts

toring the quantity of suspended solids in surface water;

as adopted in this document can be seen in Appendix 1. The

regulate water temperature; decompose household sew-

concept of externality is easily understood from the con-

age and fertilizers; and biologically control pathogenic mi-

cept of impact.

croorganisms. Water quality is considered in its three fundamental aspects:
•

Physical: Suspended solids, temperature, among others.

•

Chemical: Existence and concentration of substances

•

Dependency
Refers to the quality of water required for business activ-

from industrial processes wastewater, crop protec-

ities. The difference between the water quality resulting

tion and agricultural fertilizers, household sewage,

from almost total reduction or lack of ecosystem services –

among others.

minimum quality – and the water quality the business needs

Biological: Existence of microorganisms, particularly

to keep its operation (up to the quality limit the ecosystem

pathogenic microorganisms.

is able to supply) – ideal quality – will represent the depen-
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dency of the business upon this ecosystem service.

should use as reference standards and some classes deter-

QUANTIFICATION

resolution #357/200545. Standards expected in CONAMA

mined by the Brazilian legislation, particularly CONAMA
357/2005 special class will represent the maximum levels
Quantification of DQlw shall be individually performed for

of Qlwideal , since there is a limit to the water quality that

each physical, chemical and biological parameter the busi-

can be provided by natural ecosystems. Superior water

ness judges important.

quality will have to be produced through specific technological processes; as they are not ecosystem services, they

Physical metric: DQlw = Qlwmin - Qlwideal

should not be considered in this analysis, though.

Where: DQlw = Dependence upon Water Quality Reg-

VALUATION

ulation
Qlwmin = Minimum quality of water where it is

The valuation method adopted is the Replacement Cost

collected, using the unit of measurement of the

Method (RCM) (Annex 1), which, in this case, estimates the

parameter being assessed, under minimum lev-

expenses that would be necessary to recover the degraded

els of ecosystem regulation, i.e.; in the context

water quality should no water quality regulation ecosystem

of highly degraded ecosystems

service be available.

Qlwideal = Ideal quality of water required for
business operation, using the unit of measure-

Value of the dependency = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp

ment of the parameter being assessed, where
the water is collected

Where: Qwcol = Quantity of water collected, in m3
$Tw = Cost to treat water from quality level

In case of parameters proportionally related to water quali-

Qlwmin to quality level Qlwmin, in BRL/m3

ty (the higher their value, the better the water quality), their

Iwtp = Investment required in water treatment

estimates shall be multiplied by -1.

plant, in BRL

If accurate data is not available, it can be applied to Qlwmin

Qwcol variable shall be obtained from measurements per-

the worst level ever recorded in the body of water for the

formed by the business operational area. $Tw and Iwtp can

corresponding parameter, although the reference may not

also be obtained with the business operational area or

actually represent the worst possible level of water quality

quoted in the water treatment service market. Investments

in the region assessed. An alternative option to estimate

on the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) can be amortized fol-

Qlwmin is to use hydrological models simulating the ab-

lowing traditional accounting criteria.

sence or low levels of this ecosystem service, such as in areas where the soil is exposed, for instance. InVEST44 model

This method is also applied to businesses that buy treated

is a good alternative to get Qlwmin estimates for different

water, since water treatment from quality level Qlwmin to

water quality parameters. Ideally, specific data for that

quality level Qlwideal is mandatory, regardless if it is per-

watershed should be used, but, if there is no specific data,

formed by the company itself or by another company. Costs

estimates based on studies conducted in other watersheds

may vary according to adoption of different operation tech-

with similar characteristics can be used. For the suspend-

nologies and scales, but the method rationale applies to

ed solids parameter, Qlwmin can be estimated based on the

both situations. If the water is purchased, just replace the

guidelines for soil erosion regulation.

$Tw + Iwtp component with the price paid for the water.

Qlwideal can be obtained with the water quality parameters
required for business operation, as specified by the business. If the company does not have its own parameters, it

44 InVEST: www.naturalcapitalproject.org/InVEST.html

45 CONAMA Resolution # 357/2005: www.mma.gov.br/port/conama/legiabre.cfm?codlegi=459
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Internal Impact

Iwtp = Actual investment made in water treatment plant, in BRL

Refers to consequences of degradation in the quality of the
water collected by the business on production. In that sense,

$Tw and Iwtp variables have been previously discussed in the

it assesses the difference between the ideal water quality

context of dependency valuation.

for the business that could be collected (quality as a result
of ecosystem services conservation) and the actual (real)

When the business chooses to purchase treated water in-

quality of the water that has been collected.

stead of treating the water collected, the value of the impact will be equivalent to the expenses to purchase water,

QUANTIFICATION

since the purchase of water solves the water quality problem that affected or could affect business activities.

Physical metric: IQlw = Qlwcol - Qlwideal
Where: IQlw = Impact of lack or limitation of ecosystem

Externalities

services on quality regulation of water collected by the
It refers to the consequences of changing the quality of wa-

business
Qlwcol = Quality of water collected by the busi-

ter caused by diffuse pollution from business activities to

ness

other users of the same water source, as long as they ex-

Qlwideal = Ideal quality of water required for

ceed local ecosystem’s ability to naturally assimilate them.

business operation, where water is collected

The main cases that can be handled using this method are
soil erosion and pesticide spray drift.

If IQlw shows positive impact, it should be disregarded,
since businesses cannot benefit from water with higher
quality than actually required.

Ad hoc pollution sources (wastewater releases) should not
be considered in this analysis, since they are accounted for
in the chapter on regulation of wastewater assimilation.

Qlwcol shall be determined through laboratory analysis. All
water quality parameters relevant to business activities

QUANTIFICATION

should be assessed.
Physical metric: EQlw = Qlwu - Qlwd
For businesses that purchase treated water, but are still
willing to estimate IQlw, they can choose the closest body

Where: EQlw = Externality, or impact of business activi-

of water more likely to have a license issued and use it as

ties on the quality of water utilized by users other than

reference to determine Qlwcol. Qlwideal has been discussed in

the business itself
Qlwu = Quality of water upstream business

the context of dependency.

activities
VALUATION

Qlwd = Quality of water downstream business
activities

The valuation method adopted is the Replacement Cost
Method (RCM) (Annex 1), which, in this case, estimates the

Qlwu and Qlwd shall be determined through laboratory

expenses that would be necessary to compensate degraded

analysis, either conducted by an in-house expert team at

water quality due to reduction in water quality ecosystem

the business facilities or hired from specialized labs.

regulation.
All water quality parameters relevant to different land uses
downstream business activities should be assessed. If there

Value of the internal impact = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp

is no information on what those parameters are, analyze all
Where: Qwcol = Quantity of water collected, in m

3

$Tw = Cost to treat water from quality level
Qlwmin to quality level Qlwideal, in BRL/m

3

parameters listed in official applicable water quality norms
for the region, or CONAMA 357/2005.
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socioeconomic damages resulting from the avoided erosion, whenever possible.

The valuation method adopted is the Avoided Costs Method
(ACM) (Annex 3), which, in this case, estimates expenses re-

As for Qlwd, be careful not to include wastewater impacts

quired to prevent degradation in water quality due to diffuse

in the measurements. This can be doen either by collecting

pollution sources under the business’ responsibility.

water samples right before wastewater is released, whenever the release point is located downstream the business

However, this approach does not value externality costs for

activities, or subtracting the wastewater polluting load

third parties, and it is more strategic for businesses willing

from the polluting load found in the sample in order to de-

to invest in prevention. In the ‘Final Remarks’ topic, below,

termine Qlwd, which can be done if there is effective control

methodological procedures are indicated to estimate real

over wastewater polluting load released.

and potential costs of those externalities.
Valuating externality real or potential costs often takes a
Value of the externality = $EPdp

long time and is more expensive than the prevention approach. This happens because of the difficulty to get data

Where: $EPdp = Expenditures with actions required to

that represents damages incurred in a realistic way. To esti-

control or prevent diffuse pollution sources resulting

mate externality real or potential costs, first it is necessary

from business activities.

to determine what players would be affected by water quality degradation, and how each one would be affected. With

There are a number of actions required to curb sources of

this data in hand, it is possible to proceed with RCM (Annex

diffuse pollution, and they vary according to the nature of

1), to remedy damages caused to each water user affected,

those sources. However, all those actions can be quoted

or applying PFM (Annex 2), thus valuating loss of produc-

with environmental, conservation, and soil remedy consul-

tivity in the water-dependent economic activity those us-

tancy firms.

ers used to perform. Whenever possible, the PFM method
should prevail, since it uses specific data concerning the

Here are examples of actions to curb diffuse pollution

affected service; that method is less subject to distortions

sources: revegetation of soil erosion high risk areas, no-till

when compared to RCM, which is dependent on replace-

farming to replace tillage in agriculture, replacement of

ment services and goods markets.

nitrogen-based fertilizers with green manure, investments
in biological control to reduce the use of crop protection,

Investments on WTP can be amortized following traditional

sewage plumbing and treatment, among others.

accounting criteria.

Final Remarks
By observing the characteristics of water quality degradation, it is possible to check the types of diffuse pollution that have been affecting the body of water, which will
help determine the actions required to reduce or eliminate externalities.
The impact restoration of the riparian forest area will have
on the quality of water can be calculated based on the
avoided erosion it will enable. The economic value ($EPdf)
associated with that enhancement in the quality of water
can be estimated by calculating the costs to restore the
riparian forest area or to remove suspended solids equivalent to the avoided erosion, or even assessing the avoided
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Box 8 - Example of water quality regulation

A food business uses 10,000 m3 of water/year both in

equivalent to TJLP46 rate in 2014, you get:

its production process and for cleaning its facilities.
The water used in the production process is not actu-

Value in 10 years, with no discount = BRL 1,212,330.00

ally incorporated into the product; however, in order

Value in 10 years, discounted = BRL 936,129.09

not to damage the product quality, the accepted level of suspended solids cannot be greater than 40 UNT

In short, financial update for 10 years depreciated the

(Nephelometric Turbidity Units), the equivalent to

water quality regulation value in 23%. Similar depre-

Class 1 freshwater, according to CONAMA Resolution

ciation is applied to impacts and externalities, if you

357/2005.

keep the same rate and time period.

DEPENDENCY

INTERNAL IMPACT

A hydrological model applied to the watershed where

The watershed from where the business collects wa-

the business collects water indicates that, considering

ter has been losing native vegetation cover in the past

local soil and relief characteristics, absence of na-

years, and current levels of water turbidity vary around

tive vegetation in riparian areas and slope protection

120 UNT.

would imply increase in turbidity to approximately 350
UNT in the place where the business collects water.
Quantification
DQlw = Qlwmin - Qlwideal = 350 - 40 = 310 UNT

Quantification
IQlw = Qlwcol - Qlwideal = 120 - 40 = 80 UNT
Approximate cost for treatment of water turbidity is
BRL 0.1003/m3 and WTP infrastructure is the same esti-

Approximate cost for water turbidity treatment is

mated in case of dependency.

BRL 0.1233/m . WTP infrastructure was estimated to
3

be BRL 300,000.00, and labor costs for operation BRL

Value of the internal impact

120,000.00/year.
Year 1 = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp = 10,000 x 0.1003 + (300,000
Value of the dependency

+ 120,000) = BRL 421,003.00
Other years = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp = 10,000 x 0.1003 +

Year 1 = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp = 10,000 x 0.1233 + (300,000

120,000 = BRL 121,003.00

+ 120,000) = BRL 421,233.00
EXTERNALITY
The business would choose to amortize all WTP installation costs in the first year, since those costs would be

The business owns 50 ha of areas that are not used in

fully incorporated into the financial statements corre-

its productive activities, but that were previously defor-

sponding to this year.

ested and are experiencing erosion processes. Estimation for downstream turbidity was 180 UNT. Estimates

Other years = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp = 10,000 x 0.1233 +

for restoring those areas, which would reduce erosion

120,000 = BRL 121,233.00

processes and contribute to retain sediments from ero-

Comparing future values projected for the next 10
years, updating them with a 5% interest rate per year,

46 TJLP = Long-term interest rate adopted by BNDES, the Brazilian
National Bank of Social and Economic Development
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sion, were of BRL 20,000.00/ha, including maintenance

This is a fictitious example, elaborated for learning

costs for two years.

purposes, and the values used were estimated after
checking consultancy firms specialized in environmen-

Quantification

tal sanitation and technical documents available on
the Internet.

EQlw = Qlwu – Qlwd = 120 - 180 = - 60 UNT
Costs for turbidity treatment were obtained from ConValue of the externality = $EPdp = 50 x 20,000.00 =

stantino and Yamamura (2009) and updated according

BRL 1,000,000.00

to IPCA index (projected in 6.50% for 2013).

Regulation of Wastewater
Assimilation
Refers to ecosystems’ ability to dilute, assimilate and de-

system service were directed to negative externalities. This

compose wastewater in such a way as not to significantly

focus on externality, rather than on dependency, aims at

change the water quality downstream the spot it is released.

placing the analysis closer to management actions targeted at preventing damages to social players located down-

This method complements the one used for water quality

stream the spot where the business releases its wastewater.

ecosystem service. The key difference is that the regulation
of wastewater assimilation service covers cases of pollution
derived from ad hoc wastewater release, whereas the meth-

Externality

od used in water quality regulation covers diffuse pollution.
As the forms to quantify diffuse pollution and ad hoc pollu-

Refers to degradation in quality of bodies of water located

tion usually differ, we chose to handle them using different

downstream the place where the business releases waste-

methods. The ecosystem’s ability to assimilate wastewater

water due to their polluting load, thus affecting the quality

that contaminates the soil is not covered by this method.

of water available to other social players.

Business dependency on this ecosystem service is estimat-

QUANTIFICATION

ed by ecosystems’ ability to mitigate or even neutralize the
damages wastewater released by the business may cause.

Physical metric: WWe = Cpmax - Cp

Therefore, the value of this dependency corresponds to the
value of the negative externality caused by the company

Where: WWe = Wastewater externality concerning the

that released it, because, in this situation, other social play-

parameter analyzed

ers, located downstream the spot where wastewater is re-

Cpmax = Maximum concentration of the param-

leased, will be affected by the environmental degradation

eter in the body of water per m3 of water, en-

caused by the business wastewater.

suring there will be no significant change in the
water quality

The business itself is not directly affected by the wastewa-

Cp = Concentration of the parameter per m3 of

ter, so there are no internal impacts to assess. In case the

gross (untreated) wastewater, in the same unit

business is affected by its own wastewater, such impact

used in Cpmax

will be captured by water quality regulation ecosystem
service guidelines.

WWe quantification shall be calculated for each parameter
(pollutant) identified in wastewater released by the business.

So, guidelines for quantification and valuation of this eco-
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Cp shall be determined through laboratory analysis, either

Valuating externality real or potential costs is often more

conducted by an expert team at the business facilities or

expensive and takes longer than the prevention approach.

hired from specialized labs.

This happens because of the difficulty to get data that rep-

Cpmax can be obtained along with water quality norms and

externality real or potential costs, start determining what

resents damages incurred in a realistic way. To estimate
standards with jurisdiction in the area where the body of

players would be affected by water quality degradation,

water is located, considering standards determined by the

and how each one would be affected.

legislation as the least restrictive limits to be accepted as
reference in the analysis.

With this data in hand, it is possible to proceed with the
economic valuation, applying RCM (Annex 1), to remedy

VALUATION

damages caused to each water user, or applying the Production Function Method (PFM) (Annex 2), thus valuating

The valuation method adopted is the Avoided Costs Meth-

loss of productivity in the water-dependent economic

od (ACM) (Annex 3), which, in this case, estimates expenses

activity those users used to perform. Whenever possible,

required to prevent degradation in water quality in the spot

the PFM method should prevail, since it uses specific data

where wastewater is released.

concerning the affected ES; that method is less subject to
distortions when compared to RCM, which is dependent on

Nonetheless, this approach does not valuate real or poten-

substitute ES markets.

tial costs of the negative externality. The approach adopted
by those guidelines is relevant in a context of prevention.

As for investments in STP-related physical and technologi-

In the ‘Final Remarks’ topic, below, methodological proce-

cal capital, they can be amortized according to traditional

dures are indicated to estimate real and potential costs of

accounting criteria.

those externalities.
Value of the externality = Qwwrel x $Tww + Istp
Where: Qwwcol = Quantity of wastewater collected, in m3
$Tww = Cost to treat wastewater from quality
level Cp to quality level Cpmax, in BRL/m3
Istp = Investment required to install and operate
a sewage treatment plant capable of meeting
the expected quality standards in Cpmax, in BRL.
$Tww and Istp variables can be obtained with the business operational area or quoted in the wastewater treatment service market. Qwwrel shall be obtained from measurements
performed by the business operational area.

Final Remarks
If Cp < Cpmax, there will be no need for wastewater treatment; $Tww and Istp will be = 0 and, therefore, Qwwrel = 0,
meaning there is no externality.
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Box 9 - Example of regulation of wastewater assimilation

A certain industry produces 240,000 t of paper per year.

Value of the externality

The industrial process heavily relies on water consumption, generating about 100 m3 of wastewater per ton

Year 1 = Qwwrel x $Tww + Istp = (240,000 x 100) x 0.20 +

of paper produced. The wastewater, characterized by

740,000 = BRL 5,540,000.00

the presence of chlorine in average concentration of

Other years = Qwwrel x $Tww + Istp = (240,000 x 100) x

0.74 mg/l Cl, is discarded in a river nearby, whose water

0.20 + 240,000 = BRL 5,040,000.00

meets CONAMA 357/2005 Resolution Class I standard
of 0.01 mg/l Cl.

Comparing future values projected for the next 10

EXTERNALITY

equivalent to TJLP47 rate in 2014, you get:

years, updating them with a 5% interest rate per year,

In order to prevent environmental and socioeconomic

Value in 10 years, with no discount = BRL 50,400,000.00

impacts downstream its facilities, the business is com-

Value in 10 years, discounted = BRL 38,917,544.04

mitted to treat its wastewater until it can be assimilated by the river ecosystem, thus ensuring the quality of

In short, financial update for 10 years depreciated the

the water to downstream users.

wastewater assimilation regulation value in 23%.

Quantification

This is a fictitious example, elaborated for learning
purposes, and the values used were estimated after

WWe = Cpmax - Cp = 0.01 - 0.74 = - 0.73 mg/l Cl

checking consultancy firms specialized in environmental sanitation and technical documents available on

Approximate costs for treating wastewater are BRL

the Internet.

0.20/m ; STP infrastructure was estimated in BRL
3

500,000.00 and labor costs for operating it were estimated in BRL 240,000.00/year.

47 TJLP = Long-term interest rate adopted by BNDES, the Brazilian
National Bank of Social and Economic Development

Global Climate Regulation
Climate change is inherently linked to increases in green-

Therefore, the guidelines suggested point to two ways: ‘net

house gases (GHG) concentration, particularly CO2, and eco-

emissions’, related to the flow of GHG from biomass to the

systems play a critical role in regulating the concentration

atmosphere; and ‘avoided deforestation’, related to carbon

of that gas.

stock in biomass.

The climate regulation ecosystem service is related to: i) the

No methodological guidelines were elaborated for depen-

ability ecosystems have to remove atmospheric carbon di-

dency or internal impact applied to global climate regula-

oxide (CO2) and fix it in the form of biomass (removals) and

tion, since there is a myriad of environmental, social and

release GHG in biomass loss; i.e.; burning and decomposi-

economic conditions under which businesses operate. In ad-

tion of biomass (biogenic emissions); and ii) maintenance

dition to that, it is a complex and hard task to access models

of carbon already fixed into biomass (stock), thus avoiding

capable of estimating in a robust way the potential impacts

new GHG emissions.
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on climate change locally48. Thus, externalities are a focus of
quantification and valuation for this ecosystem service.

Arec = Area where vegetation was recovered,
in ha
Arem = Area where vegetation was removed,
in ha

Externalities

RCO2 may occur mostly in two ways: recovery of natural ecoNet Emissions. Externalities are considered here whenever

systems, or production of commercial forests. In both cases,

business operation directly or indirectly produces: a) GHG

permanent biomass is mainly associated with long life cycle

emissions through biomass loss as a result of decomposi-

woody species, such as trees and some types of shrubs.

tion or burning in less than 30 years ; and/or b) removal
49

of carbon from the atmosphere by formation of permanent

To calculate ECO2, any type of vegetation removal should

biomass. Permanent biomass is fixed biomass not subject to

be considered, discounting biomass removed and used for

removal and decomposition as a consequence of anthropic

manufacturing durable goods50, assuming that biomass will

actions – including both biomass fixed from recovery of nat-

not be converted into CO2 in the next 30 years.

ural ecosystems that will be preserved, and biomass fixed
by production forests where timber is used to manufacture

Factors for CrecV and CremV per type of vegetation (phytophys-

durable goods that will last for at least 30 years.

iognomy) can be obtained from the Brazilian National Inventory of Anthropogenic GHG Emission and Removal, and

Business activities that imply biomass loss, as well as other

their updated version is also available in the calculation

sources of GHG emissions, account for negative externali-

tool. This piece of information can also be obtained from

ties, whereas permanent biomass formation accounts for

forest inventories in the regions selected in the study.

positive externalities.
Special attention should be paid to the units of measureQUANTIFICATION

ment used for CrecV and CremV. If the factors are in tC/ha, you
must convert them into tCO2e/ha, as used in the physical

Physical metric: BCO2e = RCO2 - ECO2

metric formula, and multiply them by 44/12. The national inventory also offers factors to adjust tC/ha according

Where: RCO2 = CrecV x Arec

to the vegetation successional stage (primary forest and

ECO2 = CremV x Arem

secondary forest); besides, it also provides tC/ha factors to
some types of management.

Where: BCO2e = GHG removal and emission balance, in
tCO2e

It is also possible to calculate from dry biomass data, per
RCO2 = CO2 permanent removal, in tCO2e

vegetation type in t/ha. All you need to do is convert dry

ECO2 = Emissions related to loss of biomass, in

biomass into tC/ha, multiply it by 1.91751 factor, and then

tCO2e

convert that unit of measurement into tCO2e/ha, and mul-

CrecV = Carbon stock contained in recovered

tiply it by 44/12.

vegetation biomass; may include carbon
above or below the ground, in tCO2e/ha

VALUATION

CremV = Carbon stock contained in removed
vegetation biomass; may include carbon

The valuation method adopted is the Social Cost of Car-

above or below the ground, in tCO2e/ha

bon (SCC) (Annex 5), which represents the economic costs
incurred in the emission of an additional ton of CO2e. In

48 Business planning related to risks and opportunities arising from climate
change can be explored in the Cycle and Climate Change Adaptation
Business Tool in the following link: http://adaptacao.gvces.com.br/#nav-setor
49 5/CMP.1 Modalities and procedures for afforestation and reforestation
project activities under the clean development mechanism in the first
commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol, Annex, page 86, paragraph 23.

50 If the percentage of harvested wood products converted into durable
goods is not available, you should assume those durable goods correspond to dry biomass, estimate the weight, in tons, and multiply it by
1.917 x 44/12 to get tCO2e. Subtract the total amount directly from ECO2.
51 Factor obtained from Brazil GHG Protocol Program calculation tool, as
firewood emission factor.
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case of net GHG removals (CO2), the estimate will reflect

biomass; may include carbon above or below

the costs that will no longer apply; those costs represent

the ground, in tCO2e/ha

adverse impacts of climate change on society.

Cad = Carbon stock contained in biomass for
vegetation remaining after deforestation; may

Value of the externality = BCO2e x SCC

include carbon above or below the ground, in
tCO2e/ha

Where: SCC = Social Cost of Carbon, in BRL

Rbl = Baseline deforestation rate, in % p.a.
Rp = Deforestation rate during the project, in %

Externality will be either positive or negative, depending on

p.a.

the result of the carbon balance quantification, BCO2e, which

A = Total area, in ha.

can be positive (net removals) or negative (net emissions).
Factors for Cveg and Cdp can be obtained from the Brazilian
The SCC value suggested, according to Nordhaus (2017),

National Inventory of Anthropogenic GHG Emission and

is US$ 87.30 per tCO2e (Annex 5), and it can be converted

Removal, and their updated version is also available in De-

into Brazilian Reals according to the official and updated

vese calculation tool. This kind of information can also be

American dollar exchange rate published by the Brazilian

obtained from forest inventories in the regions selected in

government52.

the study.

Avoided Deforestation. Refers to business activities that

Special attention should be paid to the units of measure-

contribute to environmental conservation by keeping con-

ment used for Cveg and Cad. If the factors are in tC/ha, you

served fragments of native vegetation, such as Legal Re-

must convert them into tCO2e/ha, as used in the physical

serves (LRs), Areas of Permanent Preservation (APPs), or

metric formula, and multiply them by 44/12. The national

additional areas.

inventory also offers factors to adjust tC/ha according to

Those guidelines offer results concerning carbon stock kept

secondary forest of the same type), and tC/ha factors to

in the biomass and/or avoided GHG emissions related to

some types of management.

the vegetation successional stage (from primary forest to

deforestation. Whereas carbon stock provides for carbon
actually stored in biomass, avoided emissions are hypothet-

It is also possible to calculate from dry biomass data, per

ical and quantify what would have been released into the

vegetation type in t/ha. All you need to do is convert dry

atmosphere should the likely deforestation rate in the re-

biomass into tCO2/ha, multiplying it by 1.917 factor54.

gion come true in the project area.
If the vegetation area has different phytophysiognomies,
The estimate of avoided deforestation is calculated com-

the quantification should consider those differences.

paring to a reference scenario, known as base line, which
represents the deforestation estimate if the business had no
conservation actions in effect.

Deforestation rate shall be determined from the region
base line, taking into account the environmental degradation trend the vegetation would have if the business did not

QUANTIFICATION
Physical metric53: Eav = (Cveg - Cdp) x (Rbl - Rp) x A

perform conservation activities.
For valuation studies with project scope using ex-ante
quantification, it is recommended to apply a deflator on the

Where: Eav = Net emissions avoided, in tCO2e
Cveg = Carbon stock contained in vegetation

total volume of avoided emissions due to risks posed by the
project implementation (non-performance) – please refer
to the calculation tool.

52 Exchange rates, the Brazilian Central Bank: www.bcb.gov.br/?txcambio
53 The quantification method adopted is based on the VM0015 method:
Methodology for Avoided Unplanned Deforestation V1.1. (Verified Carbon Standard – VCS, 2012)..

54 Factor obtained from Brazil GHG Protocol Program calculation tool, as
firewood emission factor..
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VALUATION

The calculation of permanent atmospheric CO2 removal

The valuation method adopted is the Social Cost of Car-

fixation in soil58.

through biomass formation, RCO2, does not include carbon
bon (SCC) (Annex 5), which represents the economic costs
incurred in an additional ton of CO2e. In case of avoided

For avoided deforestation, besides the quantification pre-

emissions, the estimate will reflect the costs that will

sented, projects usually cover current regulatory market

no longer apply concerning adverse impacts of climate

aspects to define eligible areas. Thus, it is critical to com-

change on society.

municate the assumptions considered by the business; the
proper format to present this information is explained in

Value of the externality = Eav x SCC

the reporting guidelines – called Derea.

Where: SCC = Social Cost of Carbon, in BRL

CO2 assimilation by the oceans is a highly relevant ecosystem service for regulating global climate. But, as it is not

For SCC (Annex 5), the suggestion is to use US$ 87.30 per

directly and significantly influenced by business economic

tCO2e, according to Nordhaus (2017), which can be convert-

activities, it was not taken into account.

ed into Brazilian Reals according to the official and updated American dollar exchange rate published by the Brazilian government55.

Final Remarks
Other GHG emissions not covered in those guidelines shall
be estimated with the support of specific methods, such as
Brazil GHG Protocol Program Specifications56 and presented separately (please do not add them to biomass emissions
estimated according to those guidelines).
Further details on how to valuate avoided deforestation
can be obtained in a specific technical note elaborated for
that purpose on TeSE website57.
Specifically for timber used to manufacture durable goods,
both from native and commercial forests, there is a significant biomass loss in the form of residues (parts of the trees
that cannot be used for that purpose), which will decompose and become GHG. Usually, that residue comes from
leaves, branches, wood bark and roots, and should be accounted for in ECO2, as indicated below. In case the business
does not have technical studies determining the percentage of biomass loss as residues during durable goods manufacturing, it can adopt the factor randomly determined
here, which is 50% of the timber used to manufacture those
goods.

55 Exchange rates, the Brazilian Central Bank: www.bcb.gov.br/?txcambio
56 Brazil GHG Protocol Program website: www.ghgprotocolbrasil.com.br
57 Please refer to the website: www.fgv.br/ces/tese

58 Those emissions and removals (carbon sequestration) should be calculated whenever possible. For further information, refer to GHG technical
note on calculation of emissions and removals of agricultural activities
and soil use change: http://mediadrawer.gvces.com.br/ghg/original/ghg-protocol_nota-tecnica_agro-mudanca-uso-solo_-v3.pdf
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Box 10 - Example of global climate regulation

An agriculture company conducts a program to restore

Avoided deforestation

Areas of Permanent Preservation (APPs) and Legal Reserves (LRs) in the Atlantic Forest (phytophysiognomy

A mining company with iron ore mining operations in

of Seasonal Semideciduous Submontane Forest). As

Brazil’s Legal Amazon Region conducts an environ-

the program included the supply chain, quantifications

mental program in the surroundings of its mine that

covered a total of 65 ha of implementation in their

enabled deployment and maintenance of a 25,000 ha

own areas, and 220 ha in areas owned by the suppliers.

Conservation Unit (an area owned by them that was
donated to the State for the creation of a State Park).

In the same year, though, another business facility had

With pavement of a road in the region and expansion of

to cut down 3 ha of a eucalyptus grove in its own land

animal husbandry activities, the average deforestation

to expand their operations. Average carbon stock esti-

rate in the region was estimated as 1.5% ha/year in the

mates for that grove were 55.40 tC/ha, and 80% of the

past 5 years. After making a sample forest inventory in

biomass was used to build new facilities.

the area, the average value estimated was 175.5 tC/ha.

EXTERNALITIES

EXTERNALITY

Net emissions

Quantification

Removal Quantification
Eav = (Cveg – Cad) x (Rbl - Rp) x A = (175.5 x 44/12 - 8.05
Average carbon stock for Seasonal Semideciduous

x 44/12) x (1.5% - 0%) x 25,000 = (643.5 - 29.5) x 1.5%

Submontane Forests was estimated in 123.1 tC/ha

x 25,000 = 230,244 tCO2e

(MCTI, 2015). Converting it into CO2: 123.1 x 44/12 =
451.3 tCO2/ha

Note: The default value presented in LULUCF 2003 Good
Practice Guidance was used, and is shown in Table 3.4.9

RCO2 = CrecV x Arec = 451.3 x (220 + 65) = 128,608.15

(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change – IPCC,

tCO2/ha

2003 & FUNCATE, 2010) - equal to 8.05 tC/ha for average
carbon stock in planted established pastureland.

Emissions quantification
Value of the externality
Average carbon stock for reforestation with eucalyptus in Sao Paulo was estimated in 55.40 tC/ha (FUN-

Eav x CSS = (230,244) x (87.30 x 3.30) = BRL

CATE, 2010). Converting it into CO2: 55.40 x 44/12 =

66,330,993.96

203.13 tCO2/ha
Exchange rate used: BRL 3.30/US$
ECO2 = CremV x Arem = 203.13 x 3 x 20% = 121.88 tCO2
This is a fictitious example, elaborated for learning
Net emissions: BCO2e = RCO2 – ECO2 = 128,608.15 – 121.88

purposes, and the values used but not indicated in the

= 128,486.27 tCO2

guide text were estimated after consulting technical
documents available on the Internet.

Value of the externality = BCO2e x SCC = 128,486.27
x (87.30 x 3.30) = BRL 37,015,609.52
Exchange rate used: BRL 3.30/US$
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Pollination Regulation
Refers to ecosystems’ ability to regulate species that pro-

ical unit of measurement (tons, etc.) and per ha

mote pollination of agricultural crops used for economic

Mpacj = Maximum productivity of an agricul-

purposes. This document does not cover phenomena such

tural crop j in its usual physical unit of measure-

as self-pollination or pollination mediated by other vectors,

ment (tons, etc.) and per ha

like the wind.
Estimating GPbpacj is critical to analyze the economic imTwo different methods for bee-mediated pollination are

portance of pollination. Estimates for certain crops can
be found in specialized literature and, in case there is no

proposed:

publication on the topic, the estimation can be performed
Method 1 is for pollination replacement environmental ser-

through field experiments.

vices, such as rental of bee hives and hand pollination. It
covers dependency and internal impact59.

VALUATION

Method 2 directly handles pollination regulation ecosys-

The valuation method adopted is the Replacement Cost

tem service and assesses the benefits of natural popula-

Method (RCM) (Annex 1), which, in this case, estimates pol-

tion of autochthonous pollinators (those who live in the

lination replacement costs for part of the agricultural crop

region where the agricultural crop is). This method assesses

productivity that depends upon pollination.

dependency, internal impact and externality; the last two
items are based on an adaptation of the model proposed by

Value of the dependency = Trj x $dcpr x Aj + $icpr

Ricketts and Lonsdorf (2013).
Where: Trj = Total replacement of pollination for dependent agricultural crop j, per ha
METHOD 1. Pollination replacement

$dcpr = Direct costs incurred in pollination re-

Dependency

Aj = Area of agricultural crop j

placement, per ha and per Effpr unit
$icpr = Indirect costs of pollination replacement

Dependency, in this case, refers to the need of having bees
so an agricultural crop can effectively grow, have maximum

Total replacement of pollination, Trj, can be measured by

productivity (according to limitations imposed by other fac-

the number of rented bee hives, working hours in hand pol-

tors) and/or produce with better quality.

lination, or other proper units of measurement.

QUANTIFICATION

Direct costs of replacement, $dcpr, refer to the cost of renting bee hives, working hours in hand pollination, material

Physical metric: DPacj = [(GPbpacj/Mpacj) – 1] x 100

and equipment that are critical to replace pollination (pollen for hand pollination, etc.), among others.

Where: DPacj = Dependency of agricultural crop j on
bee pollination, as a percentage

Indirect costs of pollination replacement, $icpr, include all

GPbpacj = Gain of productivity with bee polli-

expenses needed to support and ensure pollination replace-

nation of an agricultural crop j in its usual phys-

ment, such as: maintenance costs, transport and installation
of rented bee hives, costs incurred in accommodation, feeding and transport of workers somehow related to the effort

59 For hand pollination, there is no externality, since the action focuses exclusively on crops of interest of the business that hires the service; as for
rental of bee hives, there may be externalities, but they would be residual externalities, since the amount of rented bee hives is sized in order
to supply only the crop the business is interested in and, even if there is
a chance of residual externality, its corresponding quantification is not
covered in this method.

of pollination replacement, among other costs that might
be relevant.
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Internal Impact
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Where: DPacj = Dependency of agricultural crop j on
bee pollination, as a percentage

Impact in this case refers to the consequences in the varia-

GPbpacj = Gain of productivity with bee pol-

tion of pollination availability for the business, i.e.; variation in

lination of an agricultural crop j in its usual

productivity, quality and other agricultural production char-

physical unit of measurement (tons, etc.) and

acteristics somehow related to bee-mediated pollination.

per ha
Mpacj = Maximum productivity of an agricul-

QUANTIFICATION

tural crop j in its usual physical unit of measurement (tons, etc.) and per ha

Quantification in this case is based on the effort made to
replace wild pollination, either by importing pollinators, or

Estimating GPbpacj is critical to analyze the economic im-

by using hand pollination in specific agricultural crops.

portance of pollination. Estimates for certain crops can
be found in specialized literature and, in case there is no

Physical metric: Ipacj = Rrj / Aj

publication on the topic, the estimation can be performed
through field experiments.

Where: Ipacj = Internal impact of pollination on agricultural crop j

VALUATION

Rrj = Pollination replacement required, which
can be measured in rented bee hives, or work-

The valuation method adopted is the Production Function

ing hours dedicated to hand pollination

Method (PFM) (Annex 2), which, in this case, estimates the

Aj = Area of agricultural crop j

economic value of pollination through the monetary value
associated with the production portion that depends on

VALUATION
The valuation method adopted is the Replacement Cost

pollination.
Value of the dependency = Mpacj x DPacj x Ajn x $acj

Method (RCM) (Annex 1), which, in this case, estimates pollination replacement costs for part of the agricultural crop

Where: Mpacj = Maximum productivity of an agricul-

productivity that depends upon pollination and that was

tural crop j in its usual physical unit of measurement

actually lost or can be lost under certain circumstances rel-

(tons, etc.) and per ha

evant to the analysis.

Ajn = N area of agricultural crop j, using the
same unit of measurement as Mpacj area

Value of the internal impact = Ipacj x $dcpr x Aj + $icpr

$acj = Selling price of the agricultural crop j,
in BRL, using the same physical measurement
unit as Mpacj.

METHOD 2. Wild pollination

Dependency

Ideally, Mpacj should be determined through field experiments, but also it is also possible to use data from specialized literature or maximum productivity observed previous-

Dependency, in this case, refers to the need of having bees

ly in the region.

so an agricultural crop can effectively grow, have maximum
productivity (according to limitations imposed by other factors) and/or produce with better quality.
QUANTIFICATION

Internal Impact
Impact, in this case, refers to the consequences in the variation of bee availability for the business conducting the

Physical metric: DPacj = [(GPbpacj/Mpacj) – 1] x 100

analyses, i.e.; variation in productivity, quality and other
agricultural production characteristics somehow related to
bee-mediated pollination.
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QUANTIFICATION

mum distance they can go in their search for pollen. Assess

Quantification, according to Ricketts and Lonsdorf (2013), is

and how abundant they are, based on the source areas (m)

performed in three steps. The first two steps are preliminary

analyzed in Step 1 and the distance between those areas

and support a third step, in which a dose-response function

and pollination-dependent areas n.

which pollinator species can actually reach those areas n

is built to actually estimate the impact.
As this step assesses the consequences for the business of
Step 1. Diagnosis of Pollinators Diversity in Areas where Pol-

variations in pollinator availability, pollination-dependent

linators Live

areas n should be areas under the business or their suppliers’ (value chain’s) operational control.

The diagnosis of pollinators diversity in each area is based
on two critical metrics: wealth and abundance.

M
Apji x 2,7183-dmn/di
Apjin = ∑m=1
Rp
Apjn = ∑i=1
Apjin
j

Wpm = Wealth = number of pollinator species in area m

Apn = Apjn/ Ajn

Apim = Abundance = number of specimens (individuals)
from species i in area m, per ha

Where: Apjin = Abundance of pollinator from agricultural crop j, belonging to species i, in pollination-depen-

Both Wpm and Apim shall be directly estimated from samples

dent area n

in the field. If more than one area is considered in the study,

Apji = Abundance of pollinator from agricul-

i.e.; m > 1, it is desirable to also sample the wealth and abun-

tural crop j, belonging to species i, in area m,

dance of pollinators in those areas. But, if it is not possible to

where m ranges from 1 to M when M > 1

do so, wealth and abundance from those areas can be indi-

d mn = Distance from area m, where pollinators

rectly estimated, according to Kennedy et al (2013). Devese60

are from, to area n, which is pollination-de-

calculation tool can estimate that.

pendent
di = Maximum travel distance of pollinator

Ideally, all areas with potential to supply pollinators within

from species i;

a 6.2-mile (10-km) range of pollination-dependent (either

Apjn = Abundance of pollinators from agricul-

native or anthropic) areas, should be assessed. This includes

tural crop j in pollination-dependent area n

areas that are not under the business or their suppliers’ op-

(having already summed up pollinators from

erational control, since pollination-dependent areas can

all species found in areas m);

receive bees from surrounding areas, regardless of who

Rpj = Wealth of pollinators for agricultural crop j

controls them. Nevertheless, methodological procedures

Apn = Abundance of pollinators in area n per

indicated here can estimate only contributions from indi-

hectare

vidual areas, and then it is possible to sum up contributions

Ajn = Area where agricultural crop j is, in ha

from areas controlled by the business.
Step 2 shall be repeated for each area n, that is, for each
Finally, at the end of this step, there should be data avail-

pollination-dependent area included in the analysis.

able on pollinators wealth and abundance from areas sampled in the field, as well as their corresponding estimates for

Distance dmn shall be measured, and measuring shall be per-

other relevant areas that were not sampled.

formed from the middle of area m to the middle of area n.

Step 2. Estimate of Pollinators Diversity in Pollination-De-

Distances di can be obtained from specialized literature

pendent Areas n

(GREENLEAF, WILLIAMS, WINFREE & KREMEN, 2007) and are
available at Devese calculation tool.

Pollinators have a limited range, meaning there is a maxiThe wealth of local pollinators (group of areas m or M), Wp,
is the same obtained in Step 1. In areas m where wealth was
60 Available at TeSE website: www.tendenciasemse.com.br
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not sampled, for simplification purposes, it is possible to use

sociated with the business production portion that changed

the same wealth found in sampled areas.

due to variation on pollinator availability.

Step 3 – Influence of Pollinators in Agricultural Production
In this step, the function adopted associates pollinator
availability with agricultural crop productivity, so it is a

Value of the internal impact = Mpacj x Ajn x $acj x Ipacj

Externalities

dose-response function. The dose-response function adopted here is equivalent to the generic quadratic model -ax2 +
bx, where a and b are constant, and x = Apn.

61

Externalities, in this case, refer to consequences of variations of pollinator availability in areas under the business
operational control on third-party agricultural production

a = - (Mpacj x PDacj/100) / PDacj2

areas, particularly on communities surrounding the area m

b = - 2 x a x Pdacj

that supplies pollinators and is managed by the business or
by its supply chain.

Physical metric: Ipacj = (a x Apn2 + b x Apn) / Mpacj
QUANTIFICATION
Where: a = Quadratic model constant
Pdacj = Estimate of pollinator density (quantity

Quantification, according to Ricketts and Lonsdorf (2013), is

of pollinators per hectare) required to ensure

performed in three steps. The first two steps are preliminary

maximum pollination of 1 ha of agricultural

and support a third step, in which a dose-response function

crop j

is built to actually estimate the impact. It is the same mod-

Mpacj = Maximum productivity of agricultural

el described for quantifying impacts, except for two critical

crop j

differences in Step 2 of the model development:

b = Quadratic model constant
DPacj = Dependency of agricultural crop j on

•

Pollination-dependent areas n will be third-party areas

bee pollination, as a percentage

within a range of up to 6.2 miles (10 km) away from ar-

Ipacj = Impact of pollination on agricultural

eas m under the business operational control.

crop j

•

Only contributions from areas m under the business
operational control should be considered for pollinator

If data on Pdacj cannot be found in specialized literature, it

availability

can be estimated through field experiments.
Step 1: Diagnosis of Pollinators Diversity in Areas m where
Ideally, Mpacj should be deduced based on Pdacj, through

Pollinators Live

field experiments. If field experiments are not possible, it is
possible to use data from specialized literature, or adopt the

The diagnosis of pollinators diversity in each area is based

maximum productivity observed previously in the region.

on two critical metrics: wealth and abundance.

VALUATION

Wpm = W = number of pollinator species in area m
Apim = Abundance = number of specimens (individuals)

The valuation method adopted is the Production Function

from species i, in area m, per ha

Method (Annex 2), which, in this case, estimates the economic value of pollination through the economic value as-

Both Wpm and Apim shall be directly estimated from samples
in the field, in the area to be studied (please remember only
areas under the business operational control should be con-

61 That dose-response function model is different from the model used by
Rickets & Lonsdorf (2013). It was selected because it is simpler and easier when it comes to build parameters, and its adherence to pollination
ecological processes is supposedly as good as the model adopted by Rickets & Lonsdorf (2013), although neither of those models was actually
sufficiently studied on that matter.

sidered). If more than one area is considered in the study, i.e.;
m > 1, it is desirable to also sample the wealth and abundance of pollinators in those areas. But, if it is not possible to
do so, wealth and abundance from those areas can be indi-
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rectly estimated, according to Kennedy et al (2013). Devese62

di = Maximum travel distance of pollinator from

calculation tool can estimate that.

species i
Apjn = Abundance of pollinators from agricul-

Ideally, all areas with potential to supply pollinators within

tural crop j in pollination-dependent area n

a 6.2-mile (10-km) range of pollination-dependent (either

(having already summed up pollinators from

native or anthropic) areas, should be assessed. Neverthe-

all species found in areas m)

less, methodological procedures indicated here can esti-

Wpj = Wealth of pollinators for agricultural

mate only contributions from individual areas, and then it

crop j

is possible to sum up contributions from areas controlled

Apn= Abundance of pollinators in area n per ha

by the business.

Ajn = Area n where agricultural crop j is, in ha.

Finally, at the end of this step, there should be data avail-

Step 2 shall be repeated for each area n, that is, for each

able on pollinators wealth and abundance from areas sam-

pollination-dependent area included in the analysis.

pled in the field, as well as their corresponding estimates for
other relevant areas that were not sampled.

Distance dmn shall be measured, and measuring shall be performed from the middle of area m to the middle of area n.

Step 2. Estimate of Pollinators Diversity in Pollination-Dependent Areas n

Distances di can be obtained from specialized literature
(GREENLEAF et al, 2007) and are available at Devese cal-

Pollinators have a limited range, meaning there is a maxi-

culation tool.

mum distance they can go in their search for pollen.
The wealth of local pollinators (group of areas m or M),
Assess which pollinator species can actually reach those

Wp, is the same value obtained in Step 1. In areas m where

areas n and how abundant they are, based on the source ar-

wealth was not sampled, for simplification purposes, the

eas (m) analyzed in Step 1 and the distance between those

same wealth found in sampled areas can be used.

areas and pollination-dependent areas n.
Step 3. Influence of Pollinators in Agricultural Production
As this step assesses the consequences for third parties of
variations in pollinator availability in areas m controlled by

In this step, the function adopted associates pollinator

the business or its value chain, pollination-dependent areas

availability with agricultural crop productivity, so it is a

n should be areas under those stakeholders’ control, rather

dose-response function. The dose-response function adopt-

than under the business or its value chain’s control.

ed here is equivalent to the generic quadratic model -ax2+
bx, where a and b are constant, and x = Apn.63

Apjin = ∑

M
m=1
Rpj

Apji x 2,7183-dmn/di

Apjn = ∑i=1 Apjin

a = - (Mpacj x DPacj/100) / Pdacj2

Apn = Apjn/ Ajn

b = - 2 x a x Pdacj

Where: Apjin = Abundance of pollinator from agricultur-

Physical metric: Epacj = (a x Apn2 + b x Apn) / Mpacj

al crop j, belonging to species i, in pollination-dependent area n
Apji = Abundance of pollinator from agricul-

Where: a = Quadratic model constant
Pdacj = Pollinator density (pollinators/ha) need-

tural crop j, belonging to species i, in area m,
where m ranges from 1 to M when M > 1
dmn = Distance from area m, where pollinators are
from, to area n, which is pollination-dependent

62 Available at TeSE website: www.tendenciasemse.com.br

63 That dose-response function model is different from the model used by
Rickets & Lonsdorf (2013). It was selected because it is simpler and easier when it comes to build parameters, and its adherence to pollination
ecological processes is supposedly as good as the model adopted by Rickets & Lonsdorf (2013), although neither of those models was actually
sufficiently studied on that matter.
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ed to ensure maximum pollination of 1 ha of ag-
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Final Remarks

ricultural crop j
Mpacj = Maximum productivity of agricultural

The Replacement Cost Method (RCM) used in method 1

crop j

tends to generate minimum value estimates linked to eco-

B = Quadratic model constant

system services (Annex 1). The maximum value, in this case,

DPacj = Dependency of agricultural crop j on

would be equivalent to the price of what could not be pro-

bee pollination, as a percentage

duced due to no pollination replacement.

Epacj = Externality produced by pollinating agricultural crop j.

The quadratic method adopted in method 2 implies decrease in productivity after reaching its peak. Such decrease

Similarly to what happens to impact analysis, the major

matches the results of recent researches on the ecological

challenges in analyzing externalities lay on obtaining esti-

process of pollination mediated by animals; nevertheless, it

mates for Mpacj and Pdacj.

was limited to 10% of the peak value, since there is no accurate data about the real size of this decrease64.

But, for externalities, it is a little more challenging, because you are not sure you will be allowed to access pol-

Investments needed to estimate pollinator diversity (Wp

lination-dependent agricultural areas, since they belong to

and Ap), productivity at peak pollination levels (Mpacj),

third parties.

pollinator density needed to ensure maximum agricultural crop pollination (Pdacj) and productivity gain with bee

If it is not possible to empirically determine Mpacj and Pdacj

pollination (GPbpacj) are not high, and the time required to

through experiments, then it will be necessary to obtain

conduct field experiments for this purpose is usually the re-

those estimates from specialized literature, or even from

productive cycle of the agricultural crop that is going to be

experts’ opinion.

analyzed. Moreover, Mpacj, Pdacj and GPbpacj can be used

VALUATION

are easily accessible, if applicable, can be adjusted to soil

in future reassessments. As for Wp and Ap, variables that
use change in the region, with no need for a new diagnosis.
The valuation method adopted is the Production Function

Ideally, diagnosis of pollinator diversity should be regularly

Method (PFM) (Annex 2), which, in this case, estimates the

performed; annually, if possible.

economic value of pollination through the economic value associated with the third-party production portion that

The model used does not take into account information

changes due to variation on availability of pollinators from

about pollinator preferences for a certain type of plant, or

areas m under the business’ or its value chain’s operational

the efficiency of different species in the pollination process

control.

for specific agricultural crops.

Value of the externality = Mpacj x Ajn x $acj x Epacj

The model adopted here is similar to the one used by InVEST, which works with digital maps. Therefore, InVEST

Where: Mpacj = Maximum productivity of an agricultur-

pollination module can be used to replace the guidelines

al crop j in its usual physical unit of measurement (tons,

presented here.

etc.) and per ha
Ajn = N area of agricultural crop j, using the same
unit of measurement as Mpacj
$acj = Selling price of the agricultural crop j, in
BRL, using the same physical measurement unit
as Mpacj.

64 TeSE calculation tool will automatically make this adjustment..
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Box 11. Example: Pollination Regulation

METHOD 1. POLLINATION REPLACEMENT
A small agricultural business owns two properties

INTERNAL IMPACT

about 9.3 miles (15 km) away from each other. In area
A, it grows coffee in 100 ha, and in area B it grows pas-

In the last bloom period, however, the business man-

sion fruit in 1 ha.

aged to rent only one bee hive/ha for area A, with indirect costs of BRL 1,500.00, and was only able to hire

The areas are surrounded by lands that were recently

workers for the equivalent to 150 h work/ha for area B,

prepared for pastureland; therefore, they do not count

with indirect costs summing up BRL 1,700.00.

with wild bee populations.
Quantification
DEPENDENCY
Physical metric: Area A: Ipacj = Rnj / Aj = 1 bee hive/
Bee pollination contributes to up to 33% of the produc-

ha

tivity in a coffee plantation, and 75% of the productivity

Area B: Ipacj = Rnj / Aj = 150 working

in a passion fruit plantation.

hours /ha

In order to ensure production in area A, the business

Value of the internal impact:

would need 2 Apis mellifera honey bee hives for each
hectare of planted area per blooming. Rental price is

Area A: Ipacj x $dcpr x Aj + $icpr = 1 x 100 x 100 +

BRL 100.00 per bee hive, and indirect costs of transpor-

1,500.00 = BRL 11,500.00

tation, installation and maintenance of the hives and
related labor total BRL 2,500.00.

Area B: Ipacj x $dcpr x Aj + $icpr = 150 x 50 x 1 +
1,700.00 = BRL 9,200.00

However, to ensure production in area B, the business
decided to hire hand pollination services. Estimates
indicate they would need 200 h of work to pollinate
the productive area, at a cost of BRL 50.00/h. Indirect
costs for extracting and preparing pollen, as well as
transporting, accommodating and feeding the workers
totaled BRL 2,000.00.
Quantification
Physical metric: Coffee: DPaccoffee = 33%
Passion fruit: DPacpassion fruit = 75%
Value of the dependency
Coffee = Trj x $dcpr x Aj + $icpr = 2 x 100 x 100 +
2,500.00 = BRL 22,500.00
Passion fruit = Trj x $dcpr x Aj + $icpr = 200 x 50 x 1 +
2,000.00 = BRL 12,000.00
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METHOD 2. WILD POLLINATION
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For FF2 and FF3, we assumed the same Wpm as for FF1,
and abundance estimate was indirect.

A coffee export business controls a farm with 100 ha of
coffee plantation. In their property, there are 15 ha of

As characteristics of vegetation in FF1 are equivalent

preserved tropical forest fragments (FF1), whereas in

to vegetation in FF2 and FF3, bee abundance per hect-

the surroundings, in a 6.2-mile (10-km) distance, there

are in FF2 and FF3 will be the same as for FF1. As for

are three other forest fragments, two of them with the

FF4, as vegetation is degraded when compared to FF1,

same characteristics, measuring 5 (FF2) and 20 (FF3)

bee abundance was adjusted:

ha respectively, and a third fragment that is degraded,
measuring 3 ha (FF4). Experiments have shown coffee

FF4: Apam = 30,000 / (1+ (0,71 - 0,53) / 0,1 x 0,232) =

productivity in the region is 33% dependent on polli-

21,163/ha

nation, and the maximum productivity on the farm was

Apmf =20,000 / (1 + (0,71 - 0,53) / 0,1 x 0,232) =

estimated to be 2.5 t/ha. Coffee average selling price

14,108/ha

is BRL 466.67/t.

Apta = 10,000 / (1+ (0,71 - 0,53) / 0,1 x 0,232) =
7,054/ha

Please refer to Appendix 2 to see further details of impact and externality calculations.
DEPENDENCY

Step 2
Distances between coffee plantation and forest remnants are: 328 ft (100 m) to FF1, 3,280 ft (1,000 m) to FF2,

Quantification
Physical metric: DPaccoffee = 33%

24,114 ft (7,350 m) to FF3, and 17,388 ft (5,300 m) to FF4.
As FF3 is located beyond the flight distance of the three
pollinator species identified in the region (GREENLEAF

Value of the dependency

et al, 2007), it does not contribute to pollinate coffee
on the farm (only area n in this example).

Mpaccoffee x Acoffee x $accoffee x DPaccoffee = 2.5 x 100 x
466.67 x 0.33 = BRL 38,500.28

Apjn = ApAm + ApMf + ApTa = 594,907 + 331,994 +
130,032 = 1,056,933 specimens

INTERNAL IMPACT
Apn = Apjn /Ajn = 1,056,933 / 100 = 10,569 speciThree coffee pollinator species were identified in FF1

mens/ha

area: Apis mellifera (A. mellifera), Melipona fasciata
(M. fasciata) and Tetragonisca angustula (T. angustula),

Step 3

with the following corresponding densities (specimens/
ha): 30,000, 20,000, and 10,000. There are other potential three areas to provide pollinators: FF2, FF3, and FF4.

The quantity of pollinators to ensure effective pollination of flowers in 1 ha of coffee was estimated as
50,000.

Quantification
Physical metric: Ipacj = (a x Apn2 + b x Apn) / Mpacj =
= (- 3.3 x 10-10 x 10,5692 + 3.3 x 10-5 x 10,569) / 2.5 =

Step 1

0.3119 / 2.5 = 0.1248 = 12.48%
FF1: Wpm = 3 (A. mellifera, M. fasciata and T. angustula)
Apm = 30,000 (A. mellifera), 20.000 (M. fasciata)

Value of the internal impact

and 10,000 (T. angustula)
Mpaccoffee x Acoffee x $accoffee x Ipaccoffee = 2.5 x 100 x
466.67 x 0.1248 = BRL 14,560.10
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EXTERNALITY

i = A. mellifera (Am): Apin = 15 x 30,000 x 2.7183 ^
(-900/5,900) = 386,335 specimens

Only FF1 area is under the business operational control and, therefore, it is the only area with potential to

i = M. fasciata (Mf): Apin = 15 x 20,000 x 2.7183 ^

generate externalities through pollination regulation.

(-900/1,500) = 164,643 specimens

Only one external production area was determined

Apcoffee = ApAm + ApMf = (386,335 + 164,643) /10 =

(area n, dependent on pollination and belonging to an-

55,098 specimens /ha

other farm), in a 6.2-mile (10-km) distance from FF1. It is
an area of 10 ha and is also used for coffee production.
Quantification

Step 3
Physical metric: Epacj = (a x Apn2 + b x Apn) / Mpacj =
= (- 3.3 x 10-10 x 55,0982 + 3.3 x 10-5 x 55,098) / 2.5 =

Step 1
FF1: Wp = 3 (A. mellifera, M. fasciata e T. angustula)

0.8164 / 2.5 = 0.3266 = 32.66%
Value of the externality

Ap = 30,000 (A. mellifera), 20,000 (M. fasciata) and
10,000 (T. angustula)

Mpaccoffee x Acoffee x $accoffee x Epaccoffee = 2.5 x 10 x
466.67 x 0.3266 = BRL 3,810.03

Step 2
This is a fictitious example, elaborated for learning
The distance between area n and FF1 is 0.5 mile (900

purposes, and the values used but not indicated in the

m), which is greater than the distance T. angustula can

guide text were estimated after consulting technical

fly, so this excludes the species as a pollinator in area n.

documents available on the Internet.

Soil Erosion Regulation
Soil erosion is a natural ecological process that can be

scope, such as loss of nutrients in the soil (Method 1)

accelerated or retarded according to how the soil is

and/or increased turbidity due to deposition of sed-

managed and used. The soil erosion regulation ecosys-

iments into bodies of water (Method 2). Calculation is

tem service refers to the role natural and anthropic eco-

based mainly on Bertoni and Lombardi Neto (2008), Sou-

systems play in controlling soil erosion processes.

sa (2011), and Roehl (1962).

The approach presented here allows for different ana-

In order to handle issues related to ad hoc erosion

lyzes: i) quantity of soil eroded; ii) consequences of ero-

events, such as gullies and landslide, it is possible and

sion processes to soil fertility (loss of nutrients); and iii)

recommended to adapt those guidelines, and the same

quality of surface water (water turbidity). All of them use

group of valuation methods presented in the annexes as

laminar (diffuse) erosion assessment, based on the Uni-

reference can be used.

versal Soil Loss Equation (USLE).
Initial stage – Quantity of soil eroded
The result of USLE, quantity of soil eroded per year
(initial stage) can be used for valuation or can be com-

In any perspective adopted for analysis, these Guidelines

plemented with other factors according to the analysis

propose an initial quantification stage using the Universal
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Soil Loss Equation (USLE)65:
USLE: Se = ∑na = 1 (Ra x Ka x LSa x UMa x Aa)/Ta

63

Erosion (SE), as described below.

Dependency

Where: n = Number of Areas a assessed
Se = Soil erosion, in t/ha x year

Dependency, in this case, occurs when the business is vul-

Ra = Rainfall erosivity factor in area a in MJ mm/

nerable to erosion processes, that is, if business can some-

ha x h x year

how be affected with economic loss should erosion process-

Ka = Soil erodibility factor in area a in t x h/MJ

es accelerate in a certain area or relevant region for the

x mm

company, both directly and indirectly. In this sense, depen-

LSa = Length of slope factor (combination be-

dency is a function of maximum erosion retention that can

tween length and slope angle in a certain area)

be ensured by natural ecosystems and can economically

in area a

benefit the business.

UMa= Soil use (U) factor and management practice (M) in area a;

Dependency quantification compares two soil erosion es-

Aa= Analyzed area, in ha

timates (Se): maximum erosion (Semax), which occurs when

Ta = Total area (sum of areas a), in ha

the soil is exposed, indicated by the lowest soil use factor
and management practice (UM); and minimum erosion

Rainfall erosivity, Ra, can be obtained from the average an-

(Semin), which occurs when there is maximum soil retention,

nual precipitation and rainfall intensity, according to Berto-

meaning there is original vegetation cover, indicated by soil

ni and Lombardi Neto (2008). Devese calculation tool pres-

use factor and management (UM) practice corresponding

ents some values for different regions in Brazil that can be

to such vegetation.

used as reference whenever local values are not available.
Ka, UMa and LSa variables should preferably be obtained in

METHOD 1 – Loss of nutrients

the field. If that is not possible, they can be obtained from
technical and scientific studies developed in the region, or

QUANTIFICATION

you can adopt the default values available in Devese calculation tool. In order to determine LSa, lengths and slope

The dependency analysis shall only take into account those

angles shall be diagnosed in the area, in the field, or using

areas whose soil fertility is relevant to the business. Based

maps with level curves.

on the calculation of maximum erosion (Semax), and minimum erosion (Semin), according to the USLE described in the

In areas where variables that make up the USLE are homo-

initial stage, the calculation shall be as follows:

geneously distributed (low variation), it is possible to use
the average of the most representative spots in the area to

Physical metric for loss of soil nutrients: LNs = Ns x

estimate total area of soil erosion. In areas where variables

(Semax - Semin)

that make up the USLE are heterogeneously distributed, it
is better to subdivide the total area in more homogeneous
modules – Analyzed areas Aa – (with the same soil use and

Where: LNs = Loss of soil nutrients, in t/ha x year
Ns = Concentration of nutrients in soil, in t/ha

management), then sum up the results to find the total re-

Semax = Soil erosion in t/ha per year, in exposed

sult for the area.

soil

The analysis of dependency, internal impact and external-

ered by the region native vegetation

Semin = Soil erosion in t/ha per year, in soil covity represents different perspectives and results for Soil
Ns value shall be determined based on local data, through
laboratory analysis. Whenever it is not possible to get local
65 For further details, please refer to Bertoni and Lombardi Neto (2008), or
similar documentation.

data, you can use secondary data from similar soils.
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VALUATION

agencies or other public bodies in charge of granting licenses.

The valuation method adopted is the Replacement Cost
Method (RCM) (Annex 1), which, in this case, estimates ex-

It is worth pointing out that Tbw does not estimate total

penses required to replace the nutrients lost through erosion

deposition of turbidity into the body of water, but only the

processes that cause productivity loss in agricultural crops.

portion that can be controlled by ecosystem service – in
practice, by managing soil use.

Value of the dependency = $Ns x Ta + $log
VALUATION
Where: $Ns = Cost of soil nutrients, per ha
Ta = Area, in ha
$log = Costs with logistics to apply soil nutrients

As soil erosion, in the context of sediment deposition into a
body of water, degrade water quality, the valuation method
in this case is the same one adopted for water quality regulation ecosystem service. Therefore, the valuation method

METHOD 2 - Turbidity in the body of water

adopted is the RCM (Annex 1), which, in this case, estimates
the expenses that would be necessary to recover degraded

QUANTIFICATION

water quality should no soil erosion regulation ecosystem
service be available.

The analysis shall only consider the areas upstream the
business water collection points, in the same watershed

Value of the dependency = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp

where the business operates.
Where: Qwcol = Quantity of water collected, in m3
Based on the USLE and on the results obtained for Semax and

$Tw = Cost of water treatment to remove Tbw

Semin, it is possible to calculate the business physical metric

up to an acceptable level for the business, in

concerning turbidity in the body of water caused by erosion.

BRL/m3
Iwtp = Investment needed in water treatment

Physical metric: Tbw = (ln (RSD x (Semax – Semin) x 31.7098

plant, in BRL

x Ta / Falt) – 1.57) / 0.1
Qwcol variable shall be obtained from measurements perWhere RSD = 771.8448 x (Difalt/Lmbw)0.83291

formed by the business operational area. $Tw and Iwtp can
also be obtained with the business operational area or

Where: Tbw = Turbidity in the body of water, in UTN

quoted in the water treatment service market.

RSD = Rate of sediment deposition (percentage)
Semax = Soil erosion in exposed soil, in t/ha x year

This valuation method is also applied to businesses that buy

Semin = Soil erosion in soil covered by the region

treated water; all you need to do is replace $Tw + Iwtp compo-

native vegetation, in t/ha x year

nents in the above formula with the price paid for the water.

Falt = Average long-term water flow, in L/s (L/
s=(m3/s) x 1000)
Ta = Total area, in ha

Internal Impact

Difalt = Difference between maximum and minimum altitudes, in m

Internal impact occurs only when the business is subject to

Lmbw= Length of main body of water in the area,

economic loss due to intensified erosion processes in areas

in m

where the business operates and upon which it directly or
indirectly depends. In this sense, internal impact here is an

Both Difalt and Lmbw shall be obtained in the field or de-

economic outcome for the business of loss or reduction of

duced from plots or satellite imagery. Falt can be mea-

ecological processes that control erosion processes and

sured in the field or obtained from reports and special-

cause soil retention.

ized technical studies, as the ones produced by watershed
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For internal impact, the quantification will be calculated by
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Where RSD = 771.8448 x (Difalt/Lmbw)0,83291

the difference between current (Securrent) erosion, which can
be calculated from the Soil Use Factor (UM) corresponding to

Where: Securrent = Soil erosion in current conditions of

the real practice of soil management, and the minimum ero-

soil use in upstream areas, in t/ha x year.

sion (Semin), indicated by the soil use factor (UM) of maximum
protection against erosion, that is, native vegetation cover.

VALUATION
As soil erosion, in the context of sediment deposition into a

METHOD 1 - Loss of nutrients

body of water, degrades water quality, the valuation method in this case is the same one adopted for water quality

QUANTIFICATION

regulation ecosystem service. Therefore, the valuation

For loss of soil nutrients, the analysis shall only take into ac-

1), which, in this case, estimates the expenses that would be

method adopted is the Replacement Cost Method (Annex
count those areas whose fertility is relevant to the business.

necessary to recover degraded water quality should no soil

Based on the calculation of current erosion (Securrent), and of

erosion regulation ecosystem service be available.

minimum erosion (Semin), according to USLE, described in the
initial stage, the calculation is as follows:
Physical metric: LNs = Ns x (Securrent – Semin)

Value of the internal impact = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp

Externality

Where: Securrent = Soil erosion in current (real) conditions
of soil use, in t x ha/year
VALUATION

METHOD 1 – Loss of nutrients
As business activities occur in lands under its control and
loss of fertility due to erosion processes is strictly local, the

The valuation method adopted is the Replacement Cost

impact would affect the company itself rather than third

Method (RCM) (Annex 1), which, in this case, estimates ex-

parties, which represents an internal impact. Therefore, the

penses that would be necessary to replace nutrients lost

loss of soil nutrients due to business activities does not rep-

due to erosion processes.

resent an externality.

Value of the internal impact = $Ns x Arec + $log
METHOD 2 – Turbidity in the body of water
Where: Arec= Area to be recovered, in ha
Externality is characterized here as an economic consequence, to users of water downstream, of loss or reduction
METHOD 2 – Turbidity in the body of water

of ecological processes that promote soil retention in areas
where there are business activities.

QUANTIFICATION
QUANTIFICATION
The analysis shall consider areas upstream the business water collection points. Impact quantification, also based on

Whereas for dependency and impact the analysis focus

the USLE, shall, thus, be calculated with two Se estimates:

on areas located upstream the business water collection

one that offers the current erosion level, Securrent, and anoth-

points, for externalities the analysis is focused only on areas

er one with minimum soil erosion levels, Semin, i.e.; with na-

where there are business activities.

tive vegetation cover.
Quantification of the externality, also based on the USLE,
Physical metric: Tbw = (ln (RSD x (Securrent – Semin) x

shall be performed with two Se estimates: one with cur-

31.7098 x Ta / Falt) – 1.57) / 0.1

rent (real) UM standards, related to the current erosion
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level, Securrent , and the other with maximum protection UM,
meaning native vegetation cover Semin .

Where: Qwcol = Quantity of water, in m3
$Tw = Cost to treat water in order to remove Tbw
up to the same level found upstream the busi-

For Semin you shall adopt the UM factor that corresponds to

ness areas, in BRL/m3

the area native vegetation, free of management.

Iwtp = Investment needed in water treatment
plant, in BRL

Physical metric: Tbw = (ln (RSD x (Securrent – Semin) x
31.7098 x Ta / Falt) – 1.57) / 0.1

Qwcol variable, in this case, refers to water collected downstream by third parties. For practical purposes, only the first

Where RSD = 771.8448 x (Difalt/Lmbw)0.83291

downstream water collection may be assessed. $Tw and Iwtp
can be obtained with the business operational area or quot-

Where: Tbw = Turbidity in the body of water, in UTN

ed in the water treatment service market.

RSD = Rate of sediment deposition (percentage)
Securrent = Soil erosion in current soil use, in t/ha
x year

Final Remarks

Semin = Soil erosion in soil with native vegetation
cover, in t/ha x year

Erosion processes also affect other ecosystem services,

Falt = Average long-term water flow, in L/s (L/s =

such as sailing66, water flow regulation67, hydropower gen-

(m /s) x 1000)

eration68 and fishing69.

3

Ta = Total area, in ha
Difalt = Difference between maximum and mini-

Quantification of erosion through USLE can be performed

mum altitudes in the area, in m

with different levels of accuracy, depending mainly on the

Lmbw = Length of main body of water in the area,

relevance values assigned to USLE parameters have regard-

in m

ing actual environmental conditions in the area analyzed.
Depending on the resources available, it is possible to use

Both Difalt and Lmbw shall be obtained in the field or de-

a single average value for each of those parameters, which

duced from plots or satellite imagery. Falt can be measured

would probably lead to less accurate estimates; use a set of

in the field or obtained from reports and specialized tech-

average values for a group of different environmental con-

nical studies, as the ones produced by watershed agencies

ditions in the area analyzed, which is more likely to produce

or other public bodies in charge of granting licenses.

accurate results; or use ad hoc approaches, which tends to
be more accurate. Those USLE ad hoc assessment approach-

It is worth pointing out that Tbw does not estimate total

es can be performed with hydrological models based on

deposition of sediments into the body of water, but only

geographic information systems (GIS, satellite images and

the portion of deposition that can be controlled by ecosys-

the like) that can assess USLE in smaller area units (pixels).

tem service – in practice, by managing soil use.

InVEST70, is a good example of that type of model. It is a free
software that makes analyses with methods that are equiv-

VALUATION

alent to the ones presented here. Thus, it can be adopted
combined with these Guidelines, or even replace them.

As soil erosion, in the context of sediment deposition into a
body of water, degrades water quality, the valuation method in this case is the same one adopted for water quality
regulation ecosystem service. Therefore, the valuation
method adopted is the Replacement Cost Method (Annex
1), which, in this case, estimates the expenses that would be
necessary to recover degraded water quality due to soil use
in areas that are relevant to the business.
Value of the externality = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp

66 Silting of navigation channels and the resulting reduction in the distance
between the vessel’s keel and river bottom, or depth of the water column, which limits access of larger vessels.
67 Silting of rivers, with resulting reduction in water flow and storage, increasing risks of floods in rainy seasons and water shortage in dry seasons.
68 Silting and the resulting decrease in hydroelectric power plant reservoir
storage capacity, reducing reservoir life cycle and the plant hydropower
potential.
69 Increase in water turbidity changes environmental conditions in the body
of water and may cause reduction or even loss in local fish stocking.
70 InVEST: Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Trade-offs. The
Natural Capital Project: www.naturalcapitalproject.org/InVEST.html
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If you choose to use USLE in a simplified way, only in the
most representative spots of the area/watershed, it is recommended to choose spots with: (a) higher declivity; (b)
higher level of soil exposure and degradation; and (c) areas
where management leaves soil frequently exposed to rain
(non-perennial agricultural crops, rural roads, etc.).
RSD and Tbw calculations are based on empiric equations,
developed from data collected in the field from different
watershed groups. Ideally, the equation should be developed according to the watershed being studied. Applying
equations developed for a certain watershed in other watersheds is like ‘transferring functions’, and this procedure is
subject to distortions in RSD and Tbw estimates. The greater the differences in environmental conditions between the
watershed used to develop the equations and the watershed being studied, the greater the distortions.
Investments on WTP can be amortized following traditional
accounting criteria.

Box 12 – Example of soil erosion regulation

A business manages a 100-ha area within a 6,000-ha
watershed. Out of that total, 1,100 ha are located

– the business requires 150,000 m3 of drinking water per
year for those industrial processes.

upstream the business facilities: 800 ha of degraded
pastureland (dp), which had to be subdivided into two

Rainfall erosivity factor R, in this case, is the same for

subclasses because they had different lengths of slope

the entire watershed: 4,865 MJ x mm/ha x h x year. As

LS (dp1 200 ha, and dp2 600 ha), 100 ha of preserved

for erodibility, two key types of soil were identified

pastureland (pp), 150 ha of preserved forest remnants

with K factor of 0.047 and 0.057 t x h/MJ x mm. Length

(pf), and other 50 ha of urban area (ua).

of slope LS factors varied as follows: ua = 7.47; pp =
11.56; dp1 = 12.27; dp2 = 15.33, and pf = 15.33.

The company area is subdivided as follows: in 70 ha
the company raises beef cattle, and half of this area

Soil use and management factor UM for exposed soil

has degraded pastureland, whereas the other half is

and native vegetation cover, degraded pastureland

covered with preserved pastureland; 20 ha of the area

and preserved pastureland are 1 and 0.01, 0.25 and

are preserved as a Legal Reserve and as a Permanent

0.12, respectively.

Preservation Area; and in the remaining 10 ha there
is a meat processing plant, as well as other adminis-

Please refer to Appendix 3 to see further details of cal-

trative facilities. Erosion processes compromise pas-

culations.

tureland fertility, besides degrading the quality of the
water the business collects in order to process meat

DEPENDENCY
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Quantification

Value of the dependency = $Ns x Ta + $log = BRL
150.00 x 70 + BRL 24,500.00 = BRL 35,000.00

Physical metric – Loss of Soil Nutrients
Value of the dependency – Turbidity in the Body of
Ns for nitrogen = 0.01 t/ha; Ns for phosphor = 0.005

Water

t/ha
Semax = (92,513.81 + 98,195.89) / (35 + 35) = 2,724.42

Variable costs for water treatment, needed to reduce

t/ha x year

turbidity to less than 40 UTN, were estimated as BRL

Semin = (925.14 + 981.96) / (35 + 35) = 27.24 t/ha x

0.035/ m3. The business already operates a WTP, and

year

its annual fixed costs on operations are BRL 100,000.00.

LNs nitrogen = 0.01 x (2,724.42 – 27.24) = 26.97 t/
ha x year

Value of the dependency = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp =

LNs phosphor = 0.005 x (2,724.42 – 27.24) = 13.49 t/

150,000 x 0.035 + 100,000 = BRL 105,250.00

ha x year
INTERNAL IMPACT
Physical metric – Turbidity in the Body of Water
Quantification
Semax = (103,573.42 + 264,325.18 + 561,119.37 +
2,103,168.69 + 525,792.17)/

Physical metric – Loss of Soil Nutrients:

(50 + 100 + 200 + 600 + 150) = 3,234.53 t/
ha x year
Semin = (1,035.73 + 2,643.25 + 5,611.19 + 21,031.69 +
5,257.92) /
(50 + 100 + 200 + 600 + 150) = 32.35 t/ha
x year

Securrent = (11,101.66 + 24,548.97) / (35 + 35) = 509.29
t/ha x year			
Semin = (925.14 + 981.96) / (35 + 35) = 27.24 t/ha x
year
LNs nitrogen = 0.01 x (509.24 – 27.24) = 4.82
t/ha x year

The measured length of the main body of water in the

LNs phosphor = 0.005 x (509.24 – 27.24) = 2.41

watershed is 24.8 miles (40 km), and maximum and

t/ha x year

minimum altitudes are 1,000 m (3,280 ft) and 200 m
(656 ft), respectively. Average estimated flow per year

Physical metric – Turbidity in the Body of Water:

is 5 m /s (5,000 l/s).
3

Securrent = (103,573.42 + 31,719.02 + 140,279.84 +
RSD = 771.8448 x (Difalt/Lmbw)0.83291 = 771.8448 x
(800/40.000)0.83291 = 29.68%
Tbw = (ln (RSD x (Semax - Semin) x 31.7098 x Ta / Falt) –

525,792.17 + 5,257.91) /
(50 + 100 + 200 + 600 + 150) = 733.29 t/
ha x year

1.57) / 0.1 =

Semin = (1,035.73 + 2,643.25 + 5,611.19 + 21,031.69 +

= (ln (0.2968 x (3,234.53 – 32.35) x 31.7098 x 1,100 /

5,257.92) /

5,000) – 1.57) / 0.1 = 72.29 UTN

(50 + 100 + 200 + 600 + 150) = 32.35 t/ha
x year

Value of the dependency – Loss of Soil Nutrients

Tbw = (ln (RSD x (Securrent - Semin) x 31.7098) x Ta / Falt)
– 1.57) / 0.1

Replacement of nitrogen and phosphor in this case

= (ln (0.2968 x (733.29 – 32.35) x 31.7098 x

was conducted by using a single fertilizer at the cost

1,100 / 5,000) – 1.57) / 0.1 = 57.10 UTN

of BRL 150.00/ha, with logistics costs estimated as BRL
24,500.00.

Value of the internal impact – Loss of Soil Nutrients
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Replacement of nitrogen and phosphor was conduct-

Semin = (207.15 + 925.14 + 981.96 + 0 + 701.06) /

ed by using a single fertilizer at the cost of BRL 120.00/
ha, with logistics costs estimated as BRL 24,500.00.

69

(10 + 35 + 35 + 0 + 20) = 28.15 t/ha x year
Tbw = (ln (RSD x (Securrent - Semin) x 31.7098) x Ta /
Falt) – 1.57) / 0.1 =

Value of the impact = $Ns x Arec+ $log = BRL 120.00 x

= (ln (0.2968 x (570.66 – 28.15) x 31.7098 x 100

70 + BRL 24,500.00 = BRL 32,900.00

x 5,000) – 1.57) / 0.1 = 30.56 UTN

Value of the internal impact – Turbidity in the Body

Value of the externality – Turbidity in the Body of

of Water

Water

Variable costs for water treatment, needed to reduce

As the turbidity level is within the acceptable range

turbidity to less than 40 UTN, were estimated as BRL

according to the standard used, there are no replace-

0.0325/m .

ment costs for water.

3

Value of the impact = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp = 150,000 x

Value of the externality = Qwcol x $Tw + Iwtp = Qwcol x

0.0325 + 100,000 = BRL 104,875.00

0 + 0 = BRL 0.00

EXTERNALITIES

This is a fictitious example, elaborated for learning

Quantification

guide text were estimated after consulting technical

purposes, and the values used but not indicated in the
documents available on the Internet.
Physical metric – Turbidity in the Body of Water
Securrent = (20,714.68 + 11,101.66 + 24,548.97 + 0 +
701.06) /
(10 + 35 + 35 + 0 + 20) = 570.66 t/ha x year

Recreation and Tourism
Landscape characteristics excite people, who see opportu-

In the context of these Guidelines, quantification analy-

nities for leisure, recreation and tourism. Those characteris-

ses and economic valuation of this ecosystem service are

tics refer to scenic beauty, activities such as hiking, ecotour-

aimed at internal impacts and externalities. It is assumed

ism, and sightseeing, and bodies of water used for swimming,

that there will only be dependency if the business being

nautical practices, recreational fishing, and others.

assessed includes recreation and tourism service economic
exploration in its mission.

Often, opportunities for leisure and ecotourism are in places owned by the business or operated by it, such as hydropower plants reservoirs and their surroundings, and areas

Internal Impact

with logging or mining activities, and there might be demand from local communities or other stakeholders to visit

Impacts for the business in this context are basically limit-

attractions in those areas, such as waterfalls, hiking trails,

ed to the economic effort the business makes to preserve

and fishing. Visitation to the area, in its turn, can contribute

the area in its original configuration (physical metric 1) and

to local economy, generating jobs and demand for infra-

gains obtained with exploration of recreation, leisure and

structure and services related to those visits.

tourism (physical metric 2). Gains are usually obtained by
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charging admission fees, sightseeing passes, or selling prod-

Value of the internal impact (financial income)71 =

ucts or services in the visitation area, whereas effort is relat-

Nv/P x $A + $DfI

ed to the alternative economic use that could be made of
this area if it were not preserved.

Where: $Ieaalt = Incomes from alternative economic
activity, in BRL/ha

QUANTIFICATION

$A = Admission fee, or the like
$DfI = Different incomes from tourism exploitation

Physical metric 1 (effort to preserve the area): Aeealt =
Ta – Auae

To determine $Ieaalt, take into account the alternative economic use the business could make of the area. If the busi-

Where: Aeealt = Area that could have an alternative economic exploitation, in ha
Ta = Total area preserved by the business and

ness has no alternative economic use of its own for the area,
adopt the local economic activity that, at the business discretion, or at some authority or expert discretion, after hav-

open for visitation, in ha

ing been consulted by the business, have greater chances to

Auae = Part of the area preserved by the business

occupy that area should the business not support preserva-

unavailable for alternative economic use, in ha

tion practices.

To calculate Auae, consider Areas of Permanent Preserva-

Only the internalized part of costs and expenses with visi-

tion (APP) and other areas whose characteristics prevent

tation is being considered. $A calculation shall include all

exploitation in the context of economic activities that are

types of admission fees, whether for one-day visit tickets, or

currently developed in the region.

annual fees charged in the form of use/sightseeing passes.

Physical metric (area attractiveness): Nv/P

$DfI calculation shall include all additional income concerning service exploitation and selling of products to visitors.

Where: Nv =Number of visitors that go to the area
P = Time period considered for counting visitors

Externalities

The number of visitors can be obtained by the business
controlling access points to the area. If there is no entrance

Externalities, in this case, refer to the portion of benefits

registration system, the business can ultimately hire a local

from recreation and tourism opportunities that was not in-

organization to monitor visits. Usually, the time frame con-

ternalized by the business. The analysis is focused only on

sidered to assess visitation is one year.

the area attractiveness and does not take into account other impacts on the local or regional economy.

VALUATION
However, if it is possible to get estimates from other ecoTwo economic valuation methods are adopted in this case.

nomic losses or gains derived from exploration of recre-

The Opportunity Cost Method (MCO) (Annex 4) assess the

ation, leisure and tourism in the business area, those values

economic effort made by the business to preserve the area;

should definitely be accounted for in the final calculation of

and the Travel Cost Method (TCM) (Annex 6) assess expenses

the value of the externality.

made by visitors directly in the visited area. As in the first
case it refers to an economic cost that does not imply cash

QUANTIFICATION

flow for the business, and in the second case the value obtained is a real financial income (that benefits the company),

Physical metric 2 (area attractiveness): Nv/P

those values will be separately presented, in such a way that
they can be independently assessed.

Where: Nv = Number of visitors that go to the area

Value of the internal impact (economic cost) = – (Aeealt
x $Ieaalt)

71 Only visitors who are paying shall be considered in Nv estimates..
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P = Time period considered for counting vis-

with the visit to the area assessed, but do not include ex-

itors

penses in the visitation area, because those will be calculated as impacts internalized by the business that runs the

The number of visitors can be obtained by the business

area ($DfI).

controlling access points to the area. If there is no entrance
registration system, the business can ultimately hire a local

Traditionally, $CTo estimates are obtained as a function of

organization to monitor visits (a partnership, for instance).

the sacrificed income in exchange for the time spent with

Usually, the time frame considered to assess visitation is

recreation/leisure/tourism that could otherwise have been

one year.

used to work72, using as reference the person’s correspond-

VALUATION

costs associated with the recreation/leisure/tourism alter-

ing earnings. It is also possible to obtain $CTo based on the
native the person would choose in case the area assessed
Two economic valuation methods are adopted in this case.

were not an option. Whatever the option selected, probably

The Travel Cost Method (TCM) (Annex 6) assess the expens-

the best way to obtain an estimate of $CTo is to directly ask

es incurred by visitors directly in the area visited; whereas

visitors using polls/questionnaires.

the Opportunity Cost Method (OCM) (Annex 4) assess the
economic effort made by visitors to enjoy the area, i.e.; how

It is worth clarifying that, when $CTo estimate is based on

much they would have earned, if they had worked, or how

the recreation/leisure/tourism alternative, $tc + $fac shall

much they would have spent if they had chosen another op-

refer to that alternative, rather than the area of the busi-

portunity for leisure, recreation and tourism.

ness being assessed. When $CTo estimate refers only to the
working hours sacrificed, $tc + $fac shall refer to the area of

Value of the externality = Nv ($tc + $fac + $CTo) + $OCIb

the target business for the analysis.

Where: $tc = Average individual travel costs to the vis-

$OCIb estimates usually refer to benefits as additional sales

ited area, in BRL

of products and services indirectly associated with visiting

$fac = Average individual feeding and accom-

the area ($fac considers only expenses directly associated

modation costs during the trip, in BRL

with the visit). They can also include costs related to indi-

$CTo = Individual average cost of time oppor-

rect damages from recreation, leisure and tourism, such as

tunity, in BRL

degradation of areas surrounding the visited area due to

$OCIb = Value calculated for other costs or

higher flows of vehicles and accumulation of waste. Wheth-

indirect benefits derived from exploration of

er benefits or costs, $OCIb values shall only be included in

leisure, recreation and tourism in the area an-

total estimates of the externalities if they can be associated

alyzed, in BRL

with recreation, leisure and tourism activities in the area assessed, with no reasonable doubts about that relationship.

$tc calculation includes expenses incurred with the fuel
consumed in the round trip, toll costs, etc. If visitors have
travelled by airplane or public transportation, consider the

Final Remarks

ticket price and the travel cost from their final destination
(where they got off) from that means of transportation to

In the way it was determined, this ecosystem service does not

the visited area. In case the trip had multiple destinations,

imply the value associated with scenic beauty whenever it is

deduce the expenses that are not related to visiting the spe-

just passive, in other words, whenever there is no economic

cific area analyzed. For such, if it is not possible to obtain

activity. It is not possible, for instance, to capture the value

information directly from visitors about the specific value
for the area analyzed, ask them information about their
itinerary and additional expenses in order to estimate the
discount later on.
To calculate $fac, consider expenses directly associated

72 Even in cases when the person is formally on vacation, but has the option to work in any remunerated activity, they can use the hourly fees
paid in that remunerated activity as $CTo. If there is no possibility to
work in a remunerated job during the time used to visit the leisure area,
the remuneration value cannot be used as $CTo.
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associated with the pleasure felt when someone looks at the
landscape if the person lives close to the visitation area and
is at home, just looking through the window of his/her own
house (there is no travel involved, or purchase of products or
services specifically for this kind of contemplation).
Other cultural and non-monetary cultural values can also
be important to the business. To access the dimension of
those values, it is recommended to refer to the Corporate
Guidelines for the Noneconomic Valuation of Cultural Ecosystem Services (Desec)73.
When the target recreation and leisure area is surrounded
by private properties that are freely negotiated in the market, the economic benefit of that ecosystem service can be
expressed as higher prices for the properties located closer to that area. In those conditions, it would be possible to
round up the economic value associated with those recreation and leisure opportunities by summing up additional
market values that properties with similar characteristics
have because of their proximity with the area used for
recreation and leisure. The proper method to extract that
value estimate is called Hedonic Pricing Method (Annex 7).
Whenever there is consistent data available, valuation using hedonic pricing can be a feasible alternative instead of
applying the Travel Cost Method and the Opportunity Cost
Method, as initially indicated.
OCIb estimates can sometimes be obtained from broader
socioeconomic metrics, such as local or regional GDP, but it
will be necessary to handle this data in order to extract only
the information concerning the area assessed.
In case of retrospective valuation, the total travel cost value for all visitors in a one-year period is calculated by summing up the costs of all travels during the year considered
for analysis.
If the objective is to make a prospective valuation and estimate future demands or incomes for project assessment, it
will be necessary to adjust a model to estimate the demand
curve per visit using a travel generation function (Annex 6).

73 Desec: Corporate Guidelines for the Noneconomic Valuation of
Cultural Ecosystem Services: http://tendenciasemse.com.br/desec-1-0-2/?locale=en
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Box 13 – Example of recreation and tourism

In 1999, Suzano Papel e Celulose pulp and paper busi-

According to a survey conducted by Ecofuturo Insti-

ness, supported by Ecofuturo Institute, selected an old

tute, 19% of visitors come from the city of Sao Paulo

eucalyptus plantation farm within its property to create

(71 miles / 115 km away), whereas the other 81% come

a 2,800-ha park, acknowledged as an Advanced Atlan-

from areas near the park (within a 25-mile / 40-km

tic Forest Biosphere Reserve, part of Unesco’s Man and

range). Those coming from Sao Paulo have to pay a toll,

the Biosphere Program. With programs focused on en-

which costs BRL 5.40 per vehicle (round trip). They usu-

vironmental education, ecotourism, sustainable man-

ally stay in the park for the whole day, and the survey

agement of natural resources, cultivation of threatened

did not determine feeding or accommodation expens-

species, and scientific researches, Parque das Neblinas

es other than those directly charged by the park.

received over 25,000 visitors since it was created. In
2012, more than 3,265 people visited the park.

As for transportation, the survey indicates an average
of 3.25 passengers per vehicle. Travel cost was estimat-

INTERNAL IMPACT

ed as BRL 0.80/km.

The main traditional economic activity in the region

Quantification

are low-productivity dairy farms, with average income
of BRL 2,000.00/ha. Out of the total park area, about

Nv/P Sao Paulo = 3,265 x 19% = 620 visitors/year

400 ha are APPs.

Nv/P Region near the park = 3,265 x 81% = 2,645
visitors/year

Average admission fee to the park is BRL 35.00. Other
tourism activities (restaurants, canoeing, activities, sci-

Considering the only means of transportation to ac-

entific expeditions, and workshops) contributed to a

cess the park is by car, and there are 3.25 passengers

total value of BRL 46,363.00 throughout the year.

on average, the toll cost, and the travel cost per visitor are, respectively, BRL 5.40/3.25 = BRL 1.66, and BRL

Quantification

0.80/3.25 = BRL 0.25. In this case, visitors’ time opportunity cost has not been estimated, since there was no

Effort to preserve the area: Aeealt = Ta – Auae = 2,800
- 400 = 2,400 ha

corresponding data available. Other indirect park-related costs or benefits were not determined.

Area attractiveness: Nv/P = 3,265/1 = 3,265 visitors/
year
Value of the internal impact (financial revenue)

Value of the externality
Visitors from Sao Paulo Nv ($tc + $fac + $CTo) +
$OCIb = 620/1 x ([1.66 + 0.25 x 115 x 2] + 0 + 0) + 0 =

Nv/P x $A + $DfI = (3,265/1 x 35.00) + 46,363.00 = BRL

BRL 36,679.20

160,638.00

Visitors from areas near the park = Nv/P x ($tci +
$faci) = 2,645/1 x ([0.25 x 40 x 2] + 0) = BRL 52,900.00

Value of the internal impact (economic cost)
Total value of externalities = BRL 36,679.20 + BRL
– (Aeealt x $Ieaalt) = – (2,400 x 2,000.00) = – BRL

52,900.00 = BRL 89,579.20

4,800,000.00
This example was elaborated for learning purposes,
EXTERNALITY

using data provided by Ecofuturo Institute in 2014.
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Incorporating Economic
Values Associated with
Ecosystem Services into
Business Decisions
After estimating economic values associated with business

es (EP&L). In those cases, monetary values estimated for

dependencies, internal impacts and externalities concern-

ecosystem services are voluntarily presented as an addition

ing material ecosystem services for business, it is time to

to fiscal year financial statements, which helps assess the

incorporate those estimates into business strategic, tactical

dimension of natural capital importance to business.

or operational decision-making processes.
Another important use for indicators is communication with
One way to do it is incorporating those estimates directly

external stakeholders, specially investors and customers.

into processes and tools businesses are already familiar

The key tool in that case is corporate reporting, which can

with to support business decision-making.

be made through internal channels, such as the business
sustainability report, or external channels, such as Brazil

Monitoring Performance and
Corporate Reporting
Estimates of the economic value of ecosystem services can be
used as key performance indicators and in the communica-

GHG Protocol Program.

Assessing the Feasibility of
Corporate Projects and Policies

tion with stakeholders through reporting of those indicators.

Economic values associated with ecosystem services can

Monitoring of performance indicators is one of the most

sessments using traditional economic and financial analy-

also be incorporated into project and corporate policy asknown decision-making tools in the corporate world. Ba-

sis tools. It is worth pointing out that, as they are financial

sically, goals and deadlines are established for those indi-

analyses, they only apply economic values to ecosystem

cators, and management decisions are guided by those ref-

services that have been monetized.

erences. Any ecosystem service-related indicator, whether
biophysical or monetary, whether representing dependen-

To make it simple, the discussion will be held considering

cy, impact or externality, can be adopted to monitor per-

individual projects, but it must be noted that those analyses

formance. In order to add the indicator to the set of indica-

can also be applied to the assessment of corporate policies,

tors that are already used by the business for that purpose,

or to action or business plans.

it must be feasible to monitor and set realistic deadlines.
Many ecosystem related-indicators have been continuously

Analyses can be i) retrospective, when the project is in prog-

monitored by businesses, such as use of water and Green-

ress or has been completed, and the financial flows are real,

house Gas (GHG) Emissions.

measured or estimated; or ii) prospective, when the project,
or its next stage, has not occurred yet, and the financial

Recently, ecosystem services economic value indicators

flows are potential and need to be estimated. The results

have been used to estimate Environmental Profits and Loss-

obtained from a prospective analysis can indicate the need
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for adjustments, or even for rejection, thus avoiding eco-
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ROI can be estimated as follows (Gitman, 2010):

nomic losses derived from the project.
ROI = profit / investment
For those analyses, it is necessary to have a financial update

ROI = (benefits – costs and general expenses) / invest-

of future values to present values and, for that purpose, it is

ment

needed to select a discount rate74 (please refer to the Study
Planning chapter, under Time Horizon section).

The profit will be the project financial result and is equiva-

Exceptions of the need to discount apply to cases in which

cluding upfront investment). Investment consists of upfront

lent to benefits discounting costs and general expenses (inthe analysis time horizon is limited to one year, or cases in

investment combined with all costs and expenses needed

which the discount rate selected = 0%, which is equivalent

to execute the project. Monetary values estimated for ma-

to not update the future values to present values. For fur-

terial ecosystem services will be added to some component

ther details on updating monetary values, please refer to

in those formulas, either as benefit or cost.

Giltman (2010).
Financial flows, whether as profit, benefits, costs or expensFor analyses conducted using estimates of nominal values

es, must be updated at their present value. The upfront in-

(incorporating inflation), projections of values in a future

vestment is already in present value; in case it is not, it shall

time shall be adjusted by the expectation of future inflation.

be updated as well.

In case of estimates in current values (not incorporating inflation), this is not necessary. Current prices observed in our

This indicator can be analyzed in three ways:

daily lives are nominal prices, since they are continuously
adjusted by current inflation.

1. If the ROI is positive, the project will offer financial return in the estimated time period; and, if it is negative,

Particularly in case of global value estimates, such as the

the project will not offer any financial return within

Social Cost of Carbon (SCC), they shall not be adjusted ac-

that time period.

cording to expectations assigned to the Brazilian inflation.

2. Comparing ROI of alternative projects, bearing in mind

SCC, particularly, shall be adjusted using a fixed annual rate

the project showing greatest ROI will offer higher fi-

of 3.00% per year (Annex 5).

nancial return.
3. Comparing the estimated ROI with the ROI desired by

Five project economic and financial analysis tools are cov-

the business (reference). If the estimated ROI is great-

ered here:

er than or equal to the desired ROI, the project will be
considered good from the financial return perspective.

1) Project Profitability – ROI

To highlight the importance of natural capital values, calculate ROI with ecosystem service economic value estimates

Project profitability can be estimated using the ROI (Return

and without using those values, and then compare the

on Investment) indicator. ROI is a traditional indicator in cor-

results obtained. Also, it is worth pointing out that adding

porate financial management; thus, it is usually accessible to

values of externalities to calculate ROI means extending its

C-level managers. ROI can be applied to corporate annual

scope, since it incorporates positive or negative values that

balance sheets, whenever there is no requirement to update

do not directly benefit or harm the business.

the return to present value, and it can be applied to assess
multi-year plans, whenever the update is needed.

74 In fact, for retrospective analyses, the rate will be used to update past
flows to present value, which means to capitalize those flows rather
than discounting them. However, the rate can be the same, at the
analyst’s discretion.

2) Time to Recover the Investment in
the Project – Payback Period
The time needed to recover the investment (break even) in
a project is called Payback Period. Payback Period is also
a traditional indicator in corporate financial management
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and is estimated as follows (Gitman, 2010):
Payback Period = Number of parcels of estimated periodic net return, in such a way that:
Accumulated periodic net return = Upfront investment
The time period is traditionally quantified in years, but it
can be months, quarters, etc. The first step is to calculate
the net return per period, discounting project expenses
(maintenance, etc.) from the gross returns obtained in
their corresponding periods. Estimated periodic financial
return shall be updated to the same year of the upfront
investment. When compared to upfront investment, there
is the payback period, i.e.; how long it will take for the
project net return to break even upfront investment.
This indicator can be analyzed in two ways:
1. Comparing the Payback Period of alternative projects,
where the project with the shortest Payback Period is the
more beneficial to recover upfront investment.
2. Comparing the Payback Period estimated for the
project with the Payback Period desired by the business (reference). If the estimated Payback Period is
less than or equal to the desired Payback Period, the
project return will make up for the investment in a
timely manner; otherwise, the return will take longer.
Whenever return flows are not updated at their present
value (which is the equivalent to updating them with a discount rate of 0%), that indicator is called Payback Period.
Whenever the return flows are updated to the same period
of upfront investment, that indicator is called Discounted
Payback Period.
To enter the estimated economic values for ecosystem services, sum them (or, if negative, subtract them) to the net
return values per period. To highlight the importance of
natural capital values, calculate the Payback Period with
ecosystem service economic value estimates and without
using those values, and then compare the results obtained.
It is worth pointing out that adding values of externalities
to calculate the Payback Period means extending its scope,
since it incorporates positive or negative values that do not
directly benefit or harm the business.
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Box 14. Hypothetical example: ROI and Payback Period

A dairy manufacturer uses on its farms the traditional

control ecosystem service as a consequence of veg-

method of extensive grazing system, and its native for-

etation growth.

est remnants are currently limited to Areas of Permanent Preservation and Legal Reserves. The company

The projects were assessed using ROI and Discount-

uses firewood as biomass fuel in its boilers, obtained

ed Payback indicators. Table 5 shows the assessment

with sustainable management from their farms’ forest

results, whereas Table 6 details the project economic

reserves.

and financial flows, in real values. Future values were
updated using a WACC75 rate = 10% p.a., except for val-

The demand for the company’s products has been in-

ues related to climate change, updated with a social

creasing, and it came along with a concern: firewood

discount rate of 3% p.a. The time horizon adopted for

production could not keep up with the level needed to

the analyses was 10 years.

meet future expected demand for dairies. The company has researched alternatives to handle this issue, and
came up with three potential projects:

The criteria used to assess the projects are ROI ≥ 195%,
which corresponds to a return period of 10 years, at a
risk-free rate of return of 7% p.a., adopted as reference,

A) Energy efficiency: Redesign and adaptation of pro-

and Payback Period in < 5 years.

duction processes in such a way that they demand
less power. Upfront investment consists of consul-

Table 5 - Results of the Projects’ Financial Assessments

tancy for diagnosis and proposition of energy-efficient solutions, and costs to replace equipment.
The project also has training costs. Its benefits are

PROJECT

ROI (%)

PAYBACK
PERIOD (YEARS)

estimated by the value of additional income with

A) Energy efficiency

221

3

dairies that can be produced with the energy saved

B) Purchase of firewood

201

1,5

and avoided costs from climate change thanks to a

C) Production of firewood - Silvopasture

220

3

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.
B) Purchase of firewood: Purchase of firewood to meet
the demand for power. Upfront investment con-

Considering the criteria established for project assess-

sists of building a warehouse to store firewood and

ment, the three projects have good results. Project A

prevent product shortage in case there are supply

shows the best return on investment, whereas Project

problems. The project has also costs of firewood

B enables for the shortest time period to break even

purchase, transport and storage. Its benefits are lim-

the initial cash investment. Project C shows the same

ited to the additional income from dairies, as in the

Payback Period as Project A, but the ROI is a little low-

case of the energy-efficient project.

er. On the other hand, Project C shows the net benefit

C) Increase in firewood production by adopting the

for the company is greater than in Project A when you

silvopasture system: Replacement of the current

analyze total net benefit76 without the positive external-

pastureland model with a silvopasture system, in

ity, which, in this example, are the benefits from climate

which higher cattle productivity makes up for a

change mitigation (please refer to Table 6). In this anal-

reduction in pastureland to increase forest area.

ysis, the net benefit Project A offers the business is BRL

Upfront investment consists of planting different

396,280.00, whereas Project C offers BRL 424,740.00.

forest species, with predominance of fast-growing
species to produce firewood. The project also has
planting maintenance costs. Its benefits are additional incomes with dairies, as in previous projects, avoided costs with climate change, and also
avoided costs with pests in pastureland, and cattle
parasites, due to the recovery of the pest biological

75 WACC is the weighted average of capital cost. For further information, please refer to the Study Planning chapter, under Time
Horizon.
76 Total net benefit = total benefits updated – total costs updated
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The decision on which project to adopt depends upon
the business assessment criteria and overall analysis
of different indicators, whether they are monetary or
not. In this specific case, ROI points to Project A; the
shortest payback period points to Project B; and the
greatest benefits to the company points to Project C.

Table 6 - Estimated Economic and Financial Flows for
Projects A, B and C (BRL x 1,000).

A)
ORIGINAL
VALUES
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

200

TOTAL
200

COSTS

Training

0

20

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20

Revenue from
Dairy Products

0

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

1000

Climate Change
Mitigation

0

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

100

7

8

9

10

BENEFITS

UPDATED
VALUES
(YEAR 0)
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

200

TOTAL

200

COSTS

Training

0

18.18

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18.18

Revenue from
Dairy Products

0

90.91

82.64

75.13

68.30

62.09

56.45

51.32

46.65

42.41

38.55

614.46

Climate Change
Mitigation

0

9.71

9.43

9.15

8.88

8.63

8.37

8.13

7.89

7.66

7.44

85.30

-250

82.44

92.07

84.28

77.19

70.72

64.82

59.45

54.54

50.07

46.00

481.58

BENEFITS

Net Return =
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B)
ORIGINAL
VALUES
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

100

TOTAL

100

COSTS

Purchase of
Firewood

0

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

120

Transport &
Warehouse

0

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

50

Revenue from
Dairy Products

0

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

1000

Climate Change
Mitigation

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

8

9

10

BENEFITS

UPDATED
VALUES
(YEAR 0)
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

100

TOTAL

100

COSTS

Purchase of
Firewood

0

10.91

9.92

9.02

8.20

7.45

6.77

6.16

5.60

5.09

4.63

73.73

Transport &
Warehouse

0

4.55

4.13

3.76

3.42

3.10

2.82

2.57

2.33

2.12

1.93

30.72

Revenue from
Dairy Products

0

90.91

82.64

75.13

68.30

62.09

56.45

51.32

46.65

42.41

38.55

614.46

Climate Change
Mitigation

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-100

75.45

68.60

62.36

56.69

51.54

46.85

42.59

38.72

35.20

32.00

410.00

BENEFITS

Net Return =

79
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C)
ORIGINAL
VALUES
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

150

TOTAL
150

COSTS

Maintenance of
Planting

0

30

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

60

Harvest

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

5

5

20

Revenue from
Dairy Products

0

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

1000

Biological Pest
Control

0

0

0

0

2

4

6

6

8

8

10

44

Climate Change
Mitigation

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7

7

7

49

7

8

9

10

BENEFITS

UPDATED
VALUES
(YEAR 0)
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

150

TOTAL

150

COSTS

Maintenance of
Planting

0

27.27

24.79

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

52.07

Harvest

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.57

2.33

2.12

1.93

8.95

Revenue from
Dairy Products

0

90.91

82.64

75.13

68.30

62.09

56.45

51.32

46.65

42.41

38.55

614.46

Biological Pest
Control

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.37

2.48

3.39

3.08

3.73

3.39

3.86

21.30

Climate Change
Mitigation

0

0.97

1.89

2.75

3.55

4.31

5.02

5.69

5.53

5.36

5.21

40.28

-150

64.61

59.74

77.88

73.22

68.89

64.86

57.52

53.58

49.05

45.69

465.02

BENEFITS

Net Return =

81
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3) Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA)

This indicator can be analyzed in three ways:

The Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) is a known economical-

1. If and how much benefits exceed costs.

ly feasibility analysis tool used for projects and policies.

2. If and how much the estimated net or relative bene-

Its rationale is quite simple: all project or policy financial

fit exceeds the desired net or relative benefit (refer-

flows, including estimates related to ecosystem services,
are classified as costs (C) or benefits (B) and updated to
their present value. The analysis result will be expressed

ence).
3. If and how much the estimated net or relative benefit
exceeds alternative projects.

as an indicator of net benefit (B – C), or relative benefit
(B/C).

Incorporating externalities is a tradition in CBA, which is
often used to assess projects and policies with social and
environmental implications. Further details on the use of
CBA on environmentally relevant projects can be found in
Hanley & Barbier (2009).

Box 15. Hypothetical example: CBA

A company in charge of supplying water to a city col-

vices; avoided damages with climate change thanks

lects water from a water spring which is limited to a

to forest recovery in critical areas, and avoided

watershed with 60% of its native vegetation still pre-

deforestation thanks to the preservation of forest

served, and predominant agricultural use in the 40%

remnants; estimated revenues from recreation and

remaining areas. Neighboring watersheds are going

tourism activities related to the river, such as row-

through an urbanization process and consequent wa-

ing, fishing, etc., which were dramatically reduced in

ter quality degradation. To prevent water quality deg-

neighboring watersheds that were affected by the

radation, the company analyzed two action plans. The

urbanization process.

first one, based on gray infrastructure, refers to the
building of a water treatment plant (WTP). The second

The projects were compared using the CBA. Table 7

one, based on green infrastructure, refers to sustain-

shows the CBA results, whereas Table 8 details the

able management of the watershed.

project economic and financial flows, in current values.
Future values were updated using a WACC77 rate = 10%

A) Gray Infrastructure: Upfront investment consists

p.a., except for values related to climate change, and

of purchasing lands, executing civil construction

recreation and tourism, which were updated with a so-

works and buying equipment for WTP. The project

cial discount rate of 3% p.a. The time horizon adopted

has also WTP operation and maintenance costs. The

for the analysis was 30 years.

benefit is estimated as revenue from public supply
services.

Table 7 - CBA Results

B) Green Infrastructure: Upfront investment consists
of technical studies for sustainable planning of the

PROJECT

B-C

B/C

watershed, costs with mobilization and engage-

A) Gray Infrastructure

BRL 8,409,516.37

BRL 1.08

ment of local actors, and purchase of critical areas

B) Green Infrastructure

BRL 40,141,829.17

BRL 1.53

to control erosion. Other costs involve environmental restoration in critical areas, rural technical assistance, and economic incentives to preserve forest
remnants (forest conservation easement) and adoption of sustainable rural practices. The benefits
estimated are the revenues from public supply ser-

77 WACC is the weighted average of capital cost. For further information, please refer to the Study Planning chapter, under Time
Horizon.
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Project B shows a higher return than Project A. B-C
indicator shows the project Net Present Value (NPV)
or net return, whereas B/C indicator shows how many
Brazilian Reais in benefits the project generates for
each Brazilian Real invested (total costs).

Table 8 - Estimated Economic and Financial Flows for
Projects A and B (BRL x 100,000).

Original values repeat from year 10 to year 30.
A)
ORIGINAL
VALUES
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

...

30

1000

TOTAL
1000.00

COSTS

Operation and
Maintenance

0

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

...

5

150.00

0

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

...

120

3600.00

9

10

...

30

BENEFITS

Drinking Water
UPDATED
VALUES
(YEAR 0)
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1000

TOTAL

1000.00

COSTS

Operation and
Maintenance

0

4.55

4.13

3.76

3.42

3.10

2.82

2.57

2.33

2.12

1.93

...

0.29

47.13

0

109.09

99.17

90.16

81.96

74.51

67.74

61.58

55.98

50.89

46.27

...

6.88

1131.23

-1000

104.55

95.04

86.40

78.55

71.41

64.91

59.01

53.65

48.77

44.34

...

6.59

84.10

BENEFITS

Drinking Water
Net Return =
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B)
ORIGINAL
VALUES
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

...

30

700

TOTAL

700.00

COSTS

Environmental
Restoration

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

...

0

15.00

Economic
Incentives

0

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

...

4

120.00

Rural Technical
Assistance

0

3

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

...

0

15.00

Drinking Water

0

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

120

...

120

3600.00

Recreation and
Ecotourism

0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

...

0.5

15.00

Avoided
Deforestation
and
Reforestation

0

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

...

1.1

33.00

9

10

...

30

BENEFITS

UPDATED
VALUES
(YEAR 0)
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

700

TOTAL

700.00

COSTS

Environmental
Restoration

0

4.55

3.31

2.25

1.37

0.62

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

...

0.00

12.09

Economic
Incentives

0

3.64

3.31

3.01

2.73

2.48

2.26

2.05

1.87

1.70

1.54

...

0.23

37.71

Rural Technical
Assistance

0

2.73

2.48

2.25

2.05

1.86

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

...

0.00

11.37

Drinking Water

0

109.09

99.17

90.16

81.96

74.51

67.74

61.58

55.98

50.89

46.27

...

6.88

1131.23

Recreation and
Ecotourism

0

0.49

0.47

0.46

0.44

0.43

0.42

0.41

0.39

0.38

0.37

...

0.21

9.80

Avoided
Deforestation
and
Reforestation

0

1.07

1.04

1.01

0.98

0.95

0.92

0.89

0.87

0.84

0.82

...

0.45

21.56

Net Return =

-700

99.74

91.59

84.11

77.24

70.92

66.82

60.83

55.38

50.42

45.91

...

7.31

401.42

BENEFITS
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4) Risk and Opportunity Assessment

Thus, a risk assessment including financial values related

Business risk and opportunity assessments are of great

steps:

to ecosystem services can be conducted, following these
interest for the company C-level management and, if the
economic value of the natural capital is incorporated into

1. Determine the possible scenarios, including their typ-

those assessments, it can be part of the decision-making

ical events, contexts, potential consequences, and

processes.

time horizons. If time horizons are longer than a year,
establish the discount rate to update future values.

Natural capital risks are usually associated with the busi-

2. Estimate, based on technical studies or expert opin-

ness dependence upon ecosystem services, or with some

ions, the probabilities associated with each scenario.

business negative externality that affects other social

3. Estimate the returns for each time horizon period in

segments. On the other hand, opportunities are usually

each scenario, including estimates of economic val-

associated with customers’ and consumers’ ecosystem

ues related to ecosystem services.

services dependencies or preferences and can be related

4. For each scenario, update future values at present

to the business positive externalities.

value, sum up all (positive and negative) updated val-

Risks and opportunities can be assessed in a qualitative

Value (NPV).

ues, and obtain the estimated return as Net Present
way; for example, using the Corporate Ecosystem Services

5. Multiply the NPVs of each scenario by their corre-

Review (ESR) 78 tool (Hanson et al. 2012). These Guidelines

sponding probabilities (risk), thus obtaining the ex-

make suggestions for incorporation of estimated mone-

pected return for each scenario79.

tary values for ecosystem services into traditional methods used to assess risks and opportunities.

6. The difference between the expected return for the
scenario used as reference and the return expected
for an alternative scenario is a measure of the eco-

RISK ASSESSMENT

nomic risk associated with that alternative scenario.

Risk can be defined as financial loss probability (Gitman,

The different intensities of the event that characterize the

2010). By multiplying the risk (probability) by the estimat-

set of scenarios can be based on the history of intensity or

ed return of an asset, the expected return adjusted to the

amplitude of that event; on levels considered critical to

risk is obtained.

the business; or on any other criterion the company may
deem relevant and justifiable. It is worth pointing out

Different combinations of risk and return for the same

that, due to climate change and environmental degrada-

project, investment or policy are called scenarios. Each

tion, historical patterns may not be representative of the

scenario is characterized by a specific event, its context

future reality and, therefore, it is important to take into

and potential consequences. The same event may char-

account researches on changes in future patterns when

acterize different scenarios in the same context, and only

building scenarios.

the intensity of the event and its potential consequences
would differ. Take, for instance, a set of scenarios charac-

In this kind of analysis, when the scenarios represent dif-

terized by different intensities of drought (event) and loss-

ferent levels of intensity for the same event in the same

es in agricultural production (potential consequences) in

place and time period, the sum of those scenario prob-

the same region (context). In this case, probably only the

abilities ∑p shall be: 0 < ∑p ≤ 1. And, in this case, if the

scenarios that represent the most likely levels of drought

expected returns obtained for each scenario are summed

in the region will be assessed.

up, the return expected for the event (drought, in the examples above) will be obtained.

78 ESR is a tool designed to support managers diagnose and elaborate strategies to deal with risks and opportunities arising from relationships of
their business with natural capital. The economic valuation of the environment produced by ESR is qualitative or non-monetary quantitative.
Please refer to the link: http://www.wri.org/publication/corporate-ecosystem-services-review

79 If there are risk estimates (probabilities) for the expected returns in each
year considered in the analysis time horizon, the expected returns shall
be obtained for each year and only then summed up in order to obtain
the expected return for the scenario.
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Probabilities associated with each scenario can basically

of the event (drought) with that level or intensity (loss

be estimated in three ways, which can be considered in-

of 10% or more of the local orange production) in the

dependently or combined:

coming years, from 30%, according to historical data,
to 40%.

1. History of event occurrence, or level of the event that

3. Expert opinion on the event that characterizes the sce-

characterizes the scenario. For instance: droughts

nario, whether they are internal or external experts. For

that caused losses in 10% or more of the local orange

instance: climate change has been detected in the re-

production occurred three times more in the past

gion, according to recent studies, and the frequency of

10 years. Therefore, the risk that this kind of event

droughts (event) with level equivalent to a loss of 10%

(drought) with that level or intensity (loss of 10% or

or greater in local orange production should reach 40%

more of the local orange production) occurs in the

in the coming years. Considering also the additional ef-

coming 10 years is 3/10 = 30%.
2. Any piece of relevant information that might interfere

fects of deforestation of the watershed, that probability
should reach 50%.

with the event or the level of the event that characterizes the scenario, even though that piece of information
has no historical background. For example: progressive deforestation of the watershed where the water
is collected has been reducing the ecosystem ability
to regulate the river flow, and this should increase the
intensity of droughts in the region, amplifying the risk

Box 16. Hypothetical example: risk assessment

A company has noticed the rainfall regime in the wa-

created a set of baseline (BASE) scenarios. In order

tershed where it collects water has been increasing-

to assess the impact of climate change on risks of

ly hard to forecast, possibly as an impact of climate

local hydrological drought, the company created a

change. In that same watershed, there is also an

second set of scenarios, called alternative (ALT) sce-

area where greeneries are produced, which depends

narios, whose risk estimates were based on experts’

upon irrigation, and producers collect water down-

opinions.

stream the point where the company collects it.
The returns in each scenario were estimated conConcerned with any conflict that might arise con-

sidering the business sacrificed revenue, in case of

nected to the use of water, the industry managers

hydrological drought. The current business revenue

decided to perform a water scarcity assessment, giv-

is BRL 10,000,000.00/year in real values. The risks in

en the possibility of more intense and/or frequent

each scenario were estimated considering the prob-

droughts in a near future.

ability the scenario could become true within five
years. However, as it is not possible to determine

Based on historical data about the occurrence and

when exactly within those five years this would occur,

intensity of droughts in the region in the past five

the average time frame adopted as default was three

years, the business assessed the frequencies of

years for financial update of sacrificed revenues.

occurrence at five levels of hydrological drought
compared to local demand, taking into account the

Estimates of expected sacrificed revenue as a func-

company itself and the community downstream: 0%,

tion of water scarcity risk are detailed in Table 9. The

25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. Having this data in hand, it

rate used was WAAC = 10% p.a.
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Table 9 - Estimates of expected sacrificed revenues in case
of hydrological drought risk

SCENARIO
BASE 1
BASE 2
BASE 3
BASE 4
BASE 5

HYDROLOGICAL
DROUGHT

ESTIMATED SACRIFICED REVENUE
FUTURE VALUE

PRESENT
VALUE

RISK

EXPECTED SACRIFICED
REVENUE

0%

0% x BRL 10 M =
BRL 0.00

BRL 0.00

50%

50% x BRL 0.00 =
BRL 0.00

25%

25% x BRL 10 M = BRL
2,500,000.00

BRL 1,878,287.00

35%

35% x BRL 1,878,287.00 =
BRL 657,400.45

50%

50% x BRL 10 M = BRL
5,000,000.00

BRL 3,756,574.00

10%

10% x BRL 3,756,574.00 =
BRL 375,657.40

75%

75% x BRL 10 M = BRL
7,500,000.00

BRL 5,634,861.01

5%

5% x BRL 5,634,861.01 =
BRL 281,743.05

100%

100% x BRL 10 M =
BRL 10,000,000.00

BRL 7,513,148.01

0%

0% x BRL 7,513,148.01 =
BRL 0.00
Total = BRL 1,314,800.90

ALT 1
ALT 2
ALT 3
ALT 4
ALT 5

0%

0% x BRL 10 M =
BRL 0.00

BRL 0.00

25%

25% x BRL 0.00 =
BRL 0.00

25%

25% x BRL 10 M = BRL
2,500,000.00

BRL 1,878,287.00

30%

30% x BRL 1,878,287.00 =
BRL 563,486.10

50%

50% x BRL 10 M = BRL
5,000,000.00

BRL 3,756,574.00

20%

20% x BRL 3,756,574.00 =
BRL 751,314.80

75%

75% x BRL 10 M = BRL
7,500,000.00

BRL 5,634,861.01

15%

15% x BRL 5,634,861.01 =
BRL 845,229.15

100%

100% x BRL 10 M =
BRL 10,000,000.00

BRL 7,513,148.01

10%

10% x BRL 7,513,148.01 =
BRL 751,314.80
Total = BRL 2,911,344.85

Analyses show that currently there is no risk of the

mentation costs, combined with economic losses

business stop operating due to lack of water (BASE

derived from hydrological drought that is not elim-

5), but there is a 50% risk of the business being af-

inated, are less than the expected losses in case of

fected in the next five years (sum of BASE 2, 3 and

not implementing the plan.

4), which corresponds to estimated losses of BRL
1,314,800.90, roughly 13% of its annual revenue.

The best plan, from the economic perspective, will

However, considering the likely impacts of climate

be the one whose implementation costs, combined

change on hydrological drought, the probability of

with the remaining hydrological drought losses, are

not having any loss drops by half, to only 25% (ALT

less than the losses in case of not implementing it.

1), the possibility of completely stopping production

Here are a few examples of action plan alternatives

becomes real (ALT 5), and the expected economic

in this context:

loss more than doubles, reaching 29% of the business current revenue, or BRL 2,911,344.85.

•

Invest in technologies and processes to reduce

Economic risk estimate is used as a parameter to

•

Reduce production and, consequently, water

•

Import water for their own consumption, allow-

water consumption.
assess the economic feasibility of different action
plans capable of reducing expected losses. Those
plans will be economically feasible if their imple-

consumption.
ing the water spring reserves to supply produc-
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ers downstream.
•

Import water for producers downstream and

•

Collect water for their own use, and indemnify

collect water for their own consumption.
producers downstream to compensate for their
economic losses due to the resulting hydrological drought.

ASSESSMENT OF OPPORTUNITIES

Based on the results of the illustrative example for ROI

Opportunities are usually characterized by their net ben-

A (energy efficiency) and C (implementation of a silvopas-

efit: expected benefits minus the necessary cost to enjoy

ture system on the farms) must be jointly implemented so

them. Thus, assessment of opportunities is equivalent to

future demand for energy is met. Graphically, that issue

assessment of projects, and can be implemented using

can be represented as shown in Figure 181:

and Payback Return calculations, consider that Projects

the tools described previously: ROI, Payback Period, and
CBA. Estimated values for material ecosystem services
are then considered in the same form described for those

Figure 1- Impact of energy efficiency and firewood production
projects on the risk of future energy deficit

analysis tools.

even the costs to make it happen, may be uncertain. In
cases like those, it is possible to adopt alternative sce-

Power Availability

Power Availability

Future demand

FUTURE
DEFICIT

However, the benefits expected for the opportunity, or

narios representing different possibilities, and calculate
their estimated returns (or ROI, B-C, B/C, or Payback Period) and, ideally, their expected returns – if it is possible

Future demand

Energy
efficiency
Silvopasture
System

80

Without the projects

FUTURE
AVAILABILITY

CURRENT
AVAILABILITY

5) Graphic Analyses to Support
Strategic Decisions

FUTURE
AVAILABILITY

ROI, B-C, B/C, or Payback Period).

CURRENT
AVAILABILITY

to assign probabilities to occur in different scenarios (or

With the projects

Graphics have a huge visual appeal and ability to communicate the most important information of an analysis in a
straightforward manner, making values associated with

The graphic on the left represents availability in the cur-

ecosystem services more accessible to decision makers.

rent context, without the projects. The highlight to the
risk of future shortage is indicated in the graphic as fu-

One of the clearest ways to show the importance of ecosys-

ture deficit.

tem services to business is to present the analysis results in
a comparative format, considering and ignoring estimated

The graphic on the right represents availability in the ex-

economic values for material ecosystem services.

80 Expected return = estimated return x risk (probability to occur)

81 Inspired in a graphic published in ESR Impact Assessment (Landsberg et
al., 2014)
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pected situation, after implementing the projects. It is
possible to see the highlight to the energy savings due to
the energy efficiency project and an increase in the supply of biomass fuel obtained by implementing the silvopasture system project. In summary, the graphics make
it clear that both projects combined eliminate the risk of
future power deficit.
In the illustrative example of CBA calculations, the results could be communicated as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Result of CBA comparing gray infrastructure and green
infrastructure projects.
B-C

Gray
infrastructure

Green
infrastructure

Take a new hypothetical case, similar to the one shown in

ed sediments into its water spring and, consequently, their

CBA example, and consider a company that sells drinking

treatment costs. The area revitalization also shows poten-

water. That company has water treatment costs derived

tial for the business to generate new revenue streams with

from soil erosion in its water spring, located in a micro wa-

the exploration of recreation and tourism activities.

tershed that had already lost part of its vegetation cover
before being fully purchased by the company. The busi-

Financial flows estimated for the project are summarized

ness is considering to implement a revegetation project in

in Table 10. Graphically, the project and its expected re-

the micro watershed, in order to reduce the flow of erod-

sults could be presented as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Table 10 - Business financial flows considering
the implementation of the hydrological micro
watershed revitalization project

ORIGINAL
VALUES
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

40

TOTAL
40

COSTS

Water
Treatment

0

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

300

Planting
Maintenance

0

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

Sales of
Drinking
Water

0

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

375

Avoided
Costs with
Treatment

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

5

5

5

10

10

10

15

15

15

94

Recreation
and Tourism

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

3

4

5

5

5

5

5

38

10

11

12

13

14

15

BENEFITS

UPDATED
VALUES
(YEAR 0)
UPFRONT
INVESTMENT

TIME HORIZON (YEARS)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

40

TOTAL
40

COSTS

Water
Treatment

0

18.18

16.53

15.03

13.66

12.42

11.29

10.26

9.33

8.48

7.71

7.01

6.37

5.79

5.27

4.79

152.12

Planting
Maintenance

0

3.64

3.31

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6.94

Sales of
Drinking
Water

0

22.73

20.66

18.78

17.08

15.52

14.11

12.83

11.66

10.60

9.64

8.76

7.97

7.24

6.58

5.98

190.15

Avoided
Costs with
Treatment

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.24

1.13

2.57

2.33

2.12

3.86

3.50

3.19

4.34

3.95

3.59

31.82

Recreation
and Tourism

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.67

1.63

1.58

2.30

2.98

3.61

3.51

3.40

3.31

3.21

27.19

Net Return =

-40

0.91

0.83

3.76

3.42

4.35

5.63

6.76

6.24

6.54

8.76

8.87

8.29

9.20

8.57

8.00

50.10

BENEFITS
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Figure 3 - Economic and financial flow estimated for the project
in the next 15 years, updated at current value.
BRL 50
40
30
20
10
0
-10

NPV

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

-20
-30
-40

B-C

Water Treatment

Upfront Investment

Maintenance of Reforestation

Sales of Drinking Water

Avoided Costs with Treatment

Figure 4 - Comparison of the value generated in the next 15 years
(NPV = Net Present Value), with and without the project.

NPV
50
40
30
20
10
0

With the Project

Without the Project

Recreation and Tourism

14

15
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Appendices
Appendix 1.
Water Quality Regulation: Chart on
Dependency and Impact
Below is the discussion on the concepts of dependency and

Situation #1. There is real negative impact, IQlw: Qlwideal > Qlwcol

impact as adopted in Devese for water quality regulation.
The analysis below is applicable to any water quality pa-

Water Quality Level

rameter.

Qlwmax

IQlw = Impact of lack or limitation of ecosystem services on quality regulation of water collected by the
business

Qlwideal
IQlw

Qlwcol

Qlwideal = Ideal quality of water needed for business

Potential
water quality
ecosystem
regulation

DQlw

operation
Qlwcol = Quality of water collected by the business

Qlwmin

Qlwmax = Maximum quality of water under maximum
levels of ecosystem regulation, i.e.; in highly preserved
ecosystems

In this case, the impact is negative, because the quality of

Qlwmin = Minimum quality of water, where water is col-

the water collected is lower than the ideal water quality

lected, in case of minimum levels of water quality ecosys-

for business operations; it is equivalent to Qlwideal - Qlwcol.

tem regulation, i.e.; in highly degraded ecosystems
DQlw = Business dependence upon the water quality

Situation #2. There is no impact, IQlw: Qlwideal < Qlwcol

regulation ecosystem service
Water Quality Level

In case of parameters with directly proportional rela-

Qlwmax

tionship with the water quality, meaning the higher the
estimated value, the higher the water quality, your estimates or measurements (Qlwideal, Qlwcol, Qlwmin) shall be
multiplied by -1 before they are inserted in the formulas to
estimate DQlw and IQlw.

Qlwcol

Potential
water quality
ecosystem
regulation

Qlwideal
DQlw
Qlwmin

In this case, there is no negative impact, since current water quality is actually higher than ideal quality for the company; and there is no positive impact, since the company
cannot benefit from better quality of the water collected.
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Appendix 2.
Wild Pollination Regulation: Sample
Calculation Details
METHOD 2. WILD POLLINATION
Impact: quantification

Quantification: impact and externality

Step 2

Determining parameters a and b:

Distances between coffee plantation and forest remnants

a = - (Mpaccoffee x DPaccoffee) / Dpaccoffee2 = - (2.5 x 0.33) /

are: 328 ft (100 m) to FF1, 3,280 ft (1,000 m) to FF2, 24,114 ft

50,0002 = - 3.3 x 10-10

(7,350 m) to FF3, and 17,388 ft (5,300 m) to FF4.
b = - 2 x a x DPaccoffee = - 2 x (- 3,3x10-10) x 50,000 = 3,3
As FF3 is located beyond the flight distance of the three
pollinator species identified in the region (GREENLEAF et al,
2007), it does not contribute to pollinate coffee on the farm
(only area n in this example).
i = A. mellifera: Apjin = [15 x 30,000 x 2.7183 ^ (-100/5,900)
+ 5 x 30,000 x 2.7183 ^ (-1,000/5,900) + 3 x 21,163 x
2.7183 ^ (-5,300/5,900)] = 442,437 + 126,614 + 25,857
= 594,907
i = M. fasciata: Apjin = [15 x 20,000 x 2.7183 ^ (-100/1,500)
+ 5 x 20,000 x 2.7183 ^ (-1,000/1,500) + 3 x 14,108 x
2.7183 ^ (-5,300/5,900)] = 280,652 + 51,342 + 0 = 331,994
i = T. angustula: Apjin = [15 x 10,000 x 2.7183 ^ (-100/700)
+ 5 x 10,000 x 2.7183 ^ (-1,000/700) + 3 x 7,054 x 2.7183
^ (-5,300/700)] = 130,032 + 0 + 0 = 130,032
Apjn = ApAm + ApMf + ApTa = 594,907 + 331,994 + 130,032
= 1,056,933 specimens
Apn = Apjn/Ajn = 1,056,933 / 100 = 10,569 specimens/ha

x 10-5
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Appendix 3.
Soil Erosion Regulation: Sample
Calculation Details
Quantification: applying USLE (Universal Soil Loss Equation)
DEPENDENCY
Physical metric – Loss of Soil Nutrients:
a

R

K

LS

UM

A

Se

a

R

K

LS

UM

A

Se

pp

4865 x 0.047 x 11.56 x 1 x 35 = 92,513.81

pp

4865 x 0.047 x 11.56 x 0.01 x 35 = 925.14

dp1

4865 x 0.047 x 12.27 x 1 x 35 = 98,195.89

dp1

4865 x 0.047 x 12.27 x 0.01 x 35 = 981.96

Physical metric – Turbidity in the Body of Water:
a

R

K

LS

UM

A

Se

a

R

K

LS

UM

A

Se

ua

4865 x 0.057 x 7.47 x 1 x 50 = 103,573.42

ua

4865 x 0.057 x 7.47 x 0.01 x 50 = 1,035.73

pp

4865 x 0.047 x 11.56 x 1 x 100 = 264,325.18

pp

4865 x 0.047 x 11.56 x 0.01 x 100 = 2,643.25

dp1

4865 x 0.047 x 12.27 x 1 x 200 = 561,119.37

dp1

4865 x 0.047 x 12.27 x 0.01 x 200 = 5,611.19

dp2

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 1 x 600 = 2,103.168.69

dp2

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 0.01 x 600 = 21,031.69

pf

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 0.01 x 150 = 5,257.92

pf

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 1 x 150 = 525,792.17
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IMPACT
Physical metric – Loss of Soil Nutrients:
a

R

K

LS

UM

A

Se

a

R

K

LS

UM

A

Se

pp

4865 x 0.047 x 11.56 x 0.12 x 35 = 11,101.66

pp

4865 x 0.047 x 11.56 x 0.01 x 35 = 925.14

dp1

4865 x 0.047 x 12.27 x 0.25 x 35 = 24,548.97

dp1

4865 x 0.047 x 12.27 x 0.01 x 35 = 981.96

Physical metric – Turbidity in the Body of Water:
a

R

K

LS

UM

A

Se

a

R

K

LS

UM

A

Se

ua

4865 x 0.057 x 7.47 x 1 x 50 = 103,573.42

ua

4865 x 0.057 x 7.47 x 0.01 x 50 = 1,035.73

pp

4865 x 0.047 x 11.56 x 0.12 x 100 = 31,719.02

pp

4865 x 0.047 x 11.56 x 0.01 x 100 = 2,643.25

dp1

4865 x 0.047 x 12.27 x 0.25 x 200 = 140,279.84

dp1

4865 x 0.047 x 12.27 x 0.01 x 200 = 5,611.19

dp2

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 0.25 x 600 = 525,792.17

dp2

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 0.01 x 600 = 21,031.69

pf

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 0.01 x 150 = 5,257.92

pf

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 0.01 x 150 = 5,257.92

EXTERNALITY
Physical metric – Turbidity in the Body of Water:
a

R

K

LS

UM

A

Se

a

R

K

LS

UM

A

Se

ua

4865 x 0.057 x 7.47 x 1 x 10 = 20,714.68

ua

4865 x 0.057 x 7.47 x 0.01 x 10 = 207.15

pp

4865 x 0.047 x 11.56 x 0.12 x 35 = 11,101.66

pp

4865 x 0.047 x 11.56 x 0.01 x 35 = 925.14

dp1

4865 x 0.047 x 12.27 x 0.25 x 35 = 24,548.97

dp1

4865 x 0.047 x 12.27 x 0.01 x 35 = 981.96

dp2

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 0.25 x 0 = 0

dp2

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 0.01 x 0 = 0

pf

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 0.01 x 20 = 701.06

pf

4865 x 0.047 x 15.33 x 0.01 x 20 = 701.06
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Annexes
Annex 1.

Annex 2.

Replacement Cost Method (RCM)

Production Function Method (PFM)

The Replacement Cost Method (RCM) is based on the as-

The Production Function Method (PFM), also known as the

sumption that incurred (or estimated) costs for replace-

Marginal Productivity Method (MPM), or Dose-Response

ment, restoration or substitution of the quantity or the qua-

Function method, is based on the fundamental assumption

lity of an ecosystem service consist of a valid estimation of

that ecosystem service is or can be considered an input for

the value of the benefits such ecosystem service represents

economic activities. So, any variation in the quantity or qua-

to the business or to the society. In other words, losing that

lity in a certain ecosystem service – the ‘dose’ – will result in

ecosystem service would represent an onus to the business

a variation in the productivity of the economic activity that

operation or to the society, partially reflected on the mone-

depends upon it – the ‘response’.

tary value that would be paid to replace that service or to
replace it with another non-environmental good or service

Therefore, the critical step in applying this method is to

that can play a similar role. Costs related to environmental

determine the relationship between the ecosystem service

compensations are also considered in this method.

and the productivity of the economic activity that is being
assessed, the so-called ‘dose-response function’. The eco-

RCM can be used to estimate values associated with losses

nomic valuation of the ecosystem service (the dose) will be

that may occur in the future (ex-ante), or to estimate values

calculated by estimating the monetary values related to

associated with losses that have already happened in the

the economic activity loss or gain (the response). Thus, fi-

past (ex-post). Usually, it does not require complex mathe-

nancial losses or gains resulting from the economic activity

matical or statistical analyses, and the economic value es-

assessed will be adopted as monetary value estimates for

timate associated with the ecosystem service is calculated

the variation in quantity or quality in the ecosystem service

by summing up the compensation, recomposition and/or

upon which the economic activity depends.

restoration costs. However, in some situations, a multiple
regression analysis may be necessary.

The dose-response function is usually obtained through
statistic methods of simple or multiple regression. Simple

Examples of the application of this method can be fou-

regression is used if it is possible to assume the ecosys-

nd in chapter Methods for Quantification and Economic

tem service is the only factor to determine the observed

Valuation of Ecosystem Services, under sections on water

response. In case there is any other factor influencing the

provision, biomass fuel provision, water quality regulation,

response that is going to be valued, it will be necessary to

global climate regulation, pollination regulation, and soil

measure it and include it in the analysis, which will require

erosion regulation.

multiple regression methods.
Examples of how to apply this method can be found in
chapter Methods for Quantification and Economic Valuation of Ecosystem Services, under the section about pollination regulation.
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Annex 3.

Annex 4.

Avoided Costs Method (ACM)

Opportunity Cost Method (OCM)

The Avoided Costs Method (ACM), also known as the Preven-

Opportunity cost is defined as the best alternative given up

tive or Defensive Expenditure Method (DEM), is based on the

when a choice is made. It can be calculated as the diffe-

assumption that preventive expenses with replacement (or,

rence between the (current) option selected and its best

rarely, complementary) products or services for a certain en-

economic alternative: current option – best economic al-

vironmental service can be understood as estimates of the

ternative. Considering this, the opportunity cost can be

monetary value that the ecosystem service represents. The-

understood as a measure of the value of the money that

refore, investments on the prevention of losses for business

would have been earned otherwise.

or the society due to variations in the quantity or quality of
ecosystem services constitute plausible estimates of the be-

This method (OCM) has been widely used to value soil use,

nefits those ecosystem services represent.

and it is the base of most systems of payment for environmental services in Brazil. It is usually easy to apply, as long

ACM can be used to estimate ecosystem service loss preven-

as the sacrificed income is easy to estimate.

tion costs or resulting impacts that could or may occur in
the future (ex-ante approach), or it can be used to estima-

Its main weakness is not to be sensitive to the intensity of

te values that would be paid to prevent ecosystem service

benefits or environmental damages produced in the area

losses or impacts that may already have occurred (ex-post

that is being valued. In other words, it does not matter how

approach). Usually, that method does not require any com-

much positive externality a certain area generates, or how

plex mathematical or statistical analyses, and final determi-

important it is to the people who are benefited: the income

nation of the economic value associated with the ecosys-

sacrificed in relation to the most beneficial economic use al-

tem service is calculated by summing up the values of the

ternative for this area remains the same. In fact, that oppor-

costs incurred with loss prevention in quantity or quality of

tunity cost would only change if the market prices where the

ecosystem services or the adverse impacts resulting from

alternative income is obtained also changed. However, tho-

them. However, in some situations, a multiple regression

se prices may be partially or completely independent from

analysis may be necessary.

generation of externalities in the area considered.

Lastly, ACM is very similar to RCM (Annex 1). The main dif-

The same rationale may be applied to negative externalities.

ference is that ACM estimates values related to prevention
loss, whereas RCM estimates values related to recovery of

Examples of how to apply this method can be found in

such losses. However, some authors think that the potential

chapter Methods for Quantification and Economic Valua-

damage estimate (ex-ante), as established in RCM, can be

tion of Ecosystem Services, in the sections about biomass

considered an estimate of avoided costs.

fuel provision, and recreation and tourism.

Examples of the application of this method can be found in
chapter Methods for Quantification and Economic Valuation of Ecosystem Services, under the sections on water quality regulation, and regulation of wastewater assimilation.
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Annex 5.

Annex 6.

Social Cost of Carbon (SCC)

Travel Cost Method (TCM)

Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) is a parameter that represents

The Travel Cost Method (TCM) is based on surveys on how

the estimated cost of eventual impacts of releasing a ton of

people prefer to spend time and money while traveling on

carbon into the atmosphere – in the form of CO2 – on agri-

recreation, leisure and tourism. Therefore, it is a method

cultural productivity, human health, as well as damages

to estimate the economic value of ecosystem service by

to public or private properties associated with flood risks,

analyzing the demand curve of the service. The fundamen-

among other climate-change related impacts that may be

tal assumption is that those expenditures reflect, to say the

monetarily estimated and valuated. It is possible to estima-

least, the benefits offered by places that allow for recrea-

te the monetary values of the costs associated with those

tion, leisure and ecotourism activities.

impacts using different methods, such as the Replacement
Cost Method (RCM – Annex 1) and Avoided Cost Method

TCM considers actual behavior, that is, people real expen-

(ACM – Annex 3).

ses, rather than estimates of expenses people are willing to

There are many SCC estimates, produced by different sour-

In general, both the method and interpretation of the re-

ces, such as Stern (2007), IWGSCC (2013), PwC (2015), Nor-

sults obtained are quite simple. Data is usually gathered

dhaus (2017) and Ricke et al. (2018). The estimates from

through surveys or interviews with visitors in the area being

those studies are not directly comparable, since they were

analyzed. The survey or interviews should obtain, at least,

produced in different years.

information on:

incur to enjoy the benefits in leisure and ecotourism areas.

The current guidelines adopt Nordhaus (2017) estimate for
year 2020, based on a discount rate of 3.00% p.a.: USD 87.30.

1. Expenses incurred with traveling (fuel, toll, car rental,
bus tickets, etc.).

That estimate is based on the most recent version of DICE

2. Expenses incurred with accommodation and feeding

model and represents a conservative value when compa-

(hotels, meals, snacks, even when they are purchased

red to Ricke et al. (2018) estimate (USD 406.00, for the same

before the trip).

discount rate).

3. Expenses with admission fees (tickets, annual passes,
etc.).

For dynamic analyses which will make projections at a future time, SCC value shall be adjusted at a real rate of 3%

With this data in hand, it is possible to estimate the econo-

p.a., according to Nordhaus (2017).

mic value of the ecosystem service for those who visited
the area. If it is intended to extend the results to a larger
group of people, such as the population who lives in nearby areas, the following information should be gathered as
well: origin of visitors, frequency they go to the area, their
income, age, gender and level of education.
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Annex 7.
Hedonic Pricing Method (HPM)
Having information about those nine variables, in a repre-

The Hedonic Pricing Method seeks to infer the value of an

sentative sample of surveys/interviews, it will be possible

environmental attribute (which invariably can be determi-

to estimate a statistic model, through a multivariable re-

ned in the form of ecosystem services) observing the price

gression analysis, which allows for extending the results to

variations of products or services regularly traded in the

a larger group of people.

market and usually needed to enjoy the environmental at-

Thus, a more accurate data gathering depends on access

dered complementary to the environmental attribute. The

tribute. Those market goods and services are then consicontrol to the area where the ecosystem services will be as-

basic rationale is that certain environmental attributes in-

sessed. Other ways of gathering this type of data other than

fluence the prices of those complementary goods and/or

at the day the area is accessed tend to present inaccurate

services.

results, because people may not be able to remember how
much they spent, or they may get confused and provide in-

A practical example is the value estimate of cultural

correct information.

ecosystem services, such as scenic beauty, environmental
education, or recreation and leisure associated with a park

A more complex application of the Travel Cost Method

based on the price variation of real estate properties loca-

(TCM) may include opportunity costs related to the value

ted nearby. In that case, the price of real estate properties

of recreation, leisure and tourism per hour per person. Tho-

located near the park is likely to be higher, since proximity

se opportunity costs could be calculated in case visitors

makes it easier for people to enjoy the park, especially its

decided to visit the area rather than performing any other

scenic beauty.

economic activities.
Therefore, it is a revealed preference method. The econoOne of TCM major challenges is to allocate travel costs to

mic value estimate of the environmental attribute (which

multiple destinations or with multiple purposes. Special

can be determined as an ecosystem service) based on raw

care should be taken while elaborating the survey and cal-

data is not trivial and requires rigorous statistical treat-

culating proportion of travel costs directly linked to visiting

ment in order to control other factors that may be influen-

the area where the ecosystem service will be valued.

cing the prices of complementary goods that will be used
to estimate the value of the environmental attribute.

Examples of how to apply that method can be found in
chapter Methods for Quantification and Economic Valuation of Ecosystem Services, under the section about recreation and tourism.
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